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This annual report provides an overview of research and development (R&D) activities at

Naka. Fusion Research Establishment, including those performed in collaboration with other

research establishments of JAERI, research institutes, and universities, during the period from I

April, 2002 to 31 March, 2003. The activities in the Naka Fusion Research Establishment are

highlighted by high performance plasma researches in JT-60 and JFT-2M, research and

development of fusion reactor technologies towards ITER and fusion power demonstration

plants, and activities in support of ITER design and construction.

JT-60 program has continued to produce fruitful knowledge and understanding necessary

to achieve reactor relevant performances of tokamak fusion devices. JFT-2M has made

contributions in more basic areas of tokamak plasma research and development in pursuit of

high performance plasma.

The objectives of JT-60 research have been more shifted to physics R&Ds in support of

the International Thermonuclear Experimental Reactor (ITER) and establishment of physics

basis for a steady state tokamak fusion reactor like SSTR as a fusion power demonstration plant.

Major achievements of JT-60 research program in this fiscal year can be summarized as follows;

1) A real-time control of neoclassical tearing mode by electron cyclotron wave was

successfully demonstrated and the improvement in normalized beta was achieved as a

result.

2) Start up of plasma current by lower hybrid current drive without using a central solenoid
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has been demonstrated. The plasma current was further ramped up with the assistance of

the vertical field coils and bootstrap current resulting in a very high performance plasma.

3) Transport property of various type of H-mode plasma has been investigated. Property of

Internal Transport Barrier (IT13) has also been investigated mainly from the view point of a

radial electric field.

4) Mechanism of the current hole formation has been investigated and significant

understanding has been gained.

5) A new type of Alfvdn eigemnode was theoretically proposed to explain the observed

behavior of the mode in JT-60.

6) New understanding on divertor and scrape-off-Layer plasmas has been gained from probe

measurements and analyses.

7) Detritiation of the vacuum vessel has successfully been simulated by three kinds of

discharge cleaning methods using H2, He and Ar.

8) Steady improvements towards long pulse operation have been made in both Neutral Beam

injection and Radio Frequency heating systems.

In JFT-2M, the advanced material tokamak experiment program has been carried out to

test the low activation ferritic steel for development of the structural material for a fusion reactor.

Major achievements in this fiscal year are summarized as follows;

I The inside wall of JFT-2M except the port openings was fully covered by ferritic steel

plates to investigate the compatibility of the ferritic steel as a first wall with the high

performance plasmas.

2) As a new attractive operation regime, high recycling steady H-mode with ITI3 was

explored.

3) A basic study on the edge transport barrier in the H-mode was pursued by utilizing the

heavy ion beam probe.

4) Operation of the Compact Toroid (CT) was drastically improved by the modification of the

injector and a fast density increase due to the CT injection has been measured.

In the area of theories and analyses, significant progress has been made in understanding of

the ITB, energy confinement scaling in ITI3 plasmas, MED equilibrium in the current hole

region, asymmetric feature of divertor plasmas and the divertor detachment. In addition,

through the project of numerical experiment on tokamak, the mechanism of the ion temperature

gradient mode was clarified by particle simulations. The physics of divertor plasma was also
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studied by particle simulations.

R&Ds of fusion reactor technologies have been carried out both to further improve

technologies necessary for ITER construction, and to accumulate technological database to

assure the design of fusion power demonstration plants, which include the development of

Blanket Test Modules to be tested by ITER, reduced activation structural materials, and their

neutron irradiation facility, now called the International Fusion Materials Irradiation Facility

(IFMIF). Major achievements in the area of fusion reactor technologies in this fiscal year are as

follows;

1) Superconducting Magnet: The world's first large coil using the N3A] conductor was

successfully operated at 46 kA, 13 T. The N3Al conductor was demonstrated to be a

promising technology for fusion power demonstration plants that require toroidal field

higher than 13 T. A 60-kA High Tc Superconductor current lead was successfully

developed.

2) Neutral Beam Injection; The voltage holding in the I MeV Vacuum Insulated Beam Source

(VIBS) was improved by a new stress ring to decrease electric field at the triple junction

(interface of metal flange, FRP insulator, and vacuum). The VIBS sustained I MV stably for

8500 s and a I OmA-class negative ion beam was accelerated at 900 keV.

3) Radio Frequency Heating; In the development of the advanced launcher (remote steering

launcher), the transmission efficiency of > 95% at a steering angle of 12' to 12' was

obtained by improving the waveguide corrugation.

4) Blanket; Development of the breeding Test Blanket Module for ITER with water cooled

solid breeder and reduced activation ferritic steel is underway. Fabrication method of

Li2TiO3 pebbles was improved and the thermo-mechanical properties of the pebble bed were

studied. Efforts to develop an advanced neutron multiplier brought us a bright prospect that

Be12Ticontaining aBephasecanbeappliedtopebblefabrication.

5) Plasma Facing Components; Thermal fatigue experiments of a divertor mock-up with Cu

screw cooling tube were conducted to investigate lifetime of the divertor structure as a

reduced cost option of the ITER divertor.

6) Structural Materials; Neutron irradiation hardening of a low activation material F82H was

examined up to 20dpa. This effect was saturated with an increase of radiation dose.

Development of post irradiation fracture toughness test equipment has been conducted

successfully. The three-year Key Element Technology Phase of the IFMIF activity under the

EEA collaboration has been completed in 2002 successfully.

7) Tritium Technology; As tritium removal technique from plasma facing components,
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effectiveness of excimer laser irradiation was verified.

8) Fusion Neutronics; The D-T neutron skyshine experiment was carried out. An analysis

using the Monte Carlo Neutron Particle transport code agreed well with measured neutron

and gamma-ray dose rate distributions within ± 20% uncertainty.

9) Vacuum Technology; A new scroll type roughing vacuum pump with transfer coating

technique was developed in order to improve the lubrication characteristics.

In the ITER Program, Canada made the first site proposal to host ITER in June 2001 and

three additional site offers including Japanese Rokkasho proposal were submitted in June 2002.

Fourteen years after the inception of ITER, construction of ITER has come close to a reality.

JAERI as the main implementation institute of the ITER program in Japan, has made major

technical contributions in preparing the Japanese site proposal and licensing procedures.

JAERI has also coordinated scientific and technical activities in support of ITER collaborating

with universities and other research institutions in Japan.

Finally, in the area of fusion reactor design studies, major achievements can be

summarized as follows;

1) A concept of advanced tokamak without central solenoid coils was proposed.

2) A prospect of the current hole plasma as a reactor core was computationally assessed.

Good confinement of alpha particles in the core and enhanced fusion output are expected.

3) A new mechanism governing the vertical displacement event at the thermal quench was

conceptually revealed by axisymmetric MHD simulations.

4) An innovative liquid wall divertor utilizing the latent heat of solid grains floating on the

surface of the liquid flow was proposed.

Keywords; JAERI, Fusion Research, JT-60, FT-2M, Fusion Technology, ITER, Fusion Power

Demonstration Plants, Fusion Reactor
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FOREWORD

We at the Naka Fusion Research Establishment of Japan Atomic Energy Research
Institute (JAERI) have been continuously conducting fusion research and developments
including the plasma experimental and theoretical studies, fusion technologies for construction
of ITER and establishment of technology basis for fusion power demonstration plants.

In the fiscal year of 2002, the work on JT-60 made remarkable progress in the
demonstration of real-time control of neoclassical tearing modes by injection of the electron
cyclotron wave, in the investigation of mechanism of the current hole formation and in the
investigation of the internal transport barrier with regard to various types of H-mode plasmas.
These achievements have provided improved physics basis for ITER. A new tokamak concept
eliminating the center solenoid coil was proposed and its feasibility was successfully
demonstrated on JT-60 with operations in combination of the lower hybrid current drive, control
of the vertical magnetic field and bootstrap current. The design studies on the JT-60
superconducting tokamak (JT-60SC) have also made steady progress in collaboration with
universities, institutes and industries. With respect to the study on JFT-2M, the injection of a
compact toroid has demonstrated a fast increase in the plasma density.

Steady progress has been made to improve the fusion technologies for ITER especially in
the fields of the heating technology where a new remote steering launcher of radio frequency
waves are developed and of the tritium removal technology where an excirner laser is
successfully applied to take the tritium out of carbon tiles of the plasma facing component. The
world's first large coil using the 3Al conductor was successfully tested at 46 kA and 13T.
The N3Al conductor is promising to realize the high-field superconducting coils for the fusion
power demonstration plants. A good progress has also been made in the development of the
tritium breeding materials and the low activation structural materials. The Key Element
Technology Phase of the International Fusion Materials Irradiation Facility, which had been
performed under the IEA collaboration, was successfully completed.

In June 2002, Japan proposed Rokkasho as a candidate construction site for ITER to
contend with three others offered by Canada and EU. JAERI has promoted and coordinated
scientific and technological activities in collaboration with institutes and universities. JAERI has
also been supporting the international negotiation towards the ITER construction.

In the meantime, the resource for the fusion research and developments in JAERI has
been reduced so much that some large facilities are being forced to stop the operation. Even
under such a severe financial situation, our consistent efforts have brought about much progress
in close and willing collaboration with institutes and universities. In view of these encouraging
outcomes, I do expect with full confidence that the fusion research and developments will make
a new and powerful take off towards the energy source for mankind when the construction of
ITER is initiated in coining future.

V)V
Masahiro Seki
Director General
Naka Fusion Research Establishment, JAERI
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1. JT-60 PROGRAM effects of electron heating have been investigated by

using Electron Cyclotron Heating (ECH). As for the H-

Objectives of the JT-60 project are to make mode plasmas, it is newly found that the enhancement

contribubons to the International Then-nonuclear of pedestal pressure was obtained with an increase of p

Experimental Reactor (IT-R) through physics R&D and in a high triangularity configuration. Also newly

to establish the physics basis for a steady state tokamak proposed is a new type of Alfvdn Eigemnode (AE), and

fusion reactor like SSTR. In the fiscal year of 2002, the the observed frequency chirp was explained by

strenuous campaign has been performed, intended to considering the properfies of Reversed-Shear-induced

extend the achieved reactor-relevant performance AE (RSAE) near q i,, and their coupling to Toroidal AEs

further with emphasis on the sustainment of an (TAEs). The understanding of divertor and Scrape-Off-

improved confinement, and deepen the knowledge in Layer (SOL) plasmas has progressed by new

plasma science under the collaborative program mainly observations (the three Mach probes and the fast-

with Japanese universities. sampling divertor Langinuir probes) and theoretical

A real-fime technique has been intensively analyses (UEDGE). In the later period of the 2002

developed f the efficient Neoclassical Tearing Mode campaign, the detritiation of the vacuum vessel has

(NTM) control, where the location of the island center been undertaken by three different discharge cleaning

is evaluated using the el ectron temperature methods (the glow discharge, electron cyclotron

perturbations measured with Electron Cyclotron resonance discharge, and Taylor discharge) by using H2,

Emission (ECE) diagnostic and the injection angle of He or At

Electron Cyclotron (EC) wave is determined so that the Design study of the JT-60 Superconducting

EC power is deposited right at the island center. As a Tokamak (JT-60SC) has been progressed for high ON

consequence, NTM suppression was accomplished and and non-inductive current drive steady-state plasmas

improvement in normalized bate (ON) was obtained. with high QDTq condition. A conceptual design of the

The start up of plasma current without using the JT-60SC is presented in nation-wide collaborations with

central solenoid has been undertaken, and the plasma universities, research institutes and industries.

current initially raised by Lower Hybrid Current Drive

(LHCD) was increased with the help of flux input by

the increased current in vertical field coils and the

bootstrap current. At a plasma current of 06 MA with

the above operation, a very high performance plasma

(confinement enhancement factor over the ITER98(y,2)

scaling (HHY2) = 16, poloidal beta (5p = 36, and

normalized beta ON = 16) was produced with both the

internal and edge transport barriers. In Ar-see'ded H-

mode plasmas with the outer strike point located on the

divertor dome-top, high-power Negative-ion-base

Neutral Beam (N-NB) injection extended the electron

density regime to 095 Greenwald density with keeping

HHY20f0-9-

Mechanism of the current hole has been

investigated in detail by accurate current profile

measurement and Eectron Cyclotron Current Dive

(ECCD). It is found that no current by ECCD was

observed inside the current hole. As for ECCD, the

current drive efficiency has been evaluated in a reactor-

relevant high electron-temperature regime. With respect

to a plasma with Internal Transport Barrier (IT13), the

I 
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1. Experimental Results and Analysis grow at t--4.3 s, normalized beta, PN, of 29 was kept

1.1 High Performance and Non-inductive Current almost stationary and no continuous degradation was

Drive observed, and an ELMy H-mode plasma with ON-2.7

1.1.1 Steady-StateSustainmentof High-P Plasmas [1.1-1] and P,-1.5 was sustained for 74 s, which corresponds

Demonstration of the steady-state sustainment of highs to 60TE. Here, the duration is determined by the facility

plasmas is important. The purpose is to investigate constraint. In E39706, total NB injection power reached

possibilities of sustaining highs for the time scale of 1 80 MJ, but no significant increase in the D, signal and

current diffusion. The current diffusion time in a high Pp the impurity content was observed.

Figure 11.1-2 shows the value Of PN against
E039706

�Z1 _ -_ I 3: duration Tdurafion normalized by TE in typical high p
2 (a r _W I ' lyl� 20 ELMy H-mode discharges in JT-60U. In shot E39511Z0

3 0 ArP=1 MA, B,=2 T, q95=3.6) a high-performance plasma
Z 2.7co_ PN-2.7 for 7.4s with PN=2.7, Pp=1.6, H89PL=1.8, HH,2=0.89, n,/nc;=0.67

0
E was sustaine r 6.5s. It is vious t at t e operations

region has been significantly extended by these
0

discharges: High value Of PN, which is comparable to

0 that in ITER, was obtained in larger drfion/rE region.

]ET 5 e)
i6 n 5orrr,

3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 2 4 &-0.45
tine [s]

Fig. I.I.1-1 Typical waveform of a long-pulse high-op 'In Z3 19

H-mode discharge. (a) plasma current and NB injection 2 0 TER

power, (b) normalized beta, (c) line-averaged electron 1 8-0.15
density, (d) intensity of Q, signal, (e) amplitude of

magnetic perturbation with n=2. 0
0 1 0 20 30 40 50 60 70

H-mode discharge is an order of 10 s in JT-60U due to 'Cdu ratianITEFig. 1. 1 1-2 Plot of normalized beta versus discharge
its large size and high temperature. Such a long-pulse duration normalized by energy confinement time. Open

and high-P discharge has been realized by the and closed circles correspond to the results before and

improvement in the poloidal coil system: a high after the improvement of the poloidal coil system,

triangularity plasma with k-0.45 can be sustained for respectively.

10 s. The duration also corresponds to the maximum

pulse width of the neutral beams in JT-60U. 1.1.2 Plasma current ramp-up without the use of center

Typical waveforais of a long-pulse high-pp ELMy solenoid and formation of high confinement

H-mode discharge are shown in Fig. Plasma plasma

parameters are as follows: p= I 0 MA, Bt= 1. 8 T, q95=3.3, An integrated scenario consisting of (1) plasma start-up

k-0.45. NB power was gradually increased by the using the vertical field and shaping coils, 2 an

stored energy feedback in order to avoid the 21 mode intermediate non-inductive ramp-up stage, and 3)

and large-amplitude mln=312 mode, which cause serious controlled transition to a high-density, bootstrap-

confinement degradation. Deuterium pellets were dominated, high-confinement plasma has been

injected from the high-field side at 120 m/s, 10 Hz from demonstrated for the first time on the JT-60U tokamak

t--3 s, which contribute to obtaining a high density [1.1-2,31. The plasma had both internal and edge

plasma without significant confinement degradation. transport barriers, and had HH98(,,2) = 16 andfBs>90%

The pellet injection also contributes to maintaining the at 1p = 06 MA.

core density to reduce the NB shine-through loss power,

which is small (-10%) but becomes important in the (1) Plasma current start-up and ramp-up

long-pulse operation. Although a 32 mode started to In the example shown in Fig. 11.1-3 (BTR = 13.45 Tm),

- 2 -
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a plasma with Ip = 0.2 MA was formed by a (a) E041711 t 8.% (b) E041711 t 8.5s.

combination of pre-ionization by EC (II 0 GHz) and LH 6

(2 GHz) waves and induction by VR and VT coils. VR 2
4

and VT coils, where VR and VT are poloidal field coils

to control plasma position and shaping (triangularity), 2

respectively .......... OL ..............
Further ramp-up to 04 MA was achieved by 6 s, by 0.0 02 0A 0.0 02 04 06 

(c) E04171 t 8.5s. (d 1711 t = 8.5s-
a combination of electron heating and current drive by 11

EC and H waves. This intermediate phase is similar to 10

regular non-inductive ramp-up, but a current hole is 4 Cr

already formed during this phase. The conversioni 2

efficiency from the total external non-inductive input

energy to the total poloidal magnetic field energy is 0 0 . ............. 1_11�
0.0 02 0.4 0.6 0.9 0.0 02 0.4 0.6 0.8

3.6%, averaged over from 26 to 5.0 s. The VR and VT r (n) r (m)

coil currents were ramped linearly, therefore contribute Fig. 1. 1. 1 4 Proffles of electron density, electron

to increase Ip by supplying poloidal flux. temperature, ion temperature, and safety factor at time
of maximum stored energy (8.5 s in Fig. I. 1 1.2-1).

0.7 WWII 1 Both entemal and edge transport barriers are evident.
-�. VI .1, (MA) 0VI M

.. ....... -1
IVR kA� 28 ........ NT .... ........ . .... .. ... . 20 IF (kA) can also make a substantial improvement in the
I'r 0 0

10 economic competitiveness of conventional aspect ratio
PEC (MA
PLH (M . . . . . tokamak reactors.

P 4
PZ: 5P
T (W ) 18 .............. . . .... 0

_�,(W) 1, 1.1.3 CurrentClampintheCurrentHole0
10 It has been investigated if there exists some mechanism

n.i oo"Im-�)

0 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 to clamp the current density at zero level in the current
tirne W hole. A stable tokamak plasma with nearly zero toroidal

Fig. 11.1-3 Integrated scenario from plasma start-up to current in the central region (a current hole") has been

achievement of advanced tokamak plasma without the use sustained for several seconds in the T-60U tokamak

of OH solenoid. Typical waveforms. [1.14]. However, it has not been clear whether the

current dve source such as inductive toroidal electric
(2) Formation of high performance plasmas field and non-inductive current drive remains at zero

A transition from a low-density non-inductively current level or some mechanism works to clamp the current

driven phase to a high density, nearly self-sustained density at zero level against the current drive source

(bootstrap dominated) phase begins at 6 s when the during the sustainment of current hole. Two kinds of

current becomes high enough to confine the injected
beam ions. Density was increased, and 85 kV NB experiments were perfon-ned to investigate effects of

inductive toroidal electric field and those of non-
injection was started from 6 s. As shown in Fig. 1. 1-4, inductive current drive separately. In the first

the plasma generated by this scenario had an ITB and an
experiment, the inductive toroidal electric field was

edge transport barrier (H mode). The current density in changed transiently keeping the non-inductive current

the plasma core is nearly zero ("current hole"), and the drive inside the current hole as small as possible. An

q profile is deeply reversed with q.in = 56 at r1a = 07 electric field in the opposite direction to the plasma

and q9 = 12.8. At t = 8.5 s (time of maximum stored current was generated in the current hole by injecting

energy), = 36 (EN = 0), ON = 16, and HH98(y,2) = EC waves outside the current hole to drive the current in

1.6 were achieved at n = 0.5ncw A preliminary the same direction to the plasma current and to increase

evaluation offBs = 90% was obtained. the bootstrap current through the heating, both in the

These results open up the possibility of OH-less region outside the current hole. An electric field in the

operation, which is a requirement for ST reactors, and same direction to the plasma current was generated in

- 3 -
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the current hole by decreasing the heating power T =2-4 keV
e

suddenly to decrease the bootstrap current outside the

current hole. In both cases, the current hole was 0.4 _ne,,p�.2 16
maintained. In the second experiment, EC current drive

inside the current hole was attempted in the same and 0.3
opposite directions to the plasma current during the

quasi stationary period where the inductive electric field 4) 0.2
N

was sufficiently small. in both directions, the EC

LID 0.1current drive did not change the current inside the %%MO I gn LFS__L_
current hole and the cuffent hole was maintained. From X&-P I .#`
these experimental results, it has been shown for the pololdel cross section0 1 - I I I I I
first time that the current hole is not maintained by the 0 0.1 0

0.5
fact that the current drive source remains zero in the E 0.1 I

current hole but by some mechanism to clamp the p-0.17 p-0.35
current density at zero le-el, which is activated when Fig. I.1.1-5: Comparison of the normalized EC'_D efficiency

the current density in the central region reaches zero. z between the experiment (circles) and the calculation ines)

as a function of a measure of trapped particle fraction at the

1.1.4 Experimental Study on Physics of Electron outward mid-plane. Conventional effective charge
Cyclotron Current Drive [ 1. 1-51 dependence is included for comparison. Inset in the figure

Electron cyclotron current drive (ECCD) can drive shows the CD locations in the poloidal cross-section of the

spatially localized current 1.1-61. The CD location can plasma.

be easily controlled by injection angle of waves on the electron temperature at the CD location, respectively. It is

electron cyclotron resonance layer, so that ECCD has -expected that the trapped particle effect reduces more

been considered as a tool to control plasma current strongly in lower field side (LFS) deposition than in higher

profile. An important application of ECCD is field side (BFS) deposition. We adjusted the ele=n density

suppression of instabilities, such as neoclassical tearing and he effective charge to he fixed values as much as

mode (NTM) 11-7]. To stabilize the NM, it is possible in this experiment although we assume pmary

essential to drive current locally in the magnetic islands dependencies on plasma parameters have been removed by

to compensate missing bootstrap current inside the the nommhzafion. The measured for the LS deposition

islands. Although NTM suppression by ECCD has (open circles) was about a half of that for the BFS deposition

recently been demonstrated, physics of ECCD is not (closed circles), when we compared them at he same EO-5 (:

understood well. One of concerns for the application is inverse aspect rato), which is a measure of the trapped

that trapped particles are considered to reduce EC particle fraction at the outward mid-plane of a tokamak.

driven current because of the off-axis location of NTM measured aeed with the calculated one Oines).

islands. Therefore, the trapped particle effect on ECCD calculation was made by a inearized Fokker-Planck code

has been investigated. Recent progress of EC systems to with added quasi-linear diffusion term The code includes the

increase the driven current by increasing its power and trapped particle effect and the relativistic effeq whereas it

to prolong the duration has made it possible to measure does not consider the parWlel electric field effect nor the non-

the off-axis EC driven cuffent clearly. Experimental linear effect The parallel electric field effect and the non-

measurement of EC driven current is based on the loop- linear effect can be negligible under this experimental

voltage-profile analysis, which evaluates the transient condition. The reduction of � can be an evidence of the

inductive electric field in the plasma [ 1. 1-6). trapped particle effect An expected reduction of � with the 2 5

The trapped particle effect has been investigated by at US was not clearly observed, since the variation of Eo'

comparing the normalized CD efficiency C�_e' lEcRpn. 1 (0'-0.22-0.32 for r0.17-0.35) was not large enough to

c02P,bkT, at various CD locations (see Fig. 1. 1. 1 -5), where IEC, significantly vary beyond the experimental error bars.

Rp, n,, P&,, and T. are the EC driven current the plasma major Further off-axis ECCD will show the trapped particle effect

radius, the election density, the absorbed power, and the more clearly.

- 4 -
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This study suggests that the HFS deposition is 2.5

preferable to drive larger EC driven current, if the El
controllability of deposition location by EC antenna 2 0

iz CD
direction can be secured. 2� 0

OD CC)
0) 1.5 0Refemnces DOO

1.1-1 Isayama, A., et al., l9th Fusion Energy Conf, IAEA-

CN-94/EX/C2-2 2002).

1.1-2 Takase, Y, Ide, S., Itoh, S., et al., 19th Fusion Energy

Conf, IAEA-CN-94/PD/T-2 2002). 0.5 . . . .
1.1-3 Shiraiwa, S. Ide, S.1toh, S., et al., Formation of 0.5 1 1.5

Advanced Tokamak Plasmas without the Use of T./Ti
Ohmic Heating Solenoid," submitted to Physical Rev. Fig. I.1.2-1 Electron heating in RS plasmas. The HH99(y,2)

Let. factor against T�lTi, with NB heating only (open squares)

1.1-4 Fujita, , et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 87, 245001 2001). and with NB and ECRF heating (open circles).

1.1-5 Suzuki, T., et al., "Heating and Current Drive by The effects of electron heating on ITBs were studied in

Electron Cyclotron Waves in JT-60U", 19th Fusion the PS plasm,,-,. As ECRF power was applied, T,
Energy Conf, IAEA-CN-94/EXfW2, submitted to
Nucl. Fusion. increased and approached to Ti. After the ECRF

1.1-6 Suzuki, T., et al., Plasma Phys. Control. Fusion, 44, 1 injection, the T profile becomes smooth at the location

(2002). (p - 04 - .5) where clear ITB was observed earlier.

1.1-7 Isayania, A., et al., Plasma Phys. Control. Fusion, 42, The scale length of the T profile (T = TldTildr)

L37 2000). changes from about 15 cm at 77 s to 29 cm at 78 s

(Fig.I.1.2-2 (b)). These results indicate that the T IT`B is
1.2 Transport in Core Plasmas lost between 77 and 78 s. The profile of the radial

1.2.1 Impact of electron heating on ITB plasmas electric field Er) at 74 and 77 s are shown in Fig.1.1.2-

On JT-60U, the influence of dominant electron heating 2 (a). They have a notched structure which is more

on ITBs was investigated 1.2-1,2]. It was found that in steeply notched when the ITB becomes clearer 7.4 s).

Reversed magnetic Shear (RS) plasmas the confinement A measure of shearing of the Er profile 12-31,

improvement by the ITBs could be maintained in a (dEr/dr).i = (J(dEr/dr)..J+J(dEr/dr).in1Y2 which is

dominant electron heating regime. Energy confinement evaluated at the IT13, is plotted in Fig.l 12-2 (b) As

in excess of two times the ELMy H-mode scaling has

been obtained in a dominant electron heating regime. 0 m inE max. (a)
On the other hand, it was found in Positive magnetic Wd dE,/dr

E 7 4
Shear (PS) plasmas that the T ITB could be degraded -10

by a dominant electron heating. W
-20

(1) Dominant electron heating in RS plasmas

The HH98(,,2) factor obtained in the RS plasmas in these 0 0.5 1
P

electron heating experiments is compared to that

obtained in usual P-NB heated RS plasmas and plotted 100 0.3
against a ratio T/Ti in Fig. 11.2-1. As shown in the �71

E E�factor obtained in the electron �50 0.2figure, the HH98(y.2) Ui

heating experiments (shown by open circles) is 0 M. . . . . . . . 0. 1

comparable to that obtained in P-NB heated RS plasmas 7.0 7.5 8.0

(shown by open squares). It is found that the HH98(,2) time (S)
factor is almost independent on TelTi within this Fig. 1.2-2 Electron heating in a PS plasmas. (a) The Er

profile at a clear T ITB is formed 7.4 s) and just before it
extended range from P-NB heating to ECRF heating is degraded 77 s). (b) Temporal evolution of M�dr),ff

domain and can be as high as 2 or more. (open squares) and LT, (open circles).

(2) Dominant electron heating in PS plasmas

5
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shown in the figure, (d.E�dr).ff continues to decrease unity. in the range of Qi/ni-0.02-0.03xl0-J1MWM-1/M,3'

during ECRF injection and reached to the same level as the increasing rate of Q1ni against -VTj is slightly

that without the ITB, while LTi stays small until 7.7-s. reduced, which is indicative of the weak ITB formation.

'Me results indicate that the ECRF injection influences In the range of Qi/ni-0.04xlO-'9MWm-/m-' te

the structure of Er and then ITB is influenced. increasing rate of Q1ni is remarkably reduced, which is

The results obtained in RS plasmas indicate that indicative of the strong ITB formation. The relation

ITBs can be maintained in ail electron heating dominant between Qi1ni and Ti at the strong ITB formation is

fusion plasma and sufficient confinement can be interpreted as a bifurcation in transport. On the other

obtained. It should be noted that in the RS plasmas, E, hand, the increasing rate of Qi1ni in the outer region

shear is found to be maintained as long as ITB is (rla-0.7) stays large in the L-mode state. It should be

maintained. noted that the dependence Of Xe on heat flux is similar to

On the other hand, the results in PS plasmas are that of Xi, suggesting a strong correlation between

quite pessimistic. However, before adopting the results electron and ion transport.

toward fusion plasmas, it should be clarified if the

results are due to the physics of electron heating in (2) Dependence of diffusivity on the E, shear

general or the physics intrinsic to ECRF heating. Also We consider that the non-locality of the E, shear is

influence should be investigated on much stronger PS

ITBs, the IT'Bs shown were rather weak.
I'?` 006

1.2.2 Property of ITB Formation E0) strong
The ITBs observed in Jr-60U can be categorized into 0 ITB
two groups, i.e., weak or strong IT'Bs. The weak ITB

G 
has lower diffusivity in the wide core region, compared -01

to L-mode, whereas the strong ITB exhibits a large E 0 04r-weak3: 0.02 ITB
reduction in thermal diffusivity in a narrow layer. To r/a-0.46
clarify the property of these ITBs, it is important to n r/a-0.7
investigate the dependence of diffusivity (c) on the heat 0 e timp trace
flux at the ITB. Furthermore, in order to maintain high 0 0 40 60
stability and high confinemen IBs have to be actively -VT, (keV/m)
controlled. Since the radial electric field (E,) shear is

one of the key factors, the dependence of X on Er shear Fig. 1 12-3 Relation between ion heat flux divided by ion

has to be investigated to be able to control the ITB. density and ion temperature gradient.

(1) Dependence of diffusivity on heat flux

In order to investigate the properties of the ITB 1 0 :,9
critformation, including those of weak Ms, the power of (dE r/dr) eff

perpendicularly injected neutral beams was scanned in a

detailed manner for the PS plasmas at fixed plasma IC/)

parameters (BT=3.7r, Ip=13MA, target line averaged CM
Of I.OX,019M,3, Edensity triangularity of about 02, and

balanced toroidal momentum input). �-Z -4-411-
The relation between ion heat flux Q) divided by no weak strong

ion density (ni) and ion temperature gradient (-VTi) is 1JTB, 1TB .1 ITB
shown in Fig. 11.2-3. In the range of small Qi1ni, the 0.1 0.1 1

increment of -VTi at rla-0.46 is very small wth (dEr/dr) eff (1 2 M m 2)

increasing Qilni. 'Ibis indicates the L-mode transport Fig. 1 12-4 Xi as a function of the effective E, shear. The

without an ITB. Indeed, the confinement enhancement dotted line indicates the time trace.

factor over the L-mode scaling in this case was around

- 6
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important for the ITB formation and sustainment 1.2-3], plasma with parabolic-type profiles and 004-0.1 in the

we define the effective Er shear near the ITB as RS plasma with box-type profiles.

(dEWdr)eff=(I(dEWdr)..�+I(dEIdr).i.1)12- The profiles of the impurity density (nHe, nc and

The dependences of Xi on (dEWdr),ff are shown in Fig. nAr) were compared with that of the electron density (n.)

1.1.2-4. The value of Xi increased with (dEWdr),ff for the in the RS plasma (Ip=1.3 MA, Br=3.7 T and HHy2-1.6)

cases with no ITB, whereas Xi decreased for the data and the high Pp ELMy H-mode plasma Qp=1.0 MA,

with weak and strong ITBs. There exists a critical value BT=2-3.8 T and HHy2-1.0). The puffed He and intrinsic

of (dEr/dr)eff to change the state from a weak to a strong C densities were measured with CXRS. The profile of

ITB. The possible physical processes involved in the the total Ar density summed over all ionization states

formation of weak and strong ITBs are considered as was estimated using an impurity transport code, where

follows. The Er shear increased with an increase in the transport coefficient was determined by fitting the

beating power due to the increase in the pressure calculated soft x-ray profile to the measurement 1.2-61.

gradient. The core confinement was improved, which The Ar radiation coefficient was taken from the ADAS

corresponded to the formation of a weak ITB. Once the database considering the T-60U diagnostic setup. In the

plasma state changes by acquiring the weak ITB, the E, RS plasma, where a box-type profile Ath a strong ITB

shear is further enhanced by an increase in the heating was observed in te n, Te ad T profiles, an ITB was

power, ad Xi is gradually decreased. The growth of a also observed in the nH, profile. However, the nj*

weak ITI3 due to the gradual reduction in Xi leads to an profile was flatter than the ne profile, which is favorable

increase in the E, shear. he transport properties change for helium ash exhaust. The nc profile was similar to

according to the transition from a weak to a strong ITB that for the n, profile, suggesting no carbon

when the E, shear exceeded the critical value. accumulation inside the ITB. In the RS plasma with a

small amount of Ar puffing, the soft x-ray profile

1.2.3 Relationship between Particle and Heat Transport became a peaked one. In order to fit the calculated soft

in ITB Plasmas x-ray profile to the measurement, a more peaked
A reversed or weak positive magnetic shear plasma ith

ITBs is a most promising operational mode for He C Arbox E * A

advanced steady-state tokamak operation due to its high RS parabolic 9 v

bootstrap current fraction and high confinement. In T- high 0 V

60U, the RS plasma and the high Op mode plasma with

weak positive shear have been optimized to provide a V

physics basis for ITER and SSTR. In these plasmas,

further optimization for high density, high radiation loss V

fraction and high fuel purity is necessary, as well as i 0

high P while keeping high confinement. Since these

issues are closely related to the particle (bulk plasma V

and impurities) transport, the relationship between

particle and heat transport has been systematically

investigated in RS and high Op mode plasmas 1.2-4, 5]

In order to understand the bulk plasma transport,
10

the relationship between electron diffusivity and Xi XINC

thermal diffusivity was investigated in the ITB region. NC

The electron effective diffusivity (Deeff), defined Fig. L 12-5 Relationship between DH� /DHe and Xi /XNc.

considering only the diffusive term as ,=-DeffVn,, Open circles show the data in high mode plasma.
Closed circles and squares show the data in parabolic- and

where re is the electron flux, was well correlated with box-type RS plasmas, respectively. DclDcNc (diamonds

the ion thermal diffusivity (Xi) in both high Pp mode and and reversed tiangles) and DA,1DAr NC (triangles) are also

RS plasmas. The ratio (D,'fflXi) was estimated to be 0.2- plotted, which were estimated by assuming neoclassical

0.3 in the high Pp mode plasma, 01-0.2 in the RS inward pinch velocity.

- 7 -
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(by a factor of 26) nA, profile inside the ITB than the n, than 10. However, in other high Xi/Xi NC cases, the nc

profile was necessary. This result indicated the Ar profile could not be reproduced with vNc, because a zero

accumulation inside the ITB. In the high Op mode or negative gradient of nc profile was observed,
NCplasma, profiles of n, T and T had a parabolic-type although V was inward. The anomalous convection

profile. Both profiles of nH, and nc were flat, also velocity might be dominant in this region. In these Ar

suggesting no helium and carbon accumulation. On the transport analyses, the effect of impurities other than

other hand, the nA, profile was more peaked by a factor carbon which is the main intrinsic impurity was not

of 16 than the n, profile, which was, however, a smaller considered for the estimation of the neoclassical

factor than that in the RS plasma. The relationship transport coefficient,. This effect should be investigated

between the impurity diffusivity (DID NC ) and the in future work.

thermal diffusivity (Xi/XiNC ) non-nalized by the

neoclassical value in the ITB region is shown in Fig. References
1.1.2-5. The values of D and the convection velocity (v) 1.2-1 Ide, S., Suzuki, T., Sakamoto, Y., e al., Plasma PhYs.

of He were estimated separately based on the He gas- Controlled Fusion, 44, A137 2002).
1.2-2 Ide, S., Suzuki, T., Sakamoto, Y, el al., 19t Fsion

puffing modulation experiment 12-71. Since it is Energy Conf, 1AEA-CN-94/EX/C3-3 2002),

difficult to separate D and v for C and Ar experimentally, submitted to Nuclear Fusion.

DC and DA, were estimated by assuming the neoclassical 1.2-3 Sakamoto, Y., Suzuki, T., de, S., el al, 19th Fusion
NC Energy Conf, lAEA-CN-94/EX/P2-08 2002).V (V and a steady-state condition. In the RS plasma, a

similar ratio of v to the neoclassical value has been 1.2-4 Takenaga, H., el al., 19th Fusion Energv Conf.,

obtained for C and Ne 12-8 9 The impurity lAEA-CN-94/EX/C3-5Rb 2002).

neoclassical transport coefficient was calculated using 1.2-5 Takenaga, H., et al., "Relationship between particle
and heat transport in JT-60U plasmas with internal

NCLASS. The value of DHe was estimated to be 0.5- 1.0 transport barrier," submitted to NucL Fusion.

m 2/S in the high , mode plasma and 0. 1-0.5 M2/S in the 1.2-6 Kubo, H., et al., accepted in J Nucl. Mater..

RS plasma. The ratio DH,/Xi was in the range of 02-1.0 1.2-7 Takenaga, H., et al., Nucl. Fusion, 39, 1917 1999).

for both RS and high P. mode plasmas. The value of 1.2-8 Takenaga, H., el al., PhYs. Plasmas, 8, 2217 2001).

Di,, was reduced to the value only higher than the 1.2-9 Takenaga, H., et al., Fusion Si. Technol., 42, 327

neoclassical value by a factor of less than 2 in the box- (2002).

type RS plasma, where Xi was also close to the 1.3 Improved Confinement at High Density and H-

neoclassical level. In the parabolic-type RS plasma and mode Pedestal

high Pp mode plasma, DH, and Xi were higher than 1.3.1 Influence of Ar Puff on High Density ELMy H-
NC NC by a factor of - IO.

DH� and Xi mode Plasmas

NC NCThe values of D C and DA, were estimated to be Energy confinement and divertor power handling of

in the range 0.0 1 0.04 m 2Is at the ITB. The value Of VNC high-density ELMy H-mode plasmas have been

at the ITB for Ar (-0.2 to -0.8 m/s in the high Op mode improved by injecting Ar in JT-60U.

plasma and 2 to -5 m/s in the RS plasma) was larger Characteristics of the core and edge plasmas and

than the value for C (-O to 0.2 m/s in the high Pp mode behavior of impurity ions are summarized in 13-1].

plasma and -0 to 1.3 rn/s in the RS plasma). In the High triangularity plasma (8 -0.5) with Ar injection was

box-type RS plasma, where Xi was close to the attempted to improve plasma performance. As shown in
NC NCneoclassical level, DclDc and DA,/D A, were Fig.1.1.3-1 HH98(,,2) -1 and P,,d/Pha, -0.8 were obtained

GWestimated to be and 9, respectively. The values of at n = 066 n , and they were comparable to the

DC and DA, were estimated to be 0 I and 02 M2/S, previous shots with 8 0.35. However, the ELMs

respectively. These values were within the range of DH, became grassy, i.e. maybe Type-II: the frequency

(0.1-0.3 M2/S). In the high Pp mode plasma, DC and DA, increased and the amplitude was reduced. As another

were estimated to be about 0 I m 2Is. The values of approach, we attempted to shift the outer divertor strike-

DlDc NC and DAr/DA, NC were about 4 which was similar point from the divertor tile to dome-side/top tiles, where
Xi/XiNCto i/XiNc=5. in some high cases in the parabolic- plasma shape with 6 -0.35 was maintained.

NCtype RS plasma, DcID C was estimated to be more Confinement improvement, electron density, and

- -
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1.2 ITG/TEM maximum growth rate, AM, was greatly

reduced in the region p = 06 - 07. The ETG growth
1.1 Ar, Dome-top 7 rate was significantly reduced everywhere and vanished

El in the range p = 053 - 07. The ExB shearing rates were

% much smaller than the ITG growth rates over the profile.
3�_ 0-9 Ar The effect of rotation on hTG calculated by the FULL

0.8 0 Ar, Dome-top, code was small. The effect of adding or removing Ar to

0. 0 NoAr N-NB or from the discharges was also simulated by GS2. The
0 0 result showed that the small T gradient in this region,

0. rather than the effects of the Ar injection, was the
A 0.5 06 07 0. 0 I 1.1 dominant factor in reducing yrG to the low levels

n/nGW observed in the Ar injected discharge. The effect on the

Fig. 11.3-1. HH99(1,2) as a function of norniatized density growth rates of adding Ar was not sufficient to

in ELMy H-mode. Shot 39530 (open squares) with P-NB, quantitatively explain the level of confinement

andShot4l536withN-NB(closedsquare)[1.3.1-1]. improvement. Further investigation is necessary.

radiation-loss-power fraction reached the ITER relevant 1.3.2 Enhanced Pedestal Pressure in High Density
GW 8 A

regime-, ID-198(y,2) -1, n, -0.8 n , and P.VPh.t Region of High 5p ELMy H-mode Plasma

few trials using NBI with negative ion source (N-NB) Achieved with Pellet Injection

were also performed to extend the high-density The H-mode edge pedestal condition determines the

operation of the ELMy H-mode plasma near plasma performances since it determines the core

"Greenwald density limit" in "dome-top" configuration confinement as the boundary condition and affects the

[1.3-21. The n, was increased up to nInGW_I, but stable limit through the global current and pressure

HH9Wy,2) became 0.9. Electron density profile was profiles. When the density is increased by gas-puffing,

slightly peaked by injecting A and the improvement the pedestal ion temperature decreases with the increase

was mainly attributed to an improvement of ion energy of the pedestal density and the confinement degrades

confinement. At the sme time, the maximum divertor with the decrease of the pedestal ion temperature in the

heat load due to ELMs has been reduced by a factor of 3 ELMy H-mode plasma 1.3-4, 5]. In the high mode

- with keeping the good energy confinement. These plasma, confinement also degrades, when the density is

experiments suggest that the plasma confinement is increased by gas-puffing. On the other hand, in the high

influenced by the divertor plasma configuration. Op ELMy H-mode discharges with multiple pellet

In order to investigate the mechanism of the injection, the high confinement regime was extended

improved energy confinement, transport calculations from nWnGW 0.6 to 0.7 1.3-6]. The pedestal structure

using the TRANSP code, and ITG/ETG micro- and its effects on the confinement were investigated.

instability calculations using the GS2 and FULL codes In the high Op ELMy H-mode plasma with multiple

have been done 13-31. GS2 code calculations were pellet injection, the pellets penetrated just inside the

compared for an Ar injected and a reference plasma pedestal width Apd and the electron density n. was

without argon with plasma current Ip = 12 MA, toroidal increased gradually 20-TE) so as not to decrease the

magnetic field BT = 25 - 26 T, injection power of pedestal temperature (since pd increases with the

positive NB PNBI = 18 MW, elongation ic = 14, and = thermal ion poloidal gyro radius ppi as described below).

0.3. For the reference discharge, the maximum growth In addition, we increased Op above 2 with an optimum

rates for both the Ion Temperature Gradient (ITG) healing profile consisting of the positive and negative

modes /Trapped Electron Modes (TEM) 3 - 6 x 104 s ion source NBs to keep MHD stability. Consequently,

at k,, p - 0.5) and Electron Temperature Gradient (ETG) we have enhanced W* by factors of 2-2.5 for the type I

modes (I - 4 x 106 s"at k. p, 40) were significant ELMy edge at the same plasma current and plasma

throughout the range p = 025 0.85. In Ar-injected shape Qp=lMA and 8--0.44-0.5), and achieved

discharges, GS2 code calculations showed that the Hs9PL=2.1 (HHy2=l-l)atne=0.7nGw. Atthesamedensity,

9 -
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H89PLwas 13 in the gas-fueled reference cases. The ion Pp-tot - Pp-ped). The pedestal width followed the

temperature profiles are shown in Fig.1.1.3-1 (a) for scaling AW-5ppiq95'03 1.3-71. Previously, Op-ped and

pellet injection case and gas-fueled case. This figure ppi experimentally showed strong mutual correlation.

shows that the pedestal ion temperature was high (by a However, recently, the pellet injection and the NNB

factor of 25) and Ap, was wide in the pellet injection injection enabled these two parameters to be decoupled.

case compared with gas fueling at the same pedestal At high the normalized pressure gradient, the -

density. Figure 11.3-2 (b) (discharges at IMA and parameter, increased with Pp-tot. On the other hand, at

&--0.44-0.50) shows that the pedestal pressure "= low , it was almost constant at a low value. 'Ibis P.-

nPEDxTF'E0) stayed roughly constant for the standard dependence may be due to increasing Shafranov shift

ELMy H-mode with type I ELMs (open circles). with Pp or radially increasing filed line pitch at the low

Whereas in the high ELMy H-mode (closed circles), field side.

PC PED can be higher. In the pellet injection cases, PC' Possible correlations among pedestal and core

increased gradually, and reached high values. On the parameters based on the observations in T-60U was as

other hand, in the gas-fueled case, ED decreased with follows. In order to achieve a steep pedestal pressure

increasing n'. The pedestal temperature in the pellet gradient, high high Pp and edge magnetic shear

injection case was higher than that in the gas-fueled control are required. Effects of the edge magnetic shear

case by a factor of 23. We have also achieved high on the edge turbulence suppression (thus on the pedestal

pedestal pressure with the type II ELMs (crosses in Fig. width) have not been clarified in JT-60U. The steep VP

I.I.3-2 (b)). Such type II ELMs were obtained without enhances the pedestal pressure. The high pedestal

pellet injection and in the relatively high TED regime. pressure allows a high pedestal temperature at a given

The pedestal Pp (pped) increased with the total Op pedestal density. The high pedestal temperature widens

values (Pp-tot) at high 0.44-0.50. This relationship the pedestal width (ppi dependence). 'Me wide pedestal

appeared independent of existence of the ITB, which width enhances the pedestal pressure and the pedestal

means that this relation does not come from the profile temperature. High pedestal temperature improves the

stiffness. On the other hand, Pp-ped was almost constant core confinement for the standard ELMy H-mode. It has

at low S. The width of the pedestal, Aped, and the not been clarified whether the high edge temperature

pressure gradient, VP, determine the pedestal pressure. helps the IT'B formation or not. However, at least for the

Ap.d was independent of N-tot (and also Op-ped, since high Op mode, high-8 plasmas seem to have relatively

type I 0 standard H w/o rrB pe 11 type III
0 high Pp H with rrB X ty

10 2 X r--r- -I

e(a ilet
8 type I ELMy n rist.

3
1 MA, 0.46 n

> high p> 6 4)
4) Ad ELMy H-mode

.M L..J -
% Penet

I'=_ 4 E37413 ELMy E32398
0 CL H-mode

w/o ITB

2 puff 00 00 lp=1.0 MA
E32398 0 0 0.44-0.50

ON
0 0 1 2 3 4

0 r/a n PED [Io 9 M-3]

Fig. 11.3-2 (a) Ion temperature profiles for pellet and gas fiieled type I ELMy H-mode discharges at the same n, PED v=i
PED --0.44-0. 0.

MA, 0.46). (b) Pedestal electron temperature TFD vs. density n at Jp= I MA and 5

- Io-
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lower threshold heating power for ITB formation with a calculation time for the identification of the island

clear electron temperature internal barrier And then, if center is less than IO ins, which is much shorter than the

the core confinement (or Pp) is improved, the pedestal typical growth time of the NTM (-several hundred

stability is improved. The time constant required for this milliseconds).

positive feedback cycle seems to be -2sec (10'rE) at Ip=l Typical waveforms of the NTM stabilization

MA. Therefore, when we increase density, we need to experiment are shown in Fig.1.1.4-1. Plasma parameters

fit the rise time to this time scale. In practice, in the of this discharge are as follows: p=1.5 MA, Bt=3.7 T,

pellet injected discharge, the slow density rise over 3sec R=3.3 rn, a=0.78 in, q95=3.8 A 3/2 NTM was
destabilized at N-1.5 by the NB injection power of 20

was successful. On the other hand, a strong gas puff

decreased the pedestal temperature which may force te 30, E04,1666

plasma to follow the negative feedback loop. The (a)

penetration depth smaller than the pedestal width and/or 0
the density rise time not adjusted to the time scale of the CL 1 n=2

positive feedback cycle might cause the negative 3) (b)
feedback loop. These effects should be investigated in

future work.

Z T (0C= 1. 5
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7.561s
7.565s

1 A MHD Instability and High-energy Ions 0. 2 - W- 7.569s
--O-- 7.573s

1.4.1 Real-time NTM Stabilization 7,577s

Stabilization of neoclassical tearing modes (NTMs is 0.1 - (a)important to sustain high beta plasmas. If EC wave will Fl-

be used as a tool for the NTM stabilization in a future F0

III0device such as ITER, it is necessary to detect NTMs (D

accurately and to stabilize the modes by controlling the ......................

position of EC current dive in a real-time manner. 4
(D

In JT-60U, extensive development has been made in 2
ID , ?.5

a real-time control system. At first, the real-time plasma F- �?;;(60 z
1A ----

shape reconstruction by a magnetic probe measurement

is done by the Cauchy condition surface method, and
a_

the mode location can be coarsely estimated. -180

Subsequently, fine tuning is performed by evaluating 3.5 3.6 R [m] 3.7 3.8

the electron temperature perturbation profile. In

obtaining the perturbation profile, standard deviation of Fig. I.I.4-2 (a) Proffles of incremental electron
temperature; profiles of (b) amplitude and (c) phase at the

the ECE heterodyne radiometer signal is evaluated. The mode frequency.

- 11 
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MW. The mode amplitude gradually decreased after 3 - IE46744
MW EC wave injection at t--7.56 s (H 0 Ln89PL I 8, = -=

HHy2=1.0), and the 32 mode was completely stabilized 4D '_r- X Co

at 8.8 s. Even after the turn-off of the EC injection at 95
co > E40743 E40739

s, the 32 mode did not appear and PN continued to E .0 M PA

increase to 167. Since NB injection powe 18 M -O. 5 - la, Pr was U) a pixed, E
CD

this shows confinement improvement. In fact, H89PL and E CM
6. RSAETAE

HHy2 increased to 19 and 11, respectively. At t--10.8s, AL----

the 32 mode reappeared, and PN decreased. It can be 2 2.2 2.4 q 2.6 2.8 3

seen that during this phase EC wave injection angle was min
Fig. 11.4-4 Dependence of AE magnetic fluctuation

changed according to the change in the location ofthe amplitude on q.i,.

center of the magnetic island. Deposition location of the

injected EC wave can be experimentally estimated from confinement and a large bootstrap current fraction.

the increment of electron temperature after the EC wave MHD instabilities driven by energetic particles such as

injection, and the mode location can be identified from Toroidal Alfven Eigenmode (TAE) and fishbone have
an electron temperature perturbation profile. Profiles of

the incremental electron temperature after the EC wave been extensively studied especially in positive shear

injection are shown in Fig.1.1.4-2(a). It can be seen that plasmas. However, characteristics of Alfven Eigenmode

the peak position is located at R-3.67 in. Profiles of the (AE) in RS plasmas is not well-known, e.g., puzzling

amplitude and phase of the 32 mode are shown in AEs have been observed with large and rapid upward

Figs.1.1.4-2 (b) and (c), respectively. The M-shaped chirping in frequency, which cannot be explained by

structure in the amplitude profile and the jump in the TAE type modes. We performed NNB-AE experiment

phase profile are clearly observed, which shows that the

center of the magnetic island is located at R-3.65 m. in JT-60U RS plasmas with accurate q-profile

Result from the Fokker-Planck code shows that the full- measurement to investigate the property of AEs in RS

width half-maximum of the EC driven current profile is plasmas 1.4-3]. We provide a theory ofthe Reversed-

about 0.1 m in volume-averaged minor radius. Thus, Shear-induced Afven Eigenmode (RSAE) mode to

most ofthe EC power is deposited in the island region. interpret the observed fast frequency chirping AEs [1.4-

1.4.2 Alfven Eigenmodes in Reversed Shear Plasmas 140 . . . . . . .

in JT-60U NNBI Discharges 11 76 8 
120 - fAE----------

;!L100 3n=6

3 80 (a)
c6in

25 so

21.5 (a) 4:?:
!UX i oh W 1 1 40 .'!- 3

/3,4"5 . - I

(b) a 6.5 Time [a] 7 7.6

140 (C) 0.05

-120 c)7
N 0.04 

IN
100 

0.03'80

Cr
601 . .. .. .... �A 0 02

LL

LL

0.01

6.5 T5 2.4 23 22 21 2 1.9 1. 17
Time(s) q'in

Fig. 1 14-5 (a) Rapid frequency change AE observed in a

electron density, ) a typical behavior of frequency spectrum JT-60U CRF heated RS plasma 3 (b) The frequencies

ofthe n = I AE. of n 1. -9 LRSAEs and TAEs calculated by RSAE model.
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41. To compare between the theoretical consideration and rapid change in the mode frequency cannot be

and experimental result, the accurate reconstruction of explained by the temporal change in plasma density and

q-profile is a key and very important. The experiments toroidal flow. The frequencies of n=1-9 LRSAE and

were carried out with a relatively high toroidal field of TAE as a function of the q in decrement are calculated

3.73 T and plasma current of 13 MA, because the q- withaboveequationsandareshowninFig.1.1.4-5 (b).

profile measurement is more accurate with a higher

magnetic field. Furthermore, to compare the References

experimental results with the RSAE model, q in was 1.4-1 Isayama, A., el al., 191h Fusion Energy Conference,

placed at the outer-most region of plasma as much as IAEA-CN-94/EX/C2-2 2002).

possible and the value of q in was reduced below 3 1.4-2 Isayama, A., et al., Proc. l5th Topical Conference on

Magnetic fluctuations with large frequency sweeping in Radio Frequency Power in Plasmas 2003).
1.4-3 Takechi, M., el al, Alfven eigemnodes in reversed-

the AE frequency range were observed (shown in Fig. shear plasmas in JT-60U NNBI discharges,'

1.1.4-3 (c)). Thus, AEs have changed from RSAEs to submitted to Phys. Rev. Lett.-

TAEs in this qi,, range. The model of RSAE and its 1.4-4 Fukuyarna, A., et al., Proc. 6th IAEA Technical

transition to TAE can explain the observed upward and Committee Meeting on Energetic Particles in
Magnetic Confinement Systems (I 999).

downward frequency sweeping and subsequent 1.4-5 Kusarna, K., et al., Nucl. Fusion 38, 1215 1998).
frequency saturation shown in Fig. 11.4-3 (c), where the

broken lines denote the estimated model frequency 1.5 Plasma Equilibrium and Disruption
normalized by the observed frequency at = 68 s (q =

1.5.1 CharacteristicsofCurrentQuench[l.5-1]

Parameter regimes of fast current quenches observed
The observed AE amplitude are enhanced during t during Reversed Shear (RS) mode discharges have been

6.65-6.85 s when the AE frequency is saturated as investigated using a disruption database. The quench

shown in Fig. 11.4-3 (c). To investigate the dependence time discussed here is the peak current quench rate
of mode amplitude on the q-profile change, we show the
mode amplitude versus j. for three shots in Fig. 1.1.4- evaluated from the experimental data. Since the

4. For all these cases the n = I mode amplitude is largest averaged quench times is important for design of ITER
[1.5-2], averaged current quench time is also evaluated.

in the range 24 < qin < 27, which is independent of

the time length after NNB iection. (1) Current Quench Database

.It has been reported 1.4-5] that the n-2-7 AEs with The disruption database covers most f high
upward sweeping frequency were destabilized by ICRF

0in the JT-60U RS plasma (Fig. 11.4-5 (a)). The large perfon-nance discharges in JT-60U such as RS mode and

100 1.2 I . . I . . I I . . . I . . . I . . .
I . rmax/s (MS/ 2)RS -. do (or RS operation: BLE) al t.35) � A :

,.al operation: BLD at t=Os4 !t, h� bl: A 1.2-1.3........... ....... -A ........ .............. ............
1.3-1.4

0 v 1.4-1.5
E 1.5-1.7

.... ....... ...... ..................0.8 .. .... ,4 �1 1 7 2.0

E k 2.0-1 0,0
� 10 . .......................... .......... ....... ..............

X .� 6............. Closed Symbols:0 0 0.6 . ...... L RS mode (or RS
0 operation: BLD at

E t=3s)
0 a
,b 0.4 . ..... Open Symbols:

HBP modes: BLD atE4041C o t=Os (ncl. normal
operation)

0.2
0.1 j (M A/M 2 1 2 4 6 8 10 12

qsurf

Fig.l. 1.5-1 'Uma./S as a function ofj. Fig.l 15-2 Regime of fast current quench: I i-q,�,f diagram.
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the High-ppffligh-pp H (HBP) modes. About 440 (1993).

disruption data in 96, 98, '01, and 02 are selected for 1.5-4 Yoshino, R., et al., 17th Fusion Eneigy Conference,

diverted auxiliary heated discharges with parameters up IAEA.CN/ITERPl/14 1998).

to p 3 NIA, B, 4 T, PNBI - 39 MW, and with Wdi, from 1.6 Impurity and Divertor/SOL Plasmas

I- to 10.9 MJ. Pre-disruption parameters at the time 1.6.1 Impurity Transport in ITB Plasmas during

30 ms pior to the start of current quench are collected. Injection of EC Wave

Current quench time ?"" defined by ipo/(-dl�dt"') is It is important to develop a control method for

applied to evaluate the quench time, where IpO is the suppressing heavy impurity accumulation inside the

pre-disruption plasma current and d�df` is the ITB. Since the neoclassical inward pinch velocity

maximum instantaneous current quench rate in an event. increases with density gradient, a flat density profile is

For RS mode, the shortest e"' of 3.1 ms is seen favorable for suppressing the heavy impurity

around IpO 2.6 MA (E40417) instead of at the accumulation. The injection of EC wave is one of the

maximum IpO of 3 MA. For BP modes, the shorter candidates of the control method, because the density

boundary of f" data points are similar to that clamp by injecting EC wave is commonly observed not

previously reported for JT-60U, i.e. -5 ms 1.5-3]. only in tokamaks but also in helical devices. In addition,
The normalized value x"IS is introduced in the

analysis, which shall be approximately proportional to a decrease of ion temperature inside the ITB is observed

77", where is the area of plasma poloidal cross-section, in JT-60U, when EC wave is injected into the high p

i7is the resistivity of plasma 15-4]. Figure 1.1.5-1 plasma, suggesting that the EC wave injection can affect

shows f"'IS against j, where j is defined by IpolS. the ITB transport. ne effects of EC wave injection on

Here, ' 3. 1 ms corresponds to T"'IS - LI ms/m'. impurity transport in the ITB region were investigated

(2) Regimes of Fast Current Quench in the high Op mode and RS plasmas 1.6-1 2.

Considering that low 1i is a feature of RS mode with In the high Pp plasma (lp=].O NM and Br=3.7 T)

hollow current profile, and the lower boundary of T,,.,IS with a small amount of Ar puffing, the EC wave was

tends to become smaller with decrease in surface safety injected after the formation of ITB. The central electron

factor q,.f a diagram is made for li - q,.f space with temperature was increased to the same value as the

denotation of different level of eIS as shown in central ion temperature by injecting EC wave into the

Fig.1.1.5-2. Rather fast current quenches with T"IS plasma center (rla-0.15). The density was substantially

<1.4 MS/M2 are seen in the regime of q,,�,f just above 4 decreased by injecting EC wave while maintaining the
and less than 0.7. The fastest current quenches with
T"'IS of 1. I- 1. 2 MS/M2 are observed at further low of high entral ion temperature. In a similar discharge

0.4-0.5. Hence, q,.f and l have strong correlation to without Ar puffing, a decrease of ion temperature inside

the occurrence of fast current quench. the TB was observed during EC wave injection with

small change of the density 16-3 4 Ar could affect

(3) Averaged Current Quench Time the large reduction of the density during EC wave

Averaged quench time T" is compared with ?", where injection. Although the thermal confinement was

T" is evaluated using the period between times when decreased from HHy2=1-0 to 09, the central soft x-ray

Ipo is 80% of Ipo and 20% of Ipo. The shortest Is signal was drastically reduced by a factor of more than

-6.3 rns with the minimum ratio of 7" to T"" of 1.4 2. Tis observation indicated the Ar exhaust from the

(fn" 4.5 ms). This ratio becomes larger than 14 inside of the ITB.

where fx is shorter than 4.5 ms by appearance of the Figure 11.6-1 (a) and (b) show profiles of the

current tail due to rnaway electrons. electron density and the ion temperature, respectively,

before and during EC wave injection. The density TB

Refemnces was almost lost, while the ion temperature ITB was kept,

1.5-1 Kawano, Y, et al., Pnoc. 301h EPS Conf on Plasma although the ITB position moved inward. The decrease

Physics and Controlled Fusion, P2.129 2003). of the density gradient led to the reduction of v NC as

1.5-2 Sugihara, M., et al., ibid. P2.139 2003). shown in Fig. 1 16-1 (c). The value of DArNc during EC
1.5-3 JAERI-M 93-057, Chapter 7 isruption and Plasma

Control, Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute injection was almost the same as that before EC wave

- 14 -
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injection. Figure 11.6-1 (d) shows Ar density profile measurements both before and during EC wave

reproduced using a different Oc (see Fig. 11.6-1 (c)) injection as shown in Fig. 11.6-1 (e). These results

and the diffusivity of D=4xDAr' (0.05-0.1 m/s) in the indicate the importance of the density gradient control

ITB and L�--0.5-1 M2/S in the other region. A value of to suppress the argon accumulation.

the central Ar density was substantially reduced In the RS plasma, EC was also injected inside the

compared with the central electron density. These ITB around rla--0.2 after the strong ITB formation with

profiles were consistent with the soft x-ray Ar puffing. The NB heating power was reduced from 6

MW to 3 MW 02 s after the EC wave injection to keep

3.5 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . the total heating power almost constant. The
3 (a)

C? confinement was improved by injecting EC until the NBr 2.5
2 power was decreased. After the NB power was stepped

1.5 down, the particle fueling became small, but the density

I did not substantially decrease. The stored energy

0.5 gradually decreased and HHy2 was estimated to be 16.
0 - - -

1 0 .. . . . . . . . The strong 1TBs observed in the density and ion

8 (b) temperature profiles remained and the soft x-ray signal

6 did not decrease even after the NB power was stepped
down, suggesting no Ar exhaust from the inside of the

4 M . The density gradient was not decreased and Ar

2 was not exhausted in the RS plasma. Although physical

0 mechanism responsible for the density clamp has not
0.2 C)
0 --------------- been understood well, the density clamp has been

-0.2 explained by the extra outward flux induced by EC

wave injection at the deposition layer in JFT-2M. In the.0.4
.( RS discharge analyzed here, the difftisive transport in

Z .6
11, -0.8 the central region was extremely large due to existence

-1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . of a current hole, and the flat density profile was

7 (d). observed. Therefore, the extra outward flux induced by

6 EC wave injection might be cancelled by the large
5
4 diffusive transport. EC wave injection in the RS plasma

3 without the current hole and EC wave injection at the
2 ---------- ITB shoulder might be effective for the Ar exhaust.

1 Development of the density gradient control method in

00 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1 the RS plasma is crucial for suppression of the Arr/a
I ... accumulation.

0 R 3to M (e).2.5 Qh 3 3
1.6.2 Boronization Effects Using Deuterated-2 2

Decaborane (13101314) in T-60U

Wall conditioning is one of the key methods to obtain

high perforinance plasmas in experimental nuclear
0.5

0 fusion devices. Boronization is one of the most

30 35 40 ch 45 50 55 effective methods in suppression of the oxygen release

Fig. 11.6-1 Profiles of (a) n,, (b) T, (c) Oc, (d) from the walls. In this work, about 100 discharges with

calculated nA, and (e) calculated (lines) and measured identical conditions were repeated and a database was

(symbols) soft x-ray profile before (open symbols and built up for the systematic study of the boronization

solid line) and during (closed symbols and dashed line) effects on the reduction of core plasma impurities and

EC wave injection in a high plasma. the durability of the effects.
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Figure I.1.6-2 shows boron, carbon and oxygen release is determined by the amount of consumer

content in the core plasma of L-mode discharges with BIOD14 during the boronization session. This hypothesis

plasma current of 1.5 MA, toroidal magnetic field of 30 is supported by comparison between 12th boronization

T, neutral beam heating power of 43 MW, line- (Fig. 11.6-2) using 70 g of BI(DI4 and 18th

averaged electron density of 1.5 x 1019 M-3 and plasma boronization not shown here using 20 g of BIOD14.

volume of 69 M3 . Although the boron content became Before each boronization, similar amount of

relatively high after the boronization, it decreased to maintenance work was done during vacuum vessel

about 0.5% after 50 shots, and it seemed to decrease ventilation. The reduction of the oxygen content by each

gradually to - %. The carbon content was almost boronization was similar from 1. - 1.7% to 07 -

constant - 25% except for the first 50 shots after the 0.8% ). However, the oxygen content increased rapidly

boronization. During the first 50 shots after the in the case of l8th boronization, and it reached 12 in

boronization, the carbon content was low while the - 30 shots after the boronization. Comparison between

boron content was high. This difference is considered to the 12th and the 18th boronization indicates that 20 g of

be due to sputtering of the boron film instead of the BIOD14 was insufficient to obtain long lasting durability

carbon files. The chemical sputtering yield at the for the surface area of T-60U - 200 m2 ).

diverter plates during those shots was lower than that of Although the durability of the boronization effects in

other shots by a factor of - 5. The C brightness from terms of the number of shots depends on the

the diverter plasma, which indicates the ionization flux boronization conditions, the content of both carbon and

from C' to C', was also lower during the 50 shots. oxygen during the initial 50 shots after boronization was

From these results, it is concluded that the low carbon always low except for some cases such as 8th

source resulted in the low carbon content in the core boronization. In those 50 shots, the boron content was

plasma. relatively high but did not contribute to Zw significantly

In contrast to the carbon content, the oxygen due to its low atomic number and the low content <

content gradually increased from - 0.71/6 to - 13% in - 0.8% ). As a result, Zff in those 50 shots was in the

500 shots after it was reduced by the boronization as lowest range of the database.

shown in Fig. I. 16-2 (c). The oxygen content less than

1% was kept for - 400 shots. This result suggests that 1.6.3 SOL Plasma Flow and Divertor Plasma

the durability of the boronization to suppress oxygen The Scrape-Off Layer (SOL) flow plays an important

(a) 1.0 I I I role in the plasma transport along the field lines.

00 Progress has been made in determining the SOL flow
pattern in T-60U experiments, using three reciprocating

Mach probes installed at the High-Field-Side (HFS)

0.0 0 0 160J baffle, Low-Field-Side (FS) midplane and just below

(b) 3.0 the X-point. Results of the SOL flow measurements and

00- analysis were presented 1.6-6 7.
2.0

0- (1) SOL flow at HFS and LFS
1.0 - Profiles of the SOL flow velocity (Mach number, M,

C I - - _T
0.0 floating potential (Vf), electron temperature (T,) and

(c) 2.0 density (nJ were measured with the CW and CCW

1.5 directions of BT. Only for CW B, (the ion VB drift

C? .0 direction towards the divertor), the SOL flow away
1%� I W

0 0.5 - from the divertor ("flow reversal") was observed

0.0 - near the separatrix both at HFS and LFS of the main
36000 36200 36400 36600 plasma. Just below the X-point, however, SOL flow

Shot number
Fig. 1 16-2 The impurity content of (a) boron (b) carbon direction (towards the divertor) was independent of
and (c) oxygen as a function of shot number around 12th BT. These results with the different BT directions
boronization. 16-5] showed that the SOL flow near the main plasma

- 16 -
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LFS div. FS dv.--*-- US div.
I I . F. fluxes towards the IS and LFS divertors, GpHys and

Y) t 04 X-point L PUS,
ml lane G were evaluated from the profiles of nV11 and

0.2 Wo drift effects X-po HNFS/LFS GP,"HFS/LFS.
E pro niV", and were written as GP, + At
n 0 HFS LFSC low F, GChift and GP." were relatively large in

-0.2 total particle flux 30-50% of IGpHFsl, and 50-80% of

- 4 HFS probe ro e X-poln GP Us ). GHFS = -(1.5-3)xl 021S,1 (towards the HFS4!i P
HFS div.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1 divertor) and GP LFS = (5-6)xI 02IS-1 : GP LFS was larger

Normalized pololdel distance (1pol) than IG HsJ. On the other hand, total ExB &ift flux at
P

Fig. 1.6-3 Calculated Mach numbers along the field line the private region was large, Gv- 4x 102IS-1,

(Arnid=04cm) with and without drift effects. Mach numbers contributing largely to HFS-enhanced asymmetry.

measured with three probes are plotted by squares. The total particle fluxes towards the HFS and LFS

HF LFSSOL flow near the main plasma separatrix was divertors were estimated as JGp sl+IGPF'rvl and G P

produced against the ion B drift. -IGPP'I, respectively. Then, JGpH"sJ+JGPP-J was 23 times

BFS SOL flow profile was different from that at larger than GP LFS -JGPPrJ. Large contribution of Gpp to

LFS midplane. The SOL flow away from the BS the HFS-enhanced in-out asymmetry was expected. On

divertor was at and just outside the separatrix, where M11 the other hand, when the detachment occurred at the

of the flow reversal was small (0. 1-0. 2) and width (Arid divertor at high if, G disappeared and the

-0.4 cm) was narrower than that observed at the US asymmetry in GP LFS and Gp HFS I becomes small or

midplane (maximum M11 = 03-0.4 and Arid -5cm). reversed. Similar UFS-enhanced asymmetries in particle

Plasma flow pattern was investigated using recycling and neutral pressure have been generally

UEDGE-code[I.6-8], and effects such as ExB, BxVZ? observed 16-9]. These characteristics in the divertor
LFS PrVand diamagnetic drifts were included. Figure 11.6-3 were determined by changes in GHFs, GP and GP .

shows that flow reversal appeared near the separatrix of In summary, the SOL flow measurements (at S,

the main plasma both at HFS and US SLs for the US and private region) and UEDGE simulation

case of the drift effects included, which increases ion revealed the SOL flow pattern and effects of the plasma

pressure downward for the ion B drift towards the drifts. Design work including the drift effects will

divertor. Then, parallel SOL flow can be produced optimize the divertor geometry in a tokamak reactor.

upward. At US midplane, calculated SOL flow near the

separatrix Mll 0.2) was smaller than measurement References

(0.3-0.4), and the region (Arid 2 cm) was narrow At 1.6-1 Takenaga, H., et al., l9th Fusion Energy Conf,

BFS SOL, the flow reversal was localized near the IAEA-CN-94/EX/C3-5Rb 2002)..

separatrix. Simulations qualitatively agreed with 1.6-2 Takenaga, H., et al., "Relationship between particle

measurements. and heat transport in T60U plasmas with internal
transport barrier," submitted to Nucl. Fusion.

(2) Particle fluxes towards BFS and LFS divertors, and 1.6-3 Ide, S., et al., l9th Fusion Energy Conf, IAEA-CN-

the effect of drift on in-out asymmetry 94/EX/C3-3 2002).
Net particle fluxes towards the HS and LFS divertors 1.6-4 Ide, S., et al., "Studies of Current Profile

were investigated. Components of parallel SOL flow Optimization and Influence of Electron Heating
towards Advanced Tokamak Operation on JT-60U,"

(niVll= n"IC,) and Ex.B drift flow niV&ift) towards the submitted to Nucl. Fusion.

divertor were evaluated at the BS and US probe 1.6-5 Nakano, T., et al., J Nuct Mater, 313-316, 149

locations. niVdift was dominant near the separatrix (rid (2003).

<0.5cm), and the direction was from the S divertor to 1.6-6 Asakura, N. et al., J Nucl. Matter.,313-316, 821

the LFS one for the ion VB drift towards the divertor. (2003).
On the other hand, large ErxB drift flow was produced 1.6-7 Asakura, N. et al., l9th Fusion Energy Conf., IAEA-

from the US to S in the private flux region under CN-94/EX/D-3 2002).
1.6-8 Porter, G. D., el al., Phys. Plasma 7 3663 2000).

the attached divertor condition. 1.6-9 Asakura, N., et al., Plasma Phys. Control. Fusion 44,

Influence of the SOL drift flow on the total particle 2101 2002).
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1.7 Tritium Degassing Operation using Wall temperature up to 300 'C. Working gases were basically

Conditioning Discharges used in order of He, Ar and H2 in a week. Taylor

Tritium removal from the vacuum vessel is a crucial discharge, ECR discharge and glow discharge were

issue in a tokamak reactor such as ITER, because applied in this order. The temperature of the vacuum

tritium is tightly contained in the carbon deposits on the vessel was Room Temperature (RT) in the Ist, 2nd

first wall and tritium inventory should be kept under the (RTI) and 6th week M ), and 150 'C in the 3rd week,

operational limit from the safety management. Although 250 'C in the 4th week and 300 'C in the 5th week.

some ideas of tritium removal have been explored, the Discharge condition of ECR was as follows: toroidal

simple method is removal using conventional wall magnetic field (BJ of 0.071 T, resonance frequency of

conditioning discharges. Knowledge of tritium chemical 1.74, 20, 223 GHz, injection power of 20 kW, gas

form in the exhausted gas is necessary for the design of pressure (P) of 3xI 0-2 Pa (He) - I x I Pa (H2),

the tritium recycling plant. In JT-60U, in order to discharge duration of I - 45 minutes, line-averaged

establish an efficient technique for tritium removal, we electron density (n.b,) f_IX1016 M-3 , and predicted ion

have carried out tritium degassing operation using wall injection energy (Ei ) to wall of several 10 eV.

conditioning discharges and investigated tritium amount Condition of Taylor discharge was as follows- plasma

and its chemical form. current of 50 kA, B, of 0.73 T, discharge duration of

Tritium degassing operation was executed for six -20 ms, repetition time of discharge of 7 s, pof_10,2

operational weeks from October to December, 2002. Pa, n, bar of -3xlOls M,3 , and E. of several I eV.

Taylor discharge, Electron Cyclotron Resonance (ECR) Finally, glow discharge was executed under the

discharge and glow discharge were carried out using following conditions: four anodes, P of 3xI 0-2 Pa (Ar -

working gas of helium, argon and hydrogen at the wall 3xlO" Pa (He, H2), discharge duration of 1. - 6 hours,

(a) n' bar <-2xlO" M-3, applied voltage of 250 V - 600 V,
and total current of 30 A. At that time, current density

F&T CM2 <-I WS M-2S-1.
JT-60U vacuum manifold <15 A/ and mean ion flux became

VESSEL Ei. was expected to be several I 0 eV.
RGA

Flow diagram of a Gas Chromatograph (GQ and

A tritium measurement system is shown in Fig.I.I.7-1 At
DVP ACP IL ------------- the point A, a Residual Gas Analyzer (RGA) was

Liq. N2 tra) rB connected to a vacuum manifold of die vacuum vessel.

vatval A ont Stock At the point B, GC was used to measure gas species,

N2 gag and an ionization chamber and a water bubbler system

with oxidation catalyst for hydrogen and hydrocarbons

were also used for titium measurement.
Gas ChmmOID'".1

(b) Total aount of removed tritium was 73 MBq.

B However, it was much smaller than the predicted

$ amount of tritium (about several hundreds Gl3q)

M I C am er B.bbler sysim t retained in the first wall. Most of the tritium exists deep

MFC A (-grn) in the carbon tiles, and wall conditioningE discharges can only remove the tritium on the surface of

MFC: Mass flow controller, the first wall. Here, removal rate is defined as total
MFC CatalystBubbler A: HTO, m EB amount of removed tritium over the discharge duration.

Bubbler B: HTO and HT, (2000C)
Bubbler C: All tritium. In the case of Taylor discharge, the execution time (10

MFC minutes) was used as a discharge duration, because
Catalyst E C pressure fluctuation of 014 - I Hz was not measured

Fig.1.1.7-1 (a) Flow diagram of the T-60U vacuum pump due to a long time constant of T-60U pumping system

system, (b) Flow diagram of tritium and gas species at the point in Fig.1.1.7-1 (about 2 minutes). Figure

measurement system. I.I.7-2 shows total amount of removed tritium and

- 1 -
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Fig.l 1.7-2 Total amount of removed tritium (bars) and removal rate in wall conditioning discharge (circles).

removal rate in a wall conditioning discharge. In the confirmed by comparing the removal rate of glow

case of H2 gas, removal rate was large compared with discharge in the 6th week M ) with the one in the 2nd
the case of noble gas (He or Ar), and the effectiveness week (RTI). The rate was clearly reduced to 1/4 in 2

of tritium removal in glow, ECR and Tylor discharges gas case, and 1/2 in noble gas case.
was equivalent at the wall temperature between RT and Figure 11.7-3 shows the amount of tritium collected
250 IC. One candidate answer for this result is tritium by, three water bubblers (A, 13, C) at the wall
removal by the isotope exchange reaction. In the case of temperature from 150 C to 300 "C. Vapor tritium was
noble gas (He, Ar), removal rate was smaller than that collected by the bubbler A. Vapor and elemental
in the case of H2 gas, and effectiveness of tritium tritium were collected by the bubbler B. All kinds of
removal was larger in glow discharge than in ECR and tritium including hydrocarbon were collected by the
Taylor discharges. It may be explained that ion bubbler C. The amount of tritium in vapor form is quite
bombardment is effective in tritium removal because small < M), and the amount collected by the bubbler
ion incident energy is higher in glow discharge than in B and C are almost the same within an experimental
ECR and Taylor discharges. Consequently, hydrogen error (-10%). Therefore, the removed tritium was
was most effective in tritium removal among H2, He mainly elemental form (HT and DT).
and Ar gases, and this can be attributed to chemical In the tritium degassing operation of JT-60U, the
reactions such as isotope exchange. The effect of wall wall conditioning discharges were carried out to
conditioning discharges on tritium removal was establish an efficient technique for tritium removal. We

cr 0.6 confirmed wall conditioning discharges can only
.3r - th week

0.5 (150-C -300-C) remove the tritium on the surface of the first wall.
Hydrogen was the efficient gas, and glow discharge was

0.4 - effective in the tritium removal. Chemical species of

0.3 - removed tritium was mainly elemental form.
0

:3 0.2 - References0 Bubbler Bubbler Bubbler
E (a D (!�E (!�D 1.7-1 Higashijima, S., Nakamura, H, Horikawa, T., et al.,co 0.1 Proc. 30th EPS Conf on Plasma Physics and
E

0.01 is Controlled Fusion, P2.126 2003).
HTO HTO+HT Al T

Bubbler only Bubbler with Bubbler with
200'C catalyst 500'C catalyst

Fig.1.1.7-3. Tritium amount collected by bubbler A-C
during conditioning discharge at 15011C -30011C.
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2. Operation and Machine Improvements 16[im W/Re multilayer between each CFC substrate and

2.1 Tokamak Machine tungsten coating layer to prevent the formation of

2. 1.1 Operation Status carbides in the main tungsten layer. To confirm integrity

The operation and maintenance of T-60 was carried out of the tun ten layer against a high heat load condition on

on schedule in this fiscal year. In every maintenance the divertor plats, heat-resisting tests are planed at the

period in T60 facility, solid radioactive combustible facility of JAERI Electron Beam Irradiation stand

wastes are put out continuously and stored in metal drums (JEBIS) in the next fiscal year.

in the radioactive waste srage building. To reduce the

volume of he wastes by incineration, forty metal drums (2) The First Wall Tile with High Conductive Graphite

were transported from Naka. Research Establishment to Sheet

the facility of Department of Decommissioning and To improve a thermal property of the mechanically

Waste Management in Tokai Research Establishment jointed first wall (CFC) used for the NBI armor plate, a

because there is no radioactive waste treatment facility at mock-up of the frst wall with a high then-nal conductive

Naka site. The transportation to Tokai site was initiated in graphite sheet Panasonic Graphite Sheet (PGS), was

1999 and a total of 160 drums have been removed. Metal fabricated and tested on JEBIS. The PGS was inserted

cables of 250/30/3 tons cranes of the T-60 torus hall between the first wall file and copper heat sink to improve

were replaced in the maintenance period because some a contact thermal transfer rate. According to the

signs of deterioration due to long time use for 20 years experimental results, the contact thermal transfer rate of

have been recognized in recent wire inspections. the mock-up with PGSs was estimated to be the

To improve the capacity of analyzing surfaces of maximum of 8000 W/M2 K, which is 34 times higher

plasma facing materials used in JT-60 a new analysis than that with conventional graphite sheets. The steady-

room (analysis room ) was built in the basement of the states surface temperature of the file was kept at 770K

radioactive waste storage building. The room became under the heat flux of I MW/M2.

available on the first day of March 2003, after clearing the

licensing process based on the law of radiation protection 2.1.3 Study of the Plasma-Surface Interaction

regulations for a radioactive material use. Fabrication of The cooperative research program between JAERI and

the thermal desorption mass spectrometry (TDS) for universities using the T-60 first wall tile was initiated in

studying he release behavior of hydrogen isotopes has 2001. In Y 2002 research activities described below

been completed. Various tests, such as a vacuum were carried out.

pumping speeds test, a correction test for residual gas

analyzer and a temperature elevation test up to 1270K, etc, (1) Erosion and Re-Deposition Profiles in Divertor

began in March 2003 in the testing room located outside Region

of the radioactive control area. After completion of the Erosion re-deposition distributions in the W-shaped

tests, the TDS w be moved to the analysis room 111 A divertor region of T-60U were investigated by using a

new study of the first wall tiles removed from the vacuum scanning electron microscope and a dial gauge. It was

vessel after T-60 DD experiments by using TDS will be revealed that poloidal profiles of erosion and re-

initiated in the next fiscal year. deposition on the inner and the outer divertor plates

correlate well with the integrated hitting frequency

2.1.2 ffigh Performance Plasma Facing Components profiles of the separatrix on the inner and the outer

(1) Tungsten Coated CFC Tiles divertor plates, respectively. Re-deposition was

In the T-60U experimental campaign from December predominantly found on the inner divertor plate, which

2003, it is planned to use high Z materials, especially was ascribed to the higher particle fluxes %kith lower

tungsten-coated CTC, for divertor target tiles. Three energies at the inner hitting point, while the erosion

types of tungsten-coated CFC tiles were manufactured: mainly found on the outer divertor plate was ascribed to

(1) 3gm-thick Physical Vapor Deposition (PVD) 2 the higher heat fluxes around the outer hitting points 2. -

50gm-thick Vacuum Plasma Splay VPS) coating, and 3) 1 ].

5OOgm-thick VPS coating. Types 2 and 3 have Analyses of divertor amor tiles used in the lower-X
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point� hydrogen discharge experiments in JT-60 (1988- 3] and a full combustion method. A high tritium level

1990) have been conducted. As has been found in the was observed at the dome top tiles in the divertor private

studies on the tiles used in the W-shaped divertor r region and the outer baffle (Fig. 12.1-1). The tritium

deposition to a maximum thickness around 100 gm was level in the divertor target tiles was lowest in the divertor

found on the inner divertor armor tiles. Sectional region.

specimens of dimensions, m x 5 gm x nearly 100 turn In JT-60U, the tritons with the initial energy of I MeV

thickness, were sampled from the re-deposition layers in were produced by the DD nuclear reaction, It is

the most inboard-side zone of the inner divertor tile by considered that an important mechanism of energetic ion

using the focused ion beam technique. Transmission losses is the ripple transpoM which is caused by the ripple

Electron Microscopy studies revealed that the re- of the troidal magnetic field. To assess the energetic

deposition layers are mainly of multi-layer structures, triton loss taking into account the ripple branspoM a

among which co-deposition layers of Ni-Cr-Fe-Ti-Mo nm simulation was performed using an Orbit Following

particles with nm graphite crystallites were found. In Monte-Catro Code (OFMC). The simulation result

the top surface layers of the re-deposition layers, globular showed that the triton deposition distribution was

amorphous-carbon depositions of nearly gm diameters consistent with the results obtained by IP and full

were found, which are likely caused by the relatively combustion measurements (Fig. I.2.1-1) [2.141.

lower operation temperatures, at around 770K in the most According to the simulation, 30% of the tritium

inboard-side zone of the inner divertor plate. produced by DD nuclear reactions was lost and implan

into the first wall with high energy up to I MeV.

(2) Tritium Deposition Profiles. Based on Observation and Compared to the results mentioned in Section 2.1.3(l),

Simulation these observation and simulation results showed no

Detailed analyses of the tritium retention property in the correlation between the tritium retention and re-

carbon-based plasma-facing wall of JT-60U were deposition layers in the JT-60U.

performed using Imaging Plate (IP) technique 2.1-2, 2.1-

Tritium image obtained by IP

200
I P result

(W/D12) 1001
4.05E+00

4.05E-01 4 -
13afflc� Divcrtor' Dome :DivertoiBaffle
3,4.05E-02

4.05E-03 7;Heat flux distribution E 21 OFMC result
of energetic tritons on
the plasma facing wall .OOE-00

Or

k�sg N

Fig.1.2.1-1 Aesultofthetritonorbitfollowingsimulation(left)andacomparisonbetweentheresultsoflPandthesimulation

in the poloidal direction (fight). The triton particle fluxes obtained by the smulation are the values averaged in the toroidal
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(3) Other Results and particle supply control computer (IbR) fds a

Hydrogen and Deuterium analysis of divertor files by channel number X. corresponding to the location of the

SIMS and XPS: The depth profiles of distribution of minimum electron temperature fluctuation measured by

hydrogen isotopes and the chemical shifts of carbon, the 12-channel heterodyne radiometer, and calculates the
2boron and oxygen in the divertor region were evaluated. EC mirror angle Y (Y=ao + a, X. a2X . + aX.3) using

It was found that the signal intensity ratios of H/1'C and the channel number Xm.

D/12 C by a secondary ion mass spectrometry varied with However, above control algorithm did not take into

the position on the tile i.e., erosion vs. deposition consideration of the magnetic field and plasma shape

dominant area. By a X-ray photo-electron spectroscopy during the feedback control.

the binding energies of C Is on the te surfaces were up- The new algorithm had been developed by adding

shifted compared with that for the standard CFC sample, magnetic field signal and plasma shape contour, which is

indicating that hydrogenated carbon layers were formed calculated at the RPRS by using Cauchy Condition

on the surface region ofthe files 2.1-5 21-6]. Surface (CCS) method, as shown in Fig. 1. 2.2- 1.

Depth profiling of injected T in divertor tiles: Tritium RPRS calculates the plasma parameters (plasma

releasing behavior of the graphite tes was observed horizontal position corresponding to the horizontal

using the thermal desorption mass spectroscopy. location of the tip-top of the separatrix surface: Rp,

Temperature was elevated stepvAse from room outermost horizontal position of the magnetic separatrix

temperature to 1473K. It was found that most of the surface: R , plasma minor radius: R(=Rt-R,,),

trifiurn existed in the range of a few microns from the horizontal position of plasma magnetic axis- R.,,i,, plasma

surface. It was also confirmed that a significant amount ellipticity k, vertical position of the plasma center: ZP'

of tritium was trapped on the grain surface and that and send these parameters to bR by using Reflecfive

isotope exchange reaction is required to release all the Memory W network every I msec.

tritium from the surface. IbR receives above plasma parameters and calculates

Tritium removal by discharges: Tritium following values such as n: normalized minor radius, P.,,,:

concentration in tokamak exhaust and cleaning discharges Co nwan
FC Aiigle TJ&MLFAUW=

was investigated to establish an efficient technique for LCN'A'Cr(I01I)S) A011111

tritium removal from the vacuum vessel. About 8% of C IbR
lell ai on

tritium generated could be removed in a deuterium 1culation] oramaor
Ec'mim), FCMirror Angle(Y)

discharge. In the cleaning discharges, hydrogen was an lictoodyne I:

efficient working gas, and glow discharge was eective in HeIcrodyne elociri� tempewtuto

removing tritium. nuciluitimi 12ch (Snis)
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2.1-3 Tanabe, T, et al., J. Nuel. Maier, 313-316, 478 2003).
Neulron Yield rule

2.14 Masaki, K., etal.,J Nuel. Maier., 313-316,514 2003). IbR

2.1-5 OyaY, el al., J Nuel. Maier, 313-316, 209 2003).

2.1-6 Hirohata, Y, et al., Physica ScriplaJ103,15 2003). N13 Group A
InputIlowor(Il"A)

2.2 Control System llt�J�A- U X SI,

2.2.1 System Improvements for Advanced Plasma N13 (iroup B

Control 110%vcr (P',,B)
1'reprognim

(1) NTM Suppression by Real-Time ECH Power C3

Deposition Control with the Real-Time Plasma
0

Shape Reproduction System (RPRS)

The feedback control of a steerable injection mirror of the

ECRF system has been developed last year. The hearing Fig. I.2.2-2 Illustration of burning plasma simulation
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horizontal position of the center of the unstable magnetic there were two problems.

surface, XEcE..: channel number corresponding to the In the case of input voltage above 12 V was induced,

location of the minimum electron temperature fluctuation, ch I and ch2 were short circuited by the Zener diode ZD to

REc, & ZBc: horizontal and vertical position of the protect the aplifier. As a result the input signal voltage

minimum electron temperature fluctuation, hZEc- of the ch3 decreases to about 50% of the induced voltage

Za,)/(RFc-R.,)- poloidal injection angle and Z, R.,-. (Fig. 12.2-4). 'Ibis may causes a "stepped change" error.

discharge condition. And finally EC mirror angle To solve above problem, the following compensation

(Y=ao+alb a2h'+a3h', ao-a3: discharge condition) is formula was added to the data processing program:

computed. 'Me feedback control of the irror angle is

executed at every I rns together with the preprogrammed (IntegAF)=LC/Rl ((Vin')-(Vint'))+

ECRIF power. (R I /RI C I InteglIF)+R ,, f 0_(C/R I VOO) TS.

The NTM suppression was successfully L(mH)- sensor inductance, RI (ohm): sensor

demonstrated in June, 2002. resistance(design value), R I rohm): measured sensor

resistance, 10(mA).- circuit current, Voo(V): input

(2) ANewSchemeofNeutronYieldControlbyNBI F_ Digital Signal

A new scheme of neutron yield control system had been VFC units Processing SynemVFC I chat .. . .......

developed to simulate a-heating in the burning plasma. In channel 1. eV 

order to simulate a-heating power, which is proportional AMPlifier Gain: 10
Fo,,.ow Nwwma urrent 67

to the neutron yield rate, NB power is injected to the V.F��ise Measurement
channe12 .W

plasma. Fig. I.2.2-2 illustrates the burning plasma Sensor
chanxel2

simulation scheme. AmplifierGain:l it

For Normal
For the simulation, two groups of NBs (A and B) are

A VFC 3 channe13
used. The NB input power of group A (PNB is controlled ]AV Cht

in proportion t the neutron yield rate Sri) using bR to 32D0111
simulate self-heating by a particles. The value Of pNBA is Forrhe Case of DisnTtion

determined as PNBA = S x a, where a is a proportional flo PC

gain (corresponding to the discharge condition). The NB Fig.1.2.2-3 Schematicofthenewintegratorsystem.

input power of group B (p?,MB) is a preprogrammed value

to simulate axiliary heating. The fusion gain (Q is

defined as Q=5 x PNB A PNBB in the burning power I resi

plasma simulation. V L and ch2)

This new control algorithm has been successfully

demonstrated in May, 2002. =V R2
n L pd+R2

2.2.2 Development of a Digital Integrator for agnetic

Measurements in the Utra Long Pulse Discharge Fig.1.2.24 Schematicofshortcircuits.

(1) A New Intelligent Integrator ith Super-Wide Input

Range for High Voltage during Plasma InpUt CrCUitS +15V +12V

A new intelligent integrator with high input voltage and FWTI
I L� (I V X10

a long-time low drift speed has been developed in JT- .33 V aP vII* 2 V chl
60 22-1, 22-2]. Three VFC-UDC units with different + 12V

input ranges integrate an identical input signal respectively, L-5-J.-
Sensol Z 12V) xi

and the Digital Signal Processor (DSP) selects a suitable ch2
integrated signal among three integrated outputs at a rge Protectors

sampling frequency of 10 kHz and makes a chain of L re 4F ed

integrated signals. Figure 12.2-3 shows the schematic of

intelligent integrator system configuration. However, Fig. 12.2-5 InputcircuitsforVFC.
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voltage, C: (1-k2)/k2, k2: inclination input voltage, condition 22-3]. 'Ibis integrator will be applicable to

Ts(Ims): integration interval, integAF(Vsec): integration discharges longer than 1000 seconds in future devices such

result after cmpensation, InteeF (Vsec)- integration as ITER

result before compensation, Vin(V): input voltage. The digital integrator, which is currently used for JT-

Input signal voltage to the ch3 was restricted to 33V 60, has been tested in long pulse integral operation of LIID

by the surge protector, which protects high input in the collaboration between NIFS and JAERL In this

voltage to the amplifier of chl and ch2 (Fig. 12.2-5). joint est, the operation of long pulse integrator was

The Zener diode (ZD) also protects high input voltage to successfully demonstrated at D under the NIFS and

the amplifier of chl and ch2. Thus, the surge protector JAERI collaboration program on test of digital integrator

was removed from the circuits, for long pulse experiments. In the test the in-vessel

Fig. I.2.2-6 shows the improved stepped change of the Rogowsky coil of the HD and the digital integrator set

baseline phenomena at the T60 disruptive plasma currently used for the JT-60 experiment were installed as

discharge. shown in Fig. 12.2-7.

No stepped change of the base line was observed in the Figure 12.2-8 shows the photo of the measurement

above discharge. system, The dynamic range of the digital integrator with

gain=1 covers 25OkHz to I25OkHz for the input of ± IO

Volts. The n-dnimum input range of the digital integrator

was reduced to ± I Volts (gain=10). As a result the

measurement accuracy was improved even in the case of

low voltage induced by the bootstrap current.

Fig. L2.2-6 Obtained waveform at T60 disruptive

discharge.

(2) The First Precise Measurement of Bootstrap Current

in Long-Pulse Plasma Discharge in HD

Magnetic field measurements ae indispeA digital

integrator based on the method using a Voltage-to- Fig. 12.2-8 System Configuration

Frequency Converter VFC) and an Up-Down Counter Figure.1.2.2-9 shows the integrated signal in long-
(UDC) has been developed for a precise long-tmie
integration of magnetic signals in the T-60 tokamak. 'Me pulse discharge in HD (shoe41306). The NBI"2 in the

developed digital integrator had a feature of low-drift for co- direction maintained plasma. The beam was sitched

integration over 200 seconds under the T-60 operation to NBI#3 in the counter direction in the middle of
discharge, and discharge was kept for about 60-second A

OutpuOWA)
:5�2572 X I -8 VF Converter

Ro6wwskit call t

S=O,04l84(1_a2/n1) V VFC ----> F output
I-LOV : 125OkHz to c31 W

L:z Intc i
O.OV: 75OkHz

LOV 250kIlz PC for data processing
LHD Room Data Processing Room

Fig.1.2.2-7 SchematicConfigurationofPlasmaCurrentMeasurementat
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Line averaged electron density ne was about I x1019 M-3 and timing signal, which is prepared by software logic is

central electron temperature approached about keV. transferred o subsystem through the RM module

Plasma current was mainly driven by neutral beam synchronized t the 50tisec clock pulse. The subsystem

injection and reached about 30 kA in co- direction at t timing system also consists of hardware structure similar

to the supervisory timing system.
It Plasma current i 3OkA

drift(after 300sec), -0. 158mV -s Figure 1.2.2-10 shows the hardware system
configuration of the prototype timing system. The timing

signal is transmitted through RM network between

supervisory system and each subsystem controller. The
t=Os t--60s principal functions of each VME-module are the follows:

20s
Integration result (a) DSP: Creation of timing signal by software program

execution using events signal and pre-set timer of the

Fig. 12.2-9 Obtained waveform at LHD Plasma Discharl4e. plasma discharge sequence.

30s. The integration was started at 40s before the (b) CPG: Generation of timing system master clock.

discharge and continued for 300s. During about 60- (c) RM: Transmission oftiming signal.

second of the pulse duration, there were little drift (d) DI/DO: Input of event signal from subsystem

observed. The drift is 0.158 mVs during 300s and hardware component and output of timing signal.

corresponds to p - 3 kA. (e) CPU: Commurlication of the message between

The reason for such small drift is considered that the ZENKEI computer system and the timing system.

fluctuation of the ground voltage level is rather small in By using above VNE hardware modules, the

the LHD compared with the level in JT-60. modification of liming signal creation logic and

This result implies that operations h longer pulses adoption/deletion of timing signals are possible within

will show good accuracy even in low plasma current short period of time without any change of the timing

condition. This digital integrator is planned to be system hardware.

applied to real-time plasma current feedback control at To realize above modification, the MATLAB"l'A tools

LHD in the 2003 experimental program. were introduced to the prototype timing system. The

major software components of the MATLAB- family are

2.2.3 A Prototypical Timing System Based on as follows:

Reflective Memory Network (a) MATLAB; language of technical computing and

The CAMAC based timing system has been used for bases ofthe whole software application development.

synchronizing sequential events of the discharge and data (b) Simulink; application to design, and to simuhite

collection of the interesting plasma phenomenon of the continuous and discrete-tim system. Simulink. is

JT-60U experiments. However, more flexible and mainly used to build a control block diagram of

intelligent timing system featuring more state-of-the-art timing signal creation as an interactive tool.

system is required to realize advanced plasma control (c) Real-Time Work Shop; application to generate

with mimizing maintenance ost. In this context optimized, portable, and customizable ANSI C-oode

combinations of the VNIE-bus system with high-speed from Simulink models. It automatically builds

data communication network by the Reflective Memory programs that execute in real time on the DSP

(RM) module and user-fhendly application software
Prototype liming system

based on MATLABTm tols were selected for the new host computer

prototype timing system. com Timing System Ethernet m

The timing supervisor provides the 50pec master Supervisor Craft I Timina S
T C D R C D

clock. Various timing signal preparation logic is bilt into s R P S L
U P K 0 1

the Digital Signal Processing (DSP) module, which wl

be aivated in acordance with discharge sequence event rate f RM

signals and commands sent by RM module through the Ac to] Clock cable FSubsystern
Optical fiber cable I Component

6.2 MB/sec high-speed communication data link. The
Fig. 2.2-1 Prototype timing system hardware configuration
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module. investment protection interlock since the start of Yr-60

Figure 12.2-11 shows the obtained test results of the experiment. The HIDIC-80E was no longer adequate to

time chart for timing signal creation with elapsed time. perform necessary services. In addition, he supply of

Digital Input solt�ec -- +- 0psec spare parts became scarce and the maintenance of these

Mster Cock �� Psec 2511sec old computers became very difficult. As a result the

TS Silpial input Di (6ftsee)
Supe isor Lo4ic operation 6l.Lwc) replacement of the HIDIC-80E to a VW -bus system

D ,v, Write RM (5.6psec)
RM with UNIX environment was panned in 200 .

Subsystem ""�!u Y M The design investigation of a new Plant Monitoring
DSP Write DO (3p9ec)

Signal Output I)O (0.5v��)

0:1'roLessing time casurcd), ':Calculated value System (PMS) was done to fulfill the following

Fig. 12.2-11 Test results of time chart and elapsed time requirements: (a) easy reconfiguration and upgrade of

for the timing signal transmission. hardware, (b) easy modification/adoption of the software
program with C-languages and UNIX environment and

The time chart shows the timing signal creation sequence, (c) selection of standard network communicator (i.e. NFS,

which start from clock pulse generation, execution of the RPC, etc.) between the PMS computer and JT-60

logical operation at DSP module followed by signal subsystems.

transmission between RM modules and finish at timing The new plant monitoring system is composed of a

signal output to the subsystem component synchronized UNIX workstation and a VME-bus system. Functionally,

with 50pec clock pulse. Obtained elapsed time was the plant monitoring workstation (PM-WS) performs

about 150gsec as a whole. However, it is necessary to plant data acquisition by the Network File System (NFS),

improve faster timing signal communication with faster JT-60 operation mode management and alarm check.

clock less than 20gsec and to reconsider the The investment protection Interlock VME-bus

synchronization between supervisory system and system (IL-VME) receives interlock event signals from

subsystem. hardwired interlock system and notifies to PM-WS.
Figure 12.2-12 shows the new T-60 PMS configuration.

2.2.4 Renewaloftheplantmonitoringsystem The environment and performance of the T-60 PMS

The HIDIC-80E 16-bit mini-computers and CAMAC are significantly improved by new UNIX workstation and
VME-bus systems. They are as follows: (a) flexibility

systems have been used in T-60 for plant monitoring and of hardware system and (b) productivity of software

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
ZENKEI Control System se ge Control System

Man Maclnine Workstations

i ontro
N orkData acq

EL YME_4�! System

New Plant Monitoring
ischarge ContTo VME-busSystem (PMS)

ik co
Man MwItine Netwo Feedback Control Systeiarl

Plant Mon
Worksta 0

arn, in 9, libriurn Control
Sp ses

I VME-bus System
Old I Superviso pr&actlon

mortiloria Compiftr

Compute VIVIE-bus PlantData

system Real Time ControlT �%l a.Trm, 1.0 a a VIVIFbus System

entral 14 Hardwired I A Sigm ls -------- - -- ----- --------------------- ----------- ------ ----- ------
JT-60 Sb 5�tsfenis

Poloidal Coll S idal Goil PIS NBI Healing

Control Svstein Control Syslem Control System

CAIVIAC Sub ystcm I'lit"hway

CAMAC VME-bws
Sub Systerns------------------------- -------------- ------------------------------------------------------ -- ------ ------------------------------------------------------ ---------------- ---------- -- -------

Fig. I.2.2-12 The new JT-60 PMS configuration.
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program. As for (a), VW-bus modules are used for (1)Algorithm for Digital Phase Controller and

input signal and output signal interface of the IL-VME. Evaluation of Its Performance

These modules are inexpensive, and programmable. IL- The control algorithm for the new digital phase controller

VME is quite flexible in adding or eliminating 1/0 signals is shown in Fig. 12.3-2. In Phase Locked Loop (PLL)

in case of system modification. As to (b), C-language is routine, AC voltage phase is detected with continuous

used for all application programs of the new PMS. Also vector operations. In Coil Current Control Routine, coil

access subroutines to the shared memory, which avoid current is controlled using the method of deadbeat control

interference by multiple accesses, were developed. The and decoupling control. In Phase Control outine a fire

application programs productivity of the PMS is pulse for a hyristor converter is generated by comparing

remarkably improved compare to the old system. the detected phase with the phase of a fire angle

The replacement of the PMS was completed at the command calculated in Coil Current Control outine.

end of March in 2002, and it has been successfully In Protective peration outine, stop operations of Gate

operated. Even thought, HDIC-80E systems are sl Shift (GS), By-Pass Pair (BPP), and Gate Block (GB) are

used for partially remaining CAMAC subsystems. executed. In the GS mode, the fire angle is shifted to

Reference 120 degrees to generate negative voltage and to decrease

2.2-1 Naka Fusion Research Establishment JAERI-Review 2001- the coil current. In the BPP mode, thyristor converters

042 2001). are switched on to make a closed circuit and then the coil

2.2-2 Kawamata, Y., Yonekawa, I., Kurihara, K., current decreases ith a me constant of the coil. In the

"Development of an Intelligent Digital Integrator for GB mode, fire pulses are stopped. In Protective

Long-Pulse Operation in a Tokamak," Proc. 19th Symp. Interlock Routine, the converters are forced to stop safely

on Fusion Engineering, 172 2002). employing GS/BPP/GB in accordance ith the mode of
2.2-3 Kurihara, K., Kawamata, Y, "Development of a Precise

Long-time Digital Integrator for Magnetic Measurements in termination triggered by the interlock. At the

a Tokamak," Pmc. 7th EEEINPSS Symp. on Fusion beginning of the development, the computation time of

Engineering, 799(1997). this phase controller for one control loop was 500t s; the

pulse accuracy was 5', which is worse than the original
2.3 Power Supply System for JT-60U, ±1'. To improve this, the program execution

2.3.1 A New Digital Signal Processor (DSP)-Based time was minimized and a newly fabricated board using

Digital Phase Controller for Thyristor Converters D-flip-flop and Programmable Logic Device (PLD) was

A DSP-bas .ed digital phase controller has been newly employed for outputting fire pulses. As a result the

developed for control of coil current and voltage. This computation time for one control loop was reduced to

phase controller is expected to be used in a power supply 2OOms, and the pulse accuracy was improved to 1.5'.

system of YIF-60SC which is a superconducting tokamak The control frequency of this phase controller was kHz.

under planning. A basic set of the power supply is

composed of two thyristor converters which could be SW

flexibly configured in consistent with the operation Command - ------------

modes. There are five operation modes as shown in Fig.

1.2.3-1, and sitch over to each mode could be done at Failure
cw"l

anytime. The direction of the current can be easily R

Nt..wm4 Valchanged by sitching between these operation modes.

ne to

Output Fin
Pulses

L

(2) (3) (4) (5)
D-bf� smel C-t si.gl� D-61� Fig.1.2.3-2 AlgorithmchaitfordigiWphasecontroller.
F.-d F�M Circ.mtion Rc��d Rcvmcd

op-a�- op�wi- or..6- Opmti- 01-fi- (2) Coil Current Operation

Fig. 1.23-1 Operation modes for a set of thyristor converters. Operational feasibility of this phase controller was
evaluated in a small-scale experimental device. A
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current range and the operation mode of this test are current.

shown in Table.1.2.3-1. A test result is shown in Fig. 2.3.2 Rejuvenation of the Discharge Sequence

1.2.3-3 for reference current coil current forward Controller for AVR

thyristor converter current and reversed thyristor Discharge sequence controller of the Toroidal Field (TF)

converter current from top to bottom, respectively. The coil power supply had to be rejuvenated due to 20-years

coil current is well controlled to track the reference of operation. New requirements of long-pulse operation

Table 12.3-1 Operation mode for cur-rent also necessitated remodeling of the old system. The

Current R - Operation mode programs for the old CAMAC modules are not

(1) Double Forward Operation compatible with recent computer systems. The
(2) Single Forward Operation
(3) Current Circulation Operation discharge sequence controller has two major roles; (a) to

-4[Al--3[Al (4) Single Reversed Omation supervise the discharge sequence of JT-60 experiment and
_5[A1__4[A1 (5) Double Reversed Operation

(b) to control T-coil current by the Automatic Voltage

0 Regulator (AVR) of the T-coil Power supply Motor
4

Generator (T-MG). Therefore, the new system should
-2
:4 provide new functions of coil failure detection, coil

6 current control by limiter and pre-programmed control in............
addition to the original functions.

. .........:( . ......... .........
< (1) Configuration of the New Toroidal Discharge7r

E Sequence Controller
................... ................... .............'T New toroidal discharge sequence controller is

schernatically shown in Fig. 12.3-4. This system is

-.pm WW composed of Workstations (WS) for program. ........... ..... ....................
.......................................... .................... ............ developm ent and com m unication, and Versa M odule

2( 40 N) N 100
I inlelsl Europa (VUE) for real time processing, which

Fig.1.2.3-3 Currentwaveforexperiment.
ZENM

compuler
ZENKEI Control Network

Tomidal Power Supply
Control Network

Discharge AVR-WS WS
VMZ fx)r DiKlow equence 1JM0 OS RM) f33r

MUMCamous ControHer AVR Syfftem
cammad system AVR WS

Timing
unit C=19 formoubarins

unit 04

Unit Monitoring
I I . . system
Ve I vtA W. E.Erfor Timing Rawxii" Operadon Efdlfd

Sipd S*4 ftnal omnwd

Rotlfiom' DO DI IC CC6, "Ve, WU

S*9 isul W MG I
Power i

:W

Fig.1.2.34 ConfigurafionanddataflowofToroidaldischargesequencecontrofler.
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communicate with TF-coil network. VxWorks was calculated in real-time is kept less than the warning value

chosen for the real time Operation System of VNE. or not

Limit C r n', 1 Mm&

Ve VD n= & > VD max&
MM) < Be"

Vt

Vt=M&
Vt (MG Voltap) 0-k-JU(SA m1m < W_ IN ld CM=*

Limit Conttd Mo& EN > IN max Lirdt contmi mode

max
<

Ifli > fd Mm&

la N2
conhw

Fig.1.2.3-5 LiinitcontrolofoperationschemeforTF-cofl.

This system is controlled by an operation command from Current control of T-coil in AVR is performed by

ZENKEI, which is at the top level of the control system limiting the cod voltage, field current and MG output

hierarchy in JT-60. A command message from ZENKEI voltage. If one of these values exceeds the rated values,

is received and decoded by Toroidal Host WS. Toroidal the control mode is properly stched to the other one.

Host WS activates an appropriate task of the discharge This method provides safe operation of TF-coil power

sequence controller corresponding to the command supply. The limit control operation is shown in Fig.

message. When an interrupted signal is received by the 1.2.3-5.

discharge sequence controller, a task begins to work.

This task deals with discharge sequence of TF-coil power (3) Pre-programmed control of TF-coil current

supply. In the original system, only the value of flattop current

The VNE-based system in the AVR performs based was used as a reference for control of the coil current.

on the control logics corresponding to a command from During the long-puIse discharge up to 65s, various

the VNE to the discharge sequence controller. Output experiments %vill be executed in sequence. Toroidal

voltage of T-MG and T-coil current is controlled by the field may need to be changed during a pulse discharge.

VNE for AR_ A Control method for AVR can be 'Me most important point is that this system has to

chosen from coil current control, cod voltage control, judge whether pre-programmed current waveform is

field current control and MG output voltage control. technically obtainable with the TF-coil power supply. A

function of consistency check on the pre-programmed

(2) Coil Failure Detection and Coil Current Control in coil currents has been developed. The system has to

AVR check: the maximum coil current the madirium coil

The original AVR did not have a function to detect a coil voltage, MG voltage, I2t for TF-coil, the MG storage

failure trouble. A new AVR system can detect the energy, MG rotation, and the timing of disconnecting the

failure by measuring coil current and coil voltage in rea- commercial line. With each check item, the VME-bus

Itime. For example, it can check if the quantity of 12t system for discharge sequence control sends result
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messages to Toroidal Host WS in the case of abnormal with the flat bar and 1.5 mm extruded bar were decreased

states. to less than 60% and 70% of the original one, respectively.

The injection port of N-NBI for T-60U is so narrow that

2.4 Neutral Beam Injection System even a slight beam deflection can largely affects the heat

2.4.1 Development of Negative-Ion Based NBI loads. This improvement made long pse injection

(1) Improved Bearrilet Deflection by Adjusting possible at high beam power. As a result the injection

Electrostatic Field Profile of 2.6 MW at 355 keV has been achieved for 10 sec: [2.4-

Until 2000 the temperature rise of the NBI port limiter I] that is the nominal pulse duration time for T-60U and

had limited the perfort-riance of neutral bea iectiion to has provided a prospect of continuous operation.

the T60U plasma. Beam focusing was not so

sufficient that a faction of the beam power directly

heated the NBI port limiter. The injection port size is 46 400

cm in height and 50 cm in width. Therefore, it is - OH ina With flat bar
0
Q) 300 0

important to operate with optimum beam optics and good .10F
Cc ' 0

beam focusinp, which lead to a low divergent beam. LD
i V_ 200

To evaluate the beam divergence, the beam profile E 0�
S. Fnwas measured on the beam path at 3.5m away from the E Z too - h 1.5mm height bar

ion source by using an IR camera In the longitudinally 9

measured beam deposition profile, two peaks appeared at 0

the both edges of each segment. It was suggested that 0 10 20 30

the beamlets of the segment edge were deflected outward Injection Power x Tirne Duration W]

and overlapped with other bearrilets. The deflected Fig. 12.4-1 Temperatirm rise of bean limiter at NBI port at

angle is estimated to be 14mrad. There were small 22m far from ion source.

grooves of mm in depth and 40 mm in width at the (2) Beam Extraction Uniformity Controlled by Arc

down strearnside of the segment boundary of the Power Distribution

extractor. These grooves generated enough distorted Uniformity of the beam extraction is a critical issue to

electric field, which deflect the beamlet by 14mrad. To achieve in large-scaled negative ion source to suppress

correct the distortion of the electric field, copper bars the heat load on the grids and breakdown. Tl-,e beam

were embedded along the grooves. As a result the profile at 35 in and the heat loads on the Grounded Grid

peaks in the beam profile moved from the both edges of (GRG) segment were measured for low and high

the segment boundaries to the center between two extraction voltage ith an uniform arc power profile.

segment boundaries. The longitudinal beam profile at the bottom segment

In the design, peaks do not appear between segment corresponding to beam extraction of a 4 line-array, was

boundaries in the beam profile at the point 35 in away measured. In the case of 5kV, it seemed that beam was

from the ion source. It seemed that the beam cleflection almost uniformly extracted from ftd 4 ines, whereas in

was caused by the space charge effect of the bean-det- 300

beamlet interaction, which was not taken into account in

the design. The angle of the remaining outward
:t:� 200

deflection was estimated to be 6mrad. To ftirther correct

this deflection, the thickness of the copper bar was

increased for generating the electric field to steer the I (D
beamlets inward. The suitable height of the bar was CLE i : : I 11 oilestimated to be 1.5 mm by using a three-dimensional 0 . . I

beam trajectory code. The beam profile was modified to -45 -30 -15 0 1 5 30 45

match the design profile and the beamlet deflection by te Bottom Position (cm) Top
beamlet-beamlet interaction was completely corrected. Fig. 12.4-2 LongitudirW beam profile at 3.5m. Gray line

Figure I.2.4-1 shows temperature rise of te beam is with uniform arr, power nd black line is with

limiter at the NBI port. The heat loads on the limiter enhancement of the arc power at the bottom.
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the case of 7kV, the beam intensity from the two lines and has no forced cooling.

near bottom was about 70 % of the peak intensity. At present the temperature rise of the limiter was

The dependency of the heat load ratio of each GRG observed to be 192 degrees with 2 MW of NBI power per

segment on the arc power was also obtained for two a unit for 76 sec. The limiter is made of molybdenum.

extraction voltages of 6 kV and 65 kV. The tendency of It was measured by a thermocouple located 3m in

the bottom segment was different between two cases. In depth rom the surface of the limiter. To evaluate the

the case of 6 kV, acceleration current and heat load of temperature of the beam limiter, a three-dimensional solid

four segments except the bottom segment were saturated model was constructed for a thermal Finite Element

over 140 kW of the are power. he heat load on the Model (FEM) analysis. The three-dimensional model

bottom segment reached the same level of as those was meshed using solid hexagonal element in order to be

on other segments at 190 kW In the case of 6.5 kV, heat able to the temperature distribution over the solid model.

load on the bottom segment did not reach those on other The FEM analysis indicated that the input heat flux on the

segments at the highest arc power. It is indicated that limiter in parallel of the neutral ion beam was around

more arc power at the bottom region is necessary to 3AM W/m' for d=0-9mm , l.9MW/M2 for d=9-17mm,

extract uniform beam density at 65 kV. and 0.6NW/M2 for d=17-25mm to reproduce the

In order to enhance negative ion production at the temperature rise mentioned above, where d is the distance

bottom segment the arc power at the bottom area was from the most-extruded beam facing surface of the limiter.

increased by adjusting each filament voltage. Figure Furthermore, the temperature rise reached the maximum

1.2.4-2 shows longitudinal beam profiles of uniform arc allowable one of 400 degrees for the pulse duration of 8

power and enhanced are power at the bottom. The beam sec, provided that the base temperature is 150 degrees.

profile for the enhanced arc power at the bottom is more In order to make the pulse duration longer than 8

uniform than that with the uniform arc power. sec, it is necessary to suppress the increase in the

Moreover, the width of the beam at the bottom segment temperature of the limiter. Therefore, the area of the

was broader than that of the uniform are power, as shown limiter surface exposed to the beam was expanded by

in the Fig. 12.4-2 highlighted by a circle. increasing the obliqueness of the limiter surface with

The ratio of the heat load on the center segment to respect to the beam angle. The volume of the iiter

the heat load on the bottom segment was obtained for the was also enlarged. Figure 12.4-3 shows the temperature

uniform arc power and the enhanced arc power at the distribution of the improved limiter with the pulse

bottom area. The ratio decreased for both cases with duration of 30 sec. The temperature rise is below the

increasing arc power. With a uniform are power, the allowable limit over the entire limiter surface. As a

ratio changed from 16 to 14, whereas with the enhanced result, the improved limiter would make it possible to

arc power at the bottom area, it decreases from 14 to .O. inject the neutral beam to the JT-60U plasma for the pulse

The ratio of one means the heat loads at the center and the duration more than 30 sec.

bottom segments are the same. From this result, it can

be seen that the adjustment of arc power distribution is

effective to correct non-uniformity of beam extraction.

These results indicated that higher arc power around

bottom area is needed for improving plasma non-

unifori-nity atthe high extraction voltage 2.4-1].

(3) Temperature Rise Suppression in Beam Limiter of

Positive-Ion Based NBI

To investigate the behavior of high performance plasma

for continuous discharge, it is necessary to make the pulse

duration of plasma heating system longer. In the NBI Fig. 12.4-3 Temperature distribution of the improved limiter

system, which is main heating and current drive system for the pulse duration of 30 sec with 2MW of NBI power per
for JT-60U, one of causes which limit the pulse duration one unit.

of the beam injection is the temperature rise of the beam

limiter installed at the NBI port. The limiter prevents References

damage of the NBI port from the beam bombardment 2.4-1 Umeda, 1, et al., Nucl. Fusion, 43, 522 2003).
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2.5 Radio-frequency Heating System the power is changed with the modulation factor 80%.

Performance and reliability of the JT-60 Radio-

Frequency (RF) heating system have been constantly de

improved through numerous minor upgrades and

improvements of the system to open up new

experimental regions. In particular, major

achievements of the JT-60 RF heating system

development in FY 2002 were successful fabrication of

an anode voltage modulator and successful long-pulse

operation of a high power klystron.

2.5.1 A New Anode Voltage Modulator of All Solid

State Type

RY Power modulation is required in Electron Cyclotron Ody

Heating (ECH) for heat pulse propagation experiment

and Neoclassical Tearing Mode (NTM) stabilization.

Required specifications for the JT-60U ECH system

are: (1) modulation frequency: 1 - kHz, 2)

modulated power: I - 3 MW. It is quite difficult to

fulfill these specifications because the high voltage Fig. 12.5-1 Developed anode voltage modulator consisting

impressed on a high power oscillator, namely gyrotron, of 400 stages of solid state circuits.

must be modulated, especially at high currents. There 40

are several methods to control the main voltage of the > 20 .......
0 ........... ...................... L

gyrotron with power electronics such as Insulated Gate M -20

Bipolar Transistors (IGBT) or a regulator tube. But Z Cie.-40 ...... .......

these are quite large-scale circuits. The gyrotron for -60
............... .... ........ .the JT-60 ECH heating system has an anode electrode 43 . ...... ......

.....................
[2.5-11. Then the power modulation can be performed E 42

41
by changing only about 10% of the anode voltage. ........

40 . ...... ......... ......

This can be achieved easily with a small-scale circuit 39 ... 1. .. . . .. I I , I I I I 

and the cost is cheaper than other methods. ;Wlat . .. I _1
48 MO ed Voltage - 3 kV

An anode voltage modulator mainly composed of O 46 ......

solid state components has been developed 25-2]. -0 44 ......
0
a 0 'Q .......... ......... ......... .......

Figure 12.5-1 is the photograph of the modulator. The 4 >
40 U I I i I s ... L

anode voltage is controlled by changing the ratio of .. 1. .. I . . .'
0.8 ......... o. ......... . ......... 0.7 M W .:..0.00..00 .....

resistances between the cathode-anode and anode-body. 'O . . .. .......
a) 0.6 .......

Then, 400 stages of solid state circuits are used as a 0.4 .. ....... .......

variable resistance. In the circuit, a 50-kW resistor CO 0.2 . .. ........ . .......
L ' I I I ml �II I I I I

and a transistor are in parallel, and there is a photo 00 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 Oo5 0.6 0.7

coupler which turns on the transistor. Ti me (s)

Figure 12.5-2 shows the performance of the power

modulation by this new anode voltage modulator. The Fig. 12.5-2 Performance of the power modulation by the

cathode, anode and body voltages are normally 60 kV, anode voltage modulator.

-20 kV and 22 kV, respectively. 01 s after the onset

of RF power, the anode voltage = body voltage - anode The achieved performances are: (1) the modulation

cont. voltage) was modulated with modulation frequency: 12 - 500 Hz, 2) the modulation factor: 80 %,

amplitude of 3 kV and the frequency of 50 Hz. Then and the modulated power -0.55 MW. The modulation
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power can be increased to 25 MW with 4 gyrotrons. collector was saturated at about 120 'C after 20 s from

However, the modulation frequency is probably limited the onset time of the operation. Therefore, feasibility

at -1 kHz, which is limited by the operation frequency of the continuous operation at this power level was

of the solid state components used in the circuit. confirmed.

After these processes, long-pulse operation has

2.5.2 Long-Pulse Operation of Klystron at Low Power been conducted in the ECR discharge cleaning

for 45 Nfinutes experiment on JT-60U. The duration of the pulse was

Electron Cyclotron Resonance (ECR) discharge successfully extended to 45 min, while the output

cleaning is attractive for cleaning first walls in next power gradually decreased to 30 kW This decrease

generation tokamaks which use super-conducting seems to be due to the change in the cavity wall

magnet coils. Long-pulse (about an hour) operation of a position as the cavities are heated by R power

klystron for the T-60U HRF heating system 25-31 dissipation on their walls. This operation has

has been tried to demonstrate effectiveness of the ECR contributed to the demonstration of effective ECR

discharge cleaning in T-60U. discharge cleaning in JT-60U.

The operational conditions of the klystron had to 1000 4 . .....

be tuned for I MW and 10 s operation, with the beam .... . .......... ...... 2 G H Z'� ..... -4 .................... .....

voltage; 72 kV the beam current; 26 A and the . ........... ........ . ..... . ..... ......... ............ .....
. ........... ........ ' ..... 4.....

frequency; 2 GHz. At first, available beam currents
. ........... ........ ..... .......... L..........

had to be estimated from the maximum rating of its After Adjustm
00 ........ ................ ................ .........power supply. It was confirmed that te power supply ...... .........

...?... ..................... ..........-
could be operated continuously at 44 A for 72 kV If ....... ..................... ;..........

. ...... ... ... ..................... ?..........-
......................... ..........-

the klystron had normal efficiencies of about 50 %, the
...................... ?..........

0 choutput power of 150 kW would have been expected. (L M
.......................
...................... 6.But at low beam currents such high efficiencies could ........ ........ ....................... r.......... .

Before Adjustmentnot be obtained because the resonant cavities of the .......... r...
........... 0........ C7 ... ...................... i..........klystron were tuned for the beam currents higher tan
.......... ....... ........... ;P ...........

20 A. In deed, the output power was only 1.8 kW and
the efficiency was only 06 when the beam current I I10 IIt 1

2 4 6 8 1 0
was decreased to 44 A ithout tuning the cavities, as Beam Current (A)

shown in Fig. 12.5-3. There are five cavities in the

klystron. The position of the cavity walls must be Fig. I.2.5-3 Output power of the klystron as a function of

adjusted in order to obtain higher power at low beam the beam current at lower beam currents before and after the

currents. Figure 12.5-3 shows the output power as a adjustment of the cavity wall position.

function of the beam current before and after

adjustment of the cavity wall position. The output References

power of 40 kW was obtained at 44 A for short pluses 2.5-1 Ikeda, Y, et al., Fusion Sci. Technolo., 42, 435 2002).

of several seconds. 'Me efficiency was about 15 % 2.5-2 Terakado, M., et al., JAERI-Tech 2003-53 2003) (in

and still low Japanese).

The second key point is the improvement of 2.5-3 Seki, M., et al., Fusion Sci. Technolo., 42, 452 2002).

klystron collector cooling for long-pulse operation. 2.6 Diagnostic system

The long-pulse operation for 60 s at 40 kW was tested 2.6.1 Application of Stimulated Brillouin Scattering

with a dummy load. The klystron collector is cooled Phase Conjugation NError for Thomson

with water vapor cooling. The rate of vaporized water Scattering Diagnostics

is 84 I/min during the operation. The cooling water Laser Thomson scattering diagnostics is one of the

was added by 20 I/min if the water level became lower standard diagnostics for electron temperature and

than the warning level. The temperature of the density in magnetic fusion devices. Since the efficiency
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of the Thomson scattering is very weak, increase of the twice, if laser quality is optimized.

scattered light is important to improve the measurement Second application is the increase of laser output

accuracy. Increasing the incident laser energy is one of power with SBS-PCM. The SBS-PCMs were installed

the most efective way in order to increase the scattered in each of two stage YAG amplifiers in order to change

light without degrading the measurement accuracy. To the amplification arrangement from a single to double

increase the laser energy, Osaka University and JAERI pass amplification. The phase conjugation of the

are collaborating to apply a high performance phase optically nonlinear SBS process compensated perfectly

conjugation mirror by Smulated Brillouin Scattering a thermal effect of power aplifiers, and an average

Phase Conjugation Mirror (SBS-PCM) to YAG laser power increased from 1.5 J in 30-Hz repetition (average
system.

The SBS-PCM generates a reflecting wave whose power was 45W) to 4J at 50-Hz drive (average power

shape of spatial wave front is the same as that of was 20OW) as a result of the implementation of SBS-

incident wave front and its direction of propagation is PCM. The beam quality was also recovered without

perfectly reverse. The SBS-PCM compensates a wave wave front aberration with transfer-limited divergence

front distortion that occurs when a laser beam and a good flattop pattern in a near field.

propagates through optically non-uniform medium due Both approaches promise us precision Thomson

to thermally induced aberration in high power scattering diagnostics with higher accuracy in JT-60U.
This study utilizing SBS-PCM as non-linear optics

amplifying rods of solid-state lasers. A cell behaving as demonstrated the new possibility of the Thomson
SBS-PCM is a stainless steel pipe (length=300mm,

bore=30mm) with AR-coated windows at both ends, scattering diagnostics for the first time.

and filled by a liquid fluorocarbon. Using the cell as an 100

SBS-PCK the incident laser beam was focused with a

piano-convex lens ftI50 mm or 200 mm). Figure 80

1.2.6-1 shows the reflectivity of SBS-PCM, that has a e power 43 W (I A3 J x 30 Hz)
reffectlyfty ver 98%

high reflectivity of 90% at high laser energy input of 2 J 60 pa r55W(1.1Jx5QHz)
2 reflectMty over 95%

with a repetition rate of 50 Hz (average power is 100 t power 100 W 2 J x 5Hz)
4) Max. refleadvity over 90%

W). 40

For the application of SBS-PCM, we newly co
20 Single shot

proposed a double pass homson scattering method
operation

with SBS-PCM. In this new optical design, a laser 0

beam passing through the plasma is reflected by the 0.01 0.1 1 10

SBS-PCM in place of a beam dumper, and a reflected Input energy (J)

beam returned back through exactly the same path as Fig. 12.6-1 Reflectivity of SBS-PCM.

the incident one by the phase conjugation effect, and

passed through the plasma again. If a conventional 2.6.2 Development of Fast CXRS by Interference

mirror is used for this purpose, very severe beam Filter Method 2.6-2]

alignment is frequently required to reduce a stray light. Charge EXchange Recombination Spectroscopy

However, it is completely unnecessary for such (CXRS) has been developed for the measurement of ion

alignment in the case of SBS-PCM. By this new temperature (Ti), toroidal/poloidal rotation velocity

method, it is possible to obtain two times larger (VtNp) and impurity density. Usual system of CXRS

scattered light with an alignment-free operation in consists of a combination of a monochromator and a

contrast with a conventional single pass design. From Charge Coupled Device (CCD) for the time and space

the preliminary results using the double pass scattering, resolved observation, The minimum time resolution of

the scattered light became 16 times larger and relative CCD is 16.7 ms, and it is barely adequate to observe

error reduced to 23 of that for single pass scattering the evolution of the fast phenomena, for example,

[2.6-11. The amount of scattered light is affected by formation of transport barrier, minor collapse and

laser quality. It seems that the intensity will approach to disruption.
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A schematic view of the fast CXRS system is temperature and rotation. An example of the spectral

shown in Fig. I.2.6-2(a) which consists of fiber-optic sensitivity of the three filter assembly is shown in Fig.

bundle, a collimation lens, beam splitting mirrors and 1.2.6-2(b). These data were obtained by a calibration

three Fabry-Perot interference filters mounted in front experiment. For a measurement of spectral line of CVI

of the high-sensitive photomultipliers HAMAMATSU: (n = > 7 529.05 nm) in a temperature range around

R- 104). The collimation lens is used to make a parallel I keV, three filters have center wavelengths of 528.85,

light and three mirrors are used to split the light to the 529.05 and 529.25 nm and have 02 nm bandwidth at

different photomultipliers. The output signal of the FWHM each other.

photomultiplier is transferred to an Analog-Digital The analytic scheme for the determination of the

Converter (ADC) of 12 bit accuracy through the pre- temperature and rotation velocity is as follows. First,

amplifier. The bandpass of each filter was selected from the relationship between the intensity ratios 11/12 and

0.2 nm to I nm at Full Width at Half Maximum 13/12, where li denotes the spectral intensity at i-th

(FWHM), which depended on the ion temperature and channel, and the temperature and rotation is found from

rotation velocity expected at the measurement position the spectral sensitivity by the calibration experiment,

in the plasma discharge. Moreover, the central assuming Gaussian shape of the radiation emission.

wavelengths of the three filters were chosen to overlap These are sorted to matrix data. Second, the measured

each filter at FWHM to widen the dynamic range of the intensity ratio is compared with the matrix data using
binary tree algorithm. Then the temperature and

(a) rotation velocity can be determined. For example, as
can be seen in Fig. 1.2.6-2(b), in the case that the

Fiber-optic bundle Interference intensity ratios 11/12 and 13/12 are measured to be 076
Collimation Lens and 044, the ion temperature and rotation velocity are

mirrors filter
1_1� I determined I keV and -50 km/s. Because the

11Z % temperature and rotation can be estimated withoutX P1.r ft- 1 r nonlinear least squares fitting, the fast CXRS system of

three filter assembly has an advantage that can be easily

applied to the real-time measurement or feedback

control of temperature or rotation velocity.

DO P ampiffier Pbotornultipliers We developed the filter spectroscopy applying to
CXRS for the purpose of estimating ion temperature

and rotation velocity with high time resolution. The

1.0 minimum time resolution of 0.8ms was obtained, which

T = 1k9V will enable us to measure rapid phenomena as

0,8 Vt = 50kmfs formation of transport barrier or minor collapse of an
C: ITB.

0.6
References

0.4 (2) 2.6-1 Hatae, T., el al., 291h EPS Conference on Plasm Phys.
(3) and Contr Fusion, 2613, P2.125 2002).

0.2 2.6-2 Kobayashi, S., et al., "Development of Fast Charge
Exchenge Recombination Spectroscopy by using
Interferenice Filter Method in JT-60U," accepted for

0 publication in J Plasma Fusion Res..
-1.0 -0.5 0.0 0.5 1.0

Fig. I.2.6-2 (a) Schematic view of the assembly of the

fast CXRS system with three interference filters. (b An

example of the spectral sensitivity of the interference

filters with photomultiplier, and spectral profile of the
charge exchange recombination of CVJ impurity at

Tj= I keV and Vt=-50km/s.
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3. Design Progress of the JT-60 Superconducting 0.59% in the plasma region. In order to reduce the

Tokamak (JT-60SC) ripple rate in the ferritic steel configuration due to port

To demonstrate the feasibility of economically and openings, additional ferritic steel plates will be

environmentally attractive fusion reactors, JT-60 appropriately installed inside the vacuum vessel behind

Superconducting Tokamak (JT-60SC) will achieve the the TF coils. Consequently, the TF ripple rate of the 8

high-beta steady-state operation with the use of the mode will be reduced down to 029% in the plasma

ferritic steel for the plasma confinement device in the region over a wide range of Bt=2.0-3.8T. The OFMC

reactor-relevant collisionless plasma regime. The (Orbit Followed Monte-Carlo) code analysis to

program is recognized as a centralized national calculate fast ion losses indicates the effectiveness of

tokamak research program under nation-wide ripple reduction. The fast ion loss of nearly

collaborations with universities, research institutions perpendicular beams with insertion of ferritic steel

and industries. Through the discussions at the nation- plates was evaluated to be 20%, which corresponds to

wide joint-collaboration meetings on the physics and an order of magnitude decrease (Fig. 13.1-1) 3.1 -I].

technical issues identified at the joint technical meeting Quantitative analysis of the NIHD stability for

in the previous year, a conceptual design of JT-60SC resistive wall modes has been made for the first time by

has been carried out to achieve high-beta N =3.5-5.5) the linear MHD code AEOLUS-FT, based on the

and non-inductive current drive steady-state plasmas original resistive NIHD equations. The low-activation

(>100s) with sufficient flexibility and controllability of ferritic steel was used for the plasma-facing wall such

the poloidal plasma shaping, aspect ratio, and the as stabilizer and the baffle plates located at the low-

feedback control. field side. With parabolic current and pressure profiles,

the dependence of the n=l mode growth rate on the

3.1 Physics Design poloidal beta was estimated. As shown in Fig. 13.1-2,

Ferritic steel is used for the stabilizing baffle plates and the critical beta above which the magnetic perturbation

the first wall consisting of armors and pedestals so that at the plasma surface starts to grow is reduced to-10%

the plasma is closely surrounded by the ferritic steel. 1 8 with a wall thickness of 0.07a for gl.�=2 at which the

TF coils generate magnetic fields with ripple rate up to ferritic steel is sufficiently saturated 3.1-2].

Even though the skin time in the wall and the

critical beta increase with the wall thickness, the

ferromagnetism can underscore the improvement in the

critical beta when the wall thickness exceeds a

threshold value. The effect of toroidal plasma flow was

also investigated, and the flow velocity of 0.03v,.,

3.6011�

3.00D.

4=4W
2.409� --- A--

E)
1 0 All

IC) ;P� A A D
1.20D.

A
6.000, total

lo 1
0.8 1.0 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8 2.0

Fig. 13.1-1 3D-analysis fast ion losses (W/M3) on Pi,

the first wall taking into account port arrangements Fig. 13.1-2 Growth rate of nl free-boundary kink

without (top) and with (bottom) ripple compensation mode of parabolic current high aspect ratio

by ferritic steel where arrows show the direction of tokamak versus poloidal beta with a wall thickness

nearly perpendicular beam injection. of 0.07a.
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where v, is the toroidal Alfv6n velocity, is sufficient 0jr & 8P

for the resistive wall to have stability effect of ideal 0-1

wall. Both the resistive wall and ideal kink modes are 0.09

destabilized by the ferromagnetic wall effects. 0
3 P

0.05
0 L 2 3 4 6 6 7 8 9Steady state operation scenario for the high-ON

with full non-inductive current drive is evaluated by the boo
4(0 RF4 CS2&3

1.5D-time dependent transport simulation code 200 -HO(

(TOPICS) on the basis of the transport model of the 0 -------
-200 .. i

reversed shear discharges in JT-60U. The high -400 K;, CS

0 L 2 3 4 6 6 7 8 9 in
performance operation with PN-5, and bootstrap M T a

4M)

currentfractionof85%forlOOsisshownatIp=1.5MA, C 9 YF4 41 EF1
-�! 2000

BT=2 T, and PNB=l I MW. The ERATO-J code analysis ------ - ----- -00 ...... ... . .......shows that the profiles with internal transport barrier

could be stable for kink-ballooning modes.
6 f' 7 8 9 10

The proportionality of the no-wall limit of the Tb U)

normalized beta, N, to the plasma shaping factor S Fig. 13.2-1 Time evolution of (a) separatrix gaps, (b)

(=qq5I�aBT) is suggested from DIII-D experiments. For the PF coil voltage, (c) the PF coil currents for

the prpose of extending the flexibility of the plasma minor disruption simulation. The given condition is

shape, euilibrium analysis was performed by TOSCA a sudden poloidal beta drop (&N=-0.5) with its

to investigate configurations with the aspect ratio (A) recovering time constant of 1.0 s. The gap number

less than 3 which is outside of the ITER operational corresponds to the reference position allocated in
the poloidal direction.

regime. In the present design of vacuum vessel with

aspect ratio around 26, S6.3 is available at which poloidal drop of App=-0.5 due to the minor plasma

high ON=3.5-5.5 is expected. disruption. The plasma minor radius instantaneously

shrinks, because all ofseparatrix gaps, Sgi-6, measured

Refemnces from the first wall increased. After that, the separatfix

3.1-1 Ishida, S., et al., "Objectives and Design of the T-60 gaps returned to their original positions in 3 s due to

Superconducting Tokamak," 19th Fusion Energy the effect of the feedback control. It must be pointed

Conf, IAEA-CN-94/Fr/2-5 2002), to be published in
out that the separatrix gaps become rather stationary by

Nucl. Fusion.

3.1-2 Kurita, G., et al., "Ferromagnetic and Resistive Wall this time, however, P coil voltages and currents are

Effects on Beta Limit in a Tokamak," 9th Fusion still in the transient states due to the eddy current effect.

Energy Conf., IAEA-CN-94/Fr/Pl-06 2002), to be Since the P coil voltage are saturated until t-2.8 s, the

published in Nucl. Fusion. gap control is expected to set in around 6 s under the

non-saturated condition.

3.2 Engineering Design The nuclear heating in the superconducting TF

Plasma positions and shape control in the coils was analyzed by the 2D-neutron transport code

superconducting coil system were analyzed 32-2]. (DOT3.5) including the shine-through effect from the

The plasma feedback control system based on Grad- port hole at the outboard-side. The maximum nuclear

Shafranov equation is used for the linear numerical heating at the outboard conductor by the neutron and

model. Vacuum vessel, stabilizing plates, and large gamma-ray fluxes with the maximum neutron emission

ports were modeled in 3-dimensions. For a slower of 4xI 017 n/s was estimated to be around 6 IMW/CM3,

control of the plasma shape, the superconducting which is larger than the maximum heating at the

Equilibrium Field (EF) coils are used. Whereas, for a inboard conductor by a factor of 25. The temperature

fast control'of the plasma position, In-Vessel normal increase of the TF conductor by the nuclear heating is

conducting (IV) coils are used. Figure I.3.2-1 shows estimated with the super- helium coolant with initial

the transient response behaviors against a sudden condition of 4.3K, 0.2mls. The maximum temperature

is 5. 1 K at the inboard side conductor.
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FEM analysis was made to estimate the maximum

mechanical stress, and the maximum

displacement of the T`F coil. Loaded forces

from E coils and the fixing bolts were included in the

model. For the major plasma disruption of Ip=4MA,

cymax�454Wa, and ,,=10.4mm were computed. The

maximum stress is sufficiently lower than the criterion

of 660 NVa for the SS316LN at 4.2K.

'Me mechanical stress at the Vacuum Vessel W)

during the major plasma disruption was analyzed.

Through the FEM analysis including the eddy current

at stabilizing plates, baffle plates, and ports, the

maximum mechanical stress, and the displacement

were estimated. Those are within the technically

acceptable level.

Thermal analysis of the armor plates for the NBI

was analyzed. With the assumption of the shine

through fraction of 10-20%, the temperature at the

armor tile of CFC is 1050 C for Negative ion Neutral

Beam (NNB) with the heat flux of 1.0 MW/m2 x 50s,

which is approximately within the acceptable range of

temperature for the CFC.

Support structures for the T, PF coils and VV

were designed. Laminated spring is adopted for the

buffer of the Equilibrium Field (EF) coils, a part of

which are supported from the T coils in order to

simplify the structure and to reduce the mechanical

stress. The support legs of VV are redinforced by

toroidal ribs. It is confirmed by the FEM analysis that

the maximum stress at the support legs is within the

tolerable limit.

References
3.2-1 Matsukawa, M., et al., "Design and Analysis of

Plasma Position and Shape Control in

Superconducting Tokamak JT-60SC," 22nd Symp.

On Fusion Technol. 2002), to be published in

Fusion Eng. Des..
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11 JFT-2M PROGRAM In parallel with the AMTEX program, the advanced

and basic study on H-mode plasmas and a Compact

On JFT-2M, advanced and basic research for the Toroid (CT) injection, etc. have been performed. The

development of high performance tokamak plasma is measurement with the Heavy Ion Beam Probe (MBP)

being promoted, making use of the flexibility as a clarified a decrease in gradient of plasma potential at the

medium-sized device and the research cooperation with region of Edge Transport Barrier (ETB) in the H' phase,

universities and other institutions. Recently, the which appears after the Edge Localized Mode (ELM)

Advanced Material Tokamak Experiment (AMTEX) free phase with the higher recycling than the ELM free

program has been carried out in JFT-2M. The low phase, compared to that in the ELM free phase. Density

activation ferritic steel has been tested for the fluctuation of 130 kHz was observed at the ETB

development of the structural material for a fusion region. The electron energy distribution function and the

reactor. In this fiscal year, the third stage test of structure of shear flow and ion temperature during H

ANITEX was conducted after covering full inside wall, transition have been evaluated with electrostatic probes.

except for the ports, of the vacuum vessel with ferritic Reproducibility of the CT injection into the FT-2M

steel plates (Ferritic Inside Wall; FIW) in order to plasma was drastically improved by the modification of

investigate compatibility of them with high perfon-nance the electrode of the CT injector. The fast density

plasmas. Details of FlW is described in the Section increase with a time scale of 60 �ts was first measured

3.1.1. and the fuelling efficiency within the rapid phase was

The influence of F1W on the vacuum estimated to be 25%.

characteristics was insignificant. The FlW showed the

expected magnetic features. The impurity release was 1. Advanced Material Tokamak Experiment

less than the detectable level even in beam-heated (AMTEX) Program

plasmas. The H-mode was obtained in similar The low activation ferritic steel is a leading candidate of

conditions before installation of FIW and the L/H structural material for the blanket of a fusion

transition power was almost the same as before. A new demonstration reactor (DEMO). However, it is

attractive operation regime, High Recycling Steady ferromagnetic material and easily rusts in the air. Thus

(HRS) H-mode, was explored. This mode is compatible the compatibility of the ferritic steel with plasma has

with the Internal Transport Barrier (ITB), which has been investigated on the JFT-2M tokamak step by step.

increased the normalized beta up to 3. We have entered the third stage of the AMTEX program

with F1W (Fig. 11 I - ). The main purpose of this stage

is 1) investigation of the compatibility between high

performance plasmas and FIW as a simulation of the

blanket wall of DEMO and 2 demonstration of a

significant reduction of the toroidal field ripple by

optimizing the thickness profile of FlW [1-1]

Though the FlW slightly rusted during the

installation, achieved base pressure was almost the same

as before 6XI 0-6 Pa) with conventional procedures:

baking at 120 'C for 3 weeks and Taylor Discharge

Cleaning (TDC) with H2 gas for 30 hours. To

investigate the effect of ferritic steel on plasma

production and control, the magnetic field from FIW

was calculated by a newly developed equilibrium code

[1-2]. The results showed that the ferrite effect can be

canceled with increase of 10% in the vertical field coil

current. The tokamak discharges were obtained again

Fig. II.1-1 si e v ew of the vacuum vessel after without marked change in the plasma control system,
installation of ferritic inside wall (171W).
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but with slight increase in the vertical coil current of 250
feed-back control as predicted.

As for the impurity release during the discharge, 200
X X

.............. ;0 _4 -------- 4..............Figure 11. 1-2 compares the total radiation loss in limiter 150
discharges at B =.3 T and Ip=200 kA for different wall 1 0 0 - ..... --------------------I.. ...........

CLinstallation conditions of FIW: no FIW case, partially . ..... .. ..... .........5 0 ......... I.................... .. . ....... -
covered 20%) one and the FIW one. The total

radiation loss with FIW was decreased by 20% 1.5 2 2.5 3
compared to the other cases. The reduction was also n [10'9m-)

observed in both the divertor configuration and the e

neutral beam heated plasma. Spectroscopic Fig. 11 1-2 Total radiation loss against line averaged
electron density for limiter discharges of I=200 kA and

measurements showed that main impurity in the FT- Bt=1.3 T in cases of no FlW (open circle), partially

2M plasma is oxygen and carbon. The metal impurity covered one X), and F1W (closed circle).

was under the detectable level. The reduction of above is almost interpreted by the newly developed

oxygen line intensity was observed with FIW which is Fully Three Dimensional Orbit-Following Monte-Carlo

consistent with reduction of total radiation. The (F3D-OFMQ code, which includes the three

reduction of the oxygen level could be attributed by the dimensional complex structure of the toroidal field

replacement of the graphite tiles. Although detailed ripple and the non-axisymmetric first wall geometry.

behavior of the impurity release from FIW has not been The F3D-OFMC calculation has shown that the total

clarified, it can be concluded that the impurity release loss of fast ions (ripple trapped loss banana diffusion

(0, C, metal) from FIW is not large in the experimental loss) after the installation of FIW is reduced to 1/3 as

condition [1-1 121. large as that before the installation of FIW [ -1 14].

The ripple-induced fast ion loss was evaluated from As a measure of stability of low beta plasma,

the measurement of temperature increase in the graphite operation region was investigated. The tokamak

tiles using an infrared TV system (IRTV) 1-3]. Fast discharges have been obtained in a wide operation

hydrogen ions are supplied by the Neutral Beam (NB) regime in the Hugill diagram, namely, the density can

injection with its primary energy of 36 keV (co- be increased near Greenwald density (nGw) and the

direction on I tangentially on BJ. The NB injection swface safety factor, q,, can be decreased around 2 It

power is about 500 kW In the case of typical condition was reported that the region, where a collapse due to the

(Bt = 1. 3 T, Ip=200 kA, n,-2x]019 M-3 , D-shaped limiter tearing mode occurs, exists around q,-3, n,-IXIO'9 m-'

plasma), the maximum heat flux due to the ripple [1-5 16]. The remarkable change of this region has

trapped loss of fast ions has decreased from 0.26 not been observed by the installation of FIW, which

MW/m' (w/o FIW) to less than 0.01 MW/m' with means that the effect of F1W on tearing mode is

FIW). The banana diffusion loss has also decreased by negligible. It should be noted that a ratio of the minor

the FIW installation. Thus-, the suppression of fast ion radius of FIW (d) to that of the resonance surface (r, is

loss was clearly demonstrated, and could be dlr,-1.6. The theoretical analysis was carried out to

qualitatively explained by the reduction of toroidal investigate the effect of the ferritic wall on the tearing

field ripple due to the installation of FIW. mode. The analysis has shown that the ferritic wall at

For design activity of a future tokamak reactor, such a remote position form the resonance layer shows

more quantitative analysis is important. To investigate no effect on the tearing mode behavior, which is

the effect of the localized ripple on the fast ion loss consistent with experimental results [ 1 -7].

experimentally, the ferritic steel plates were installed Growth rate of the vertical instability was evaluated

between the vacuum vessel and the adjacent toroidal from the temporal change of the vertical position after

field coils to enhance the localized ripple only in one switching-off the feedback control during the discharge.

toroidal section. It has been shown that the ripple loss 'Me ferritic steel makes vertical instability

depends on the ripple well structure, e.g. the thickness unstable in qualitative manner, because vertical shift of

of the ripple well. The experimental result mentioned the plasma causes unbalance of magnetization of ferritic

steel, which enhances the instability. However,
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which enhances the instability. However, calculated Rererences

results have showed that the effect is limited by only a 1-1 Tsuzuki, K. and JFT-2M group. "High Pformance

few percentage increase in n-index. On the other hand, Tokamak Experiments with Ferritic Steel Wall on JFT-

FIW acts as a conductive wall, which makes the 2M," 19t Fsion Energy Conf, IAEA-CN-94/EX/C I -
01 2002), to be published on CD-ROM (IAEA,

instability stable. As is expected from above Vienna).

considerations, a significant change in the growth rate 1-2 Tsuzuki, K., Sato, M., Kawashima, H., et al., J Nucl.

has not been observed experimentally even after the Maier., 313-316, 177 2003).

installation of FlW. 1-3 Kawashima, H., Sato, M., Tsuzuki, K. et al., Nucl.

In the single-null divertor configuration with FlW, Fusion, 41, 257 200 1).

H-mode was obtained with similar conditions as before. 1-4 Shinohara, K. and JFT-2M Group, "Effect of Complex

The threshold power for the UH transition is 42OkW at Magnetic Ripple on Fast Ions in JFT-2M Ferritic Insert
Experiments", 19th Fusion Energv Conf, IAEA-CN-

B =.3 T p =200 kA and n, =3x IO" m-'. It is almost 94/EX/P2-14, to be published in Nucl. Fusion..

the same as the value before the FlW installation 440 1-5 Hoshino, K., Mori, M., Yamamoto, T., et al., Phvs. Rev

kW) and comparable to the value from scaling law - Left., 69, 2208 1992).

5OOkW. The typical H factor (H89p) is -1.8 for ELMy H 1-6 Isei, N., Sato, M., Tsuzuki, K., e al., Fsion Technol.,

mode, which is also comparable to the previous results 39, 1101 2001).
1-7 Bahktiari, M. et al., "Effect of a Ferromagnetic Wall on

Low Tearing Modes in JapanAtomic Energy Research
Compatibility of FlW with high normalized beta Institute Torus-2 Modified", to be published in Phys.

(PN) plasma is important because DEMO require PN Of Plasma.

3.5-5.5 with utilizing the MHD stabilization effect of 1-8 Kamiya, K. and JFT-2M Group, "Observation of High

the conduction wall. In recent researches, a new Recycling Steady H-mode Edge and Compatibility with

attractive operation regime, High Recycling Steady Improved Confinement Mode on JFT-2M", 9th Fusion

(HRS) H-mode was discovered (detail will be given in Energy Conf., lAEA-CN-94/EX/P2-05, to be published

2.1). The important feature of the HRS H-mode is the on CD-ROM (IAEA, Vienna).

compatibility with the ITB. To show the effect of the 2. High Performance Experiments

ITB formation on enhancing PN, toroidal beta values are 2.1 High Recycling Steady H-mode

plotted against normalized current (1plaRT) in Fig. 11 1-3. After first discovery in ASDEX 21-11, the H-mode

The slope of the figure corresponds t ON- In the cases operation is nominated as a standard operation on next

without ITB, the normalized beta is limited less than 25. step devices such as ITER. The standard view is that the

This value is same as previous results without ferritic operation of H-mode having giant ELMs is required for

steel and boronization. The PN increased up to 3 with density and impurity control. However, the ELMs

the ITB. This increase can be attributed to the produce pulsed heat and particle loads that can lead to

improvement of the core confinement with keeping the rapid erosion of the divertor plate. In addition, it can

steady H-mode edge. This result demonstrated the affect the beta limit and reduced core transport region

compatibility of FlW with high-normalized beta plasma needed for advanced tokamak operation.

up to 3 [1-1, 1-8]. A new attractive operation regime, the HRS H-

Throughout this Wrk, it is demonstrated that the mode regime, has been discovered in the JFT-2M

effect of the ferritic steel is limited within the predicted tokamak 21-2]. It is easily reproduced with the NB

range, and the effect is not large. These are heating of any co-, counter- and balanced-injection

encouraging results for the use of ferritic steel on under the wall fueling from the boronized first wall. The

DEMO. For future work, the two issues of importance HRS regime is characterized by good energy

still remain: the investigation of the compatibility of confinement (H89p 1.6) at a high density (n,/ncw 0.7;

FIW with higher normalized beta with closer wall nGw is the Greenwald density), low radiated power

condition and the prediction of the effect of ferritic steel fraction (P,�d rnwn /Pin 0.2, typically), and the'complete

on DEMO. disappearance of large ELMs, which makes it possible

to reduce the pulsed beat and particle load to the
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111. THEORY AND ANALYSIS was measured during the formation o internal transport

barrier in a reversed magnetic shear (RS) plasma. As the

The principal objective of theoretical and analytical ITB developed, initially centrally peaked LH driven

studies is to understand the physics of tokamak plasmas. current profile gradually turned hollow (Fig.Ill.1-1)

Much progress was made in analyzing the various and was sometimes accompanied by an off-axis peak in

characteristics of internal transport barrier (IT13), the electron temperature profile, Te(p), where p is a

energy confinement scaling in ITB plasmas, MHD normalized minor radius. A possible mechanism of the

equilibrium in the current hole region, asymmetric phenomenon is-as follows. During evolution of the T13,

feature of divertor plasmas and the divertor detachment the electron temperature at the shoulder of the ITB

characteristics. increased and modified the electron Landau damping

Progress has been made in the NEXT (Numerical condition of the LH waves. Also, the modification of

EXperiment of Tokamak) project to investigate complex safety factor profile, qp), itself affected the propagation

physical processes in transport and MHD. The and power deposition of the LH waves. Both of these

mechanism of the ion tempereature gdient (ITG) effects tended to direct more LH power deposition at the

instabilities for more realistic plasma parameters was ITB, and the off-axis LH driven currentjLH(P), in turn,

clarified by particle simulations. The physics of divertor reinforced the reversal of magnetic shear[ I -

plasma was also studied by particle simulations.

1.2 Dynamics and Interplay of L-H-L Transitions

1 . Confinement and Transport and IT13-events in RS Plasmas of JT-60U

1.1 Evolution of Lower Hybrid Driven Current In JT-60U RS plasmas, the response of ITB to ELM-

during the Formation of ITB induced H-L transition and to L-H recovery is observed

Evolution of lower hybrid (LH) driven current profile with decrease (or increase) of T, in wide region (up to

the width of about 30% of minor radius in the extreme
55482 1.0 case). The response is observed within a few ins after

(a) - - ic; -- the L-H-L transitions and can be explained as an
8.4 s 8.4 s -

eV cal - abrupt variation of electron heat difflusivity &X,
JLH

0.5 evaluated under various q profiles. The profile of ,

E hardly penetrates into the

E RS region for the strong ITB. The spatial extent of &X�0.8 �
.0 1. is related to the position of the minimum q, p(qnid, and
7

exp M (d) &X,� penetrates into RS region deeper for the weak ITB
JLH

12.4 s 12.4 s a- than for the strong one. The global edge-core

1 -i0H 0.5 connection takes place through p(q id in a ms time

scale. The bX, value at p(q id is small for strong ITB

BS (about 0.05 M2 /s) and becomes larger for the weak ITB

0 0.0 (up to 05 M2/S).
0.0 0.5 1.0 0.0 0.5 1'0

P P The formation of strong ITB via series of ITB-events

Fig. 111.1-1 (a), (b): Evolution of radial profiles of (non-local bifurcations of confinement inside and
Pexperimentally inferred LH-drivcn current LH" , around ITB in a ms time scale) is found during ELM-

ohmic current jOH, and the bootstrap current jBs.

Width of bold curves represents the uncertainty in induced L-mode and recovering H-mode. During the L-

the ratio of suprathermal to thermal velocities. mode, the first IT13-event improves transport around
Dashed and dotted curves correspond respectively
.to estimations without the correction of additional p(q,,,id and the next ITB-event has the same effect in the
conductivity due to suprathermal electrons and positive shear region. Afterwards temporal ITB-event-
those on the assumption of suprathermal electrons
with the energy of 500 keV. (c), (d): degradation in positive shear zone causes L-H recovery.

Corresponding radial profiles of calculated LH- Strong ITB survives and improves further. As a result,
driven current AH a] and power deposition of LH
waves P�b, from a ray tracing code. Shaded area the energy confinement time is nearly doubled in

shows the uncertainty in each quantity. comparison with the H-mode before ITB-events 12].
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reflectometer measurement. The fluctuation localizes in investigated for the Ohmic Heated (OH) and the

ETB as the ELM does. This fluctuation may degrade the Electron Cyclotron Resonance Heated (ECRH) plasmas.

edge potential barrier and ETB. Therefore it is The profile of.AE) in the OH plasma is observed when

important to study this fluctuation to control the ETB of electron temperature decreases with increase of core

the H-mode. plasma density. The results are, _AE) shrinks with

618 ms increase of the core plasma density, which just reflects
0.1 io the decrease of the electron temperature. The fiE)

appears to broaden with the ECRH power and the high-
-8

energy component appears when the ECH resonance-0.1 
(OH) (H) - 6 layer is located at the center, whereas the variation of

-0.2 -

-0.3 - IHBp(H) fiE) is small when the resonance layer of ECH is off-
A," -4 center 2.3-11.

-0.4-
-2

-0.5 2.3.2 Structure of Shear Flow and Ion Temperature
1HISp(OH)

-0.6 622 m #99494 �622ms 0 during UH Transition
0.1 10 In JFT-2M, various electrostatic probes such as a Multi

channel Mach Probe (MMP), an Ion Sensitive Probe,

-8 (ISP) and a small ion probe for catching information on

-0.1 ions are equipped for the study of scrape-off layer

-0.2- -6 plasma. Among them, MMP and ISP are unique in

-0.3 - -4 JFT-2M and are not equipped in other tokamaks. The

time and space resolved measurements of the shear flow
-0.4-

.2 -6 and ion temperature have been made for the first time
-0.5

'HBp(OH) by MMP and ISP during L/H transition in the boundary

-0.6 7---------- T- 0 plasma.
-2 o 2

ds (cm) Measurement of the shear flow by the MMP

Fig. 11.2.2-1 The profiles of plasma potential and the indicates that the flow appears just after the L/H

secondary beam current of HIBP (IH]Bp) at ELM-free phase transition, which is composed of the edge poloidal flow

(upper) and H phase (lower). The abscissa is the distance being responsible to form the radial electric field in the

from separatrix and the negative sign means the inside H-mode plasma. In order to extend the capability of the
of the separatrix. The fluctuation of the beam current

reflects the density fluctuations ISP for the precise measurement, the dependence of the

ion current on the height of the electron guard has been

References evaluated numerically by taking a finite width of the ion

2.2-1 Hoshino, K., et al., J Phys. Soc. Jpn. 56, 1750 1987). collector and the guard into account. The measurements

2.2-2 Ido, T., et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 98, 055006-1 2002). using ISP were carried out for OH, L- and H-mode

2.2.3 Hoshino, K., et al., J Phys. Soc. pn. 58, 1248 1989). plasmas and ion temperature T could be successfully

2.2-4 Shinoliara, K., et al., J. Plasma Fusion Research 74, evaluated using the relation of the ion current to the

607 1998). barrier height h. The increment of T was confirmed at

the current ramp up phase in the OH plasma. The

2.3 Study on Scrape-off Plasma absolute value ofTi was obtained in the OH plasma and

2.3.1 Electron Energy Distribution Function in Divertor in the L-mode plasma as well as in the H-mode plasma

Plasma as shown in Fig.II.2.3-1. The higher energy ions more

The Electron Energy Distribution Function (EEDF)AE) than 120 eV in Fig. 11.2.3-1 indicate the collisionless

as well as the plasma parameters were measured by the banana orbit loss being transported at the outer region

electrostatic probe for divertor plasmas in the JFT-2M of the separatrix for the H-mode plasma 2.3-21.

tokamak. The behaviors of the fiE) estimated from the

first derivative of the probe current were first
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_T = 160 eV Fig.II.2.4-1 Time evolution of (a) line averaged electron

LZ--.T = 200 eV density and (b) soft X-ray profile. Rapid increase of

I G'5
0 ! 5 1 1 5 2 5 3.5 electron density just after the CT injection is clearly

h (mm) demonstrated.

Fig. 11.2.3-1 The ion temperature observed by the [SP
during OH, L, and H mode plasma at position of Z=O. 44 in injection chminates he force due to the gradient in the magnetic

in JFT-2M, where B,=1.3 T, Ip=225 kA and PNB=765 kW pressure along the path and thus may be more advantageous for

for upper single mull (USN) plasma. fuelling to the fusion reactor. To apply a vertical injection,

2.4 Compact Toroid Injection both an extension of a drift tube and an installation of a

Compact Toroid (CT) injection is an advanced method curved tube on a CT injector are more flexible than the

of the particle fueling into the plasma, and being establishment of the injector in vertical direction in the

investigated on JFT-2M. Prior to the injection design of the fusion reactor in the future.

experiment in 2002, the CT injector was modified in The proof-of-principle experiments on CT transport

2001, airning at improving injection efficiency. with a curved drift tube have been successfully carried

Details of the modifications are shown in 111.3.1.3. In CT out at the Himeji Institute of Technology. Figure 1.2.4-2

injection experiments into JFT-2M plasma, rapid shows poloidal and toroidal magnetic fields Bp and B, electron

increase of electron density within 60 a s was clearly density ne and CT speed vcr (a) through the straight drift tube

observed as shown in Fig. U.2.4-1. This is the first and curved drift tubes with 45' and 90 bends. Figure B.2.4-2 (a)

demonstration of the density increase in such a time shows Bp versus the distance from the point L=O (tip of the inner

scale. Figure 11.2.4-1 (b) shows profile of soft X-ray. electrode) in front of the bend entrance, where Bp are

The intensity of weak field side initially increased and normalized by the mean values ofBp measured at L=O mm (0).

is kept for -100 ts. Then it propagated to the plasma It can be seen that bending in the drift tube does not affect the

center. The fuelling efficiency within the rapid phase plasma parameters in an appreciable manner Bp decreases

(60 s) was estimated to be 2 5% by (A ne X Vp1amJ1(nCT similarly with the propagation distance with or without bend.

X VCT). In the case of other discharges, the time The electron density n, is not affected by bend either The decay

constant of the density increase is 500 gs. This time in the electron density depends on the plasma resistivity and the

scale is much shorter than that with only gas puff. 'Me size of the drift tube. The decay time ofBp are: td = 22p (O = 00),

-- chanisn- of 'ensity nci�easu with different im c scale 29ps M = 451) and 26ps (O = Q These va!ues ware consistent

has been unclear so far [2.4-1]. with an estn-nate bsed on Ohmic dissipation d Mere

In addition, we have a plan to inject CTs vertically q is die plasma resistivity and I is the eigenvalue in the force-

into the JFT-2M tokamak by using a curved drift tube free Maxwell's equation V B = �,B. (For linear drift tube,

for te improvement of CT injection efficiency. Vertical theformulagives Id= 24ps.) It appearsthe CTdecay time isnot
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affected by the presence of bend and CT remains intact ater Cr due to he bend of the crved drift tube was not observed.

passing the bend section. The speed of Cr eswriated from the The profile of Bp and Bt before and after passing the 45' bend

CI` transmission in Fig 1.2.4-2 (b) is 37 krn/s 9=CP), 41 krn/s are shown in Fig U.2.4-2 (c). It has been confirmed ft a

(0=;45') and 37 km/s 0==�, respectivelyAbe deceleration of plasmoid at the final location of the G6 port has a "ical

spheromak configuration and the CT was

transported without destruction after passing the bend The1.5 I : -Ti-- I

-(a 0 BP( = Ul) - magneti sructure and is integrity appear tD be well onserved

B ( = 45- - even in the curved section of the drift tube. Potential detrimentalB = ) 
effect due to he curvature ntrifugal force in the curved drift

91.0i
tube has not manifested itself in experiments 2.4-2].

T 
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0.5 log 1 2.4-1 Tsuzuki, K and JFT-2M Group, "High Performance
I Tokamak Experiments with Ferritic Steel Wall on JFT-

ben 2W' 19th Fusion Energy Conf, IAEA-CN-94/MCI-

0 L4�0 b id I - 01 2002), to be published in Nucl. Fusion.

0 200 400 600 800 2.4-2 Fukumoto, N., and JFT-2M Group, "Development of

L [mm] Curved Drift Tubes for Improved Compact Toroid

700 Injection Efficiency," 19th Fusion Energy Conf,
lAEA-CN-94/FT/P02-07 2002), to be published in

600 - 0 0 - Nucl. Fusion.

A 0= 450
500 - R 0= 900 3. Operation and Machine Improvement

400 - A 3.1 Tokamak Machine

300 900bend 3.1.1 Operation Status
At the beginning of this Y2002, the 3rd stage of the

200 bend Advanced Material Tokamak Experiment (AMTEX)

100 [3.1-1] in the JFF-2M has been started to investigate a

0 compatibility of ferritic steel first wall with plasma.

-5, W, lo 15 20 25 30 35 40 The ferritic steel plates were insWied on the whole

Time Igs] inner surface of the vacuum vessel in FY2001, and also

0.2 the graphite guard limiters and the graphite protection

tiles were attached. In ddition new electromagnetic

0 sensors were installed. Since the structure of the
0 installed Ferritic Inside Wall (IW) were greatly

C6 0 changed from the previous one, the inspection for theA,
2-1 . . . . . components inside the vacuum vessel was made during

Alter . . . . -A the vented period in summer. As a result, broken

protection tiles of graphite and melted wires of the

0 . . ......- electromagnetic sensors were found. Electromagnetic

0 B force, heat load and mounting defect at the installationp
A Bt

01, have seemed to be the possible cause of the former
-55 0 55 damage, while heat load from plasma the main cause of

Probe Pos. [mm] the latter one. In FY2002 the additional installation of

guard limiters of graphite has been made together with

Fig. U.2.4-2(a) Poloidal field of a traveling Cr at each the replacement of broken tiles, and the protection

transit point (b) CT transition in a drift tube (c) Poloidal covers of stainless steel have been newly attached on

and toroidal field profiles of a CT =O mm (G3, before the wires. The inside structure of the vacuum vessel
bend passage) and L=644 mm (after bend),
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with F1W is shown in Fig.U. 1 4 the drift tube was changed from focus cone type to the

Any wrong point about the ferritic steel plates has linear one. Also the shape of outer electrode was

not been detected until now, no vacuum-related trouble modified from the pre-compression type to the smooth

has not occurred in the plasma experiment. From a tapered one for the same reason. Modification of CT

viewpoint of maintenance management little difference Injection is shown in the Fig.H.3.1-1.

in their handling and the vacuum characteristics has After these modifications, the performance of CT was

been found so far between ferritic steel plates and significantly improved; rapid increase of the electron

carbon tiles. Therefore, installed ferritic steel plates can density was observed at Bt=IT, while that was not

evaluate the validity of the design. It has seemed, increased in the previous experiments before the
modifications 3. 1 -1

therefore, reasonable that the design concept of F1W for

tokamak device is proved valid in the JFT-2M. Focus cone Pre-compression
In FY2002, 3156 shots of the plasma discharges [f!JtN [M 7r

were operated together with 234 hours of the discharge

cleaning, 201 shots of the coil-energizing operation and

four boronization operations of 22.7 hours as a whole.

The daily and periodic inspection for the

corresponding equipment has been made as well as the

legal one for the high-pressure gas equipment.

Especially the aged equipment was inspected carefully. Flux co server
Then the safe and stable experimental operation has

been performed as the planned schedule. During the Fig.H.3.1-1 ModificationsofCTInjection
in Drift tube and outer electrode

maintenance of the tokamak machine and the auxiliary

facilities, turbo-molecular pumps and gate valves of the References

vacuum pumping system were renewed. 3.1-1 Tsuzuki, K., Kimura, H., Kawashima, H., et al., "High

The existing monitor system with fixed-type Performance Tokamak Experiments with Ferritic Steel
Wall on JFT-2M," 19th Fusion Energy Conf., LNEA-

cameras was replaced with the remote one with CN- 94/EX/Cl-01 2002), to be published on CD-ROM

rotatable cameras controlled by a personal computer, (IAEA, Vienna).

making quick inspection possible especially for

abnormal operation of the vacuum pumping system and 3.2 NB Injection and EC Heating System

the auxiliary equipments located in the radiation 3.2.1 Renewal of Voltage Regulator of NB Injection

controlled. Low Voltage Metal-Enclosed Sitchboard

Aged voltage regulators of two low voltage metal-

3.1.2 Ecient Glow Discharge Cleaning by Adjusting enclosed switchboards were renewed in the NB

Resistance injection heating system. The voltage regulator adjusts

The power supply of Glow Discharge Cleaning (GDQ the primary voltage of both the deceleration power

was modified to keep GDC current constant; the supply and the arc one for the ion source power supply

resistance of the GDC power supply was increased up of the NB injection heating system.

to a maximurn of 380 to prevent the excess current

which make the glow discharge unstable in its initiation. 3.2.2 Repair of NB Injection Crowbar Circuit and

This new resistance has the function that can change its Voltage Divider of ECH Modulator

value at each 50 Q. Then the GDC efficiency was A trouble occurred in a crowbar circuit for the tetrode of

significantly improved with the suitable resistance. the acceleration power supply for the NB injection

heating system. The DC high voltage of the acceleration

3.1.3 Modification of CT njection for Preventing power supply is controlled by the tetrode at a constant

Deceleration voltage. The crowbar circuit is utilized in the tetrode to

In order to prevent deceleration of the Compact Toroid prevent damage due to the excess current and voltage.

(CT) plasma due to the rapid compression, the shape of Crowbar circuit was composed of six thyristors, and
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aged one of them was exchanged.
Another trouble was found in the power supply of

the Electron Cyclotron Heating (ECH) system showing
that a beam voltage was lower than the set point, which
was caused by the aged insulator in the voltage divider
of the modulator. Based on the accumulated
experience, technology and knowledge, the cause of
troubles could be found out quickly, the repair for them
being carried out suitably.

3.3 Power Supply System
3.3.1 Renewal of Main Circuit Breaker of D.C. Motor-

Generator
A D.C. motor-generator with flywheel (DCG) was used
in the power supply for the toroidal field coils. One of
the two aged main circuit breakers located between the
DCG and the toroidal field coils was broke down. The
frequency of use of these main circuit breakers is high.
The rated life of the main circuit breaker was around
10,000 times. One main circuit breaker was broke
down at 10,039 times, while the number of use of the

other reached to 10,042 times. Both main circuit
breakers were renewed to make sure.
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III. THEORY AND ANALYSIS was measured during the formation o internal transport

barrier in a reversed magnetic shear (RS) plasma. As the

The principal objective of theoretical and analytical ITB developed, initially centrally peaked LH driven

studies is to understand the physics of tokamak plasmas. current profile gradually turned hollow (Fig.III.1-1)

Much progress was made in analyzing the various and was sometimes accompanied by an off-axis peak in

characteristics of internal transport barrier (ITB), the electron temperature profile, T,(p), where p is a

energy confinement scaling in ITB plasmas, MHD normalized minor radius. A possible mechanism of the

equilibrium in the current hole region, asymmetric phenomenon is-as follows. During evolution of the TB,

feature of divertor plasmas and the divertor detachment the electron temperature at the shoulder of the ITB

characteristics. increased and modified the electron Landau damping

Progress has been made in the NEXT (Numerical condition of the LH waves. Also, the modification of

EXperiment of Tokamak) project to investigate complex safety factor profile, q(p), itself affected the propagation

physical processes in transport and MHD. The and power deposition of the LH waves. Both of these

mechanism of the ion tempereature gradient (ITG) effects tended to direct more LH power deposition at the

instabilities for more realistic plasma parameters was ITB, and the off-axis LH driven current, AH(P), in turn,

clarified by particle simulations. The physics of divertor reinforced the reversal of magnetic shear[ I 1

plasma was also studied by particle simulations.

1.2 Dynamics and Interplay of L-H-L ransitions

1. Confinement and Transport and ITB-events in RS Plasmas of JT-QU

1.1 Evolution of Lower Hybrid Driven Current In T-60U RS plasmas, the response of ITB to ELM-

during the Formation of ITB induced H-L transition and to L-H recovery is observed

Evolution of lower hybrid (LH) driven cur-rent profile with decrease (or increase) of T, in wide region (up to

the width of about 301/6 of minor radius in the extreme

2 1.0 case). The response is observed within a few ms after

(a) M the L-H-L transitions and can be explained as an
8.4 s 8.4 s ab

iLHOV JLH Cal rupt variation of electron heat diffusivity bX.

0.5 evaluated under various q profiles. The profile of &(,
E ]BS hardly penetrates into the

E RS region for the strong ITB. The spatial extent of bX.

.0 is related to the position of the minimum q, p(qnid, and
7 b -

iLHS� ' ' '( ' -- LHc" (d - 8X, penetrates into RS region deeper for the weak ITB

12.4 s 12.4 s - a. than for the strong one. The global edge-core

1 -JOH 0.5 connection takes place through p(q-id in a ms time

scale. The by, value at p(q-id is small for strong ITB

(about 0.05 M2 /s) and becomes larger for the weak ITI3

0 0.0 (up to 0.5 in 2/S).
0.0 %5 1.0 0.0 0.5 1.0

P The formation of strong ITB via series of ITB-events

Fig. III.14 (a), (b): Evolution of radial profiles of (non-local bifurcations of confinement inside and
experimentally inferred LH-drivcn current jiH"', around ITB in a ms time scale) is found during ELM-
ohmic crent joH, and the bootstrap current jBs.

Width of bold curves represents the uncertainty in induced L-mode and recovering H-mode. During the L-

the ratio of suprathermal to thermal velocities. mode, the first ITB-event iproves transport around
Dashed and dotted curves correspond respectively

to estimations without the correction of additional p(q-idand the next ITB-event has the same effect in the

conductivity due to suprathermal electrons and positive shear region. Afterwards temporal IT13-event-
those on the assumption of suprathcnnal electrons
with the energy of 500 keV. (c), (d): degradation in positive shear zone causes L-H recovery.

Corresponding radial profiles of calculated LH- Strong ITB survives and improves furtlier. As a result,
driven current AH" and power deposition of LH
waves Pb, from a ray tracing code. Shaded area the energy confinement time is nearly doubled in

shows the uncertainty in each quantity. comparison with the H-mode before ITB-events 1-2].
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1.3 Role of Low Order Rational q Values on the References
ITB-events in JT-60U Plasmas 1-1 Naito, O., et al., Phys. Rev. Lett., 89, 065001-1 2002).

The fon-nation of ITBs near q=2 and 3 surfaces in 1-2 Neudatchin, S.V., et al., Plasma Phys. Control. Fusion,
44, A383 2002).

non-nal shear plasmas of JT-60U and JET is well known. 1-3 Neudatchin, S.V., et al., l9th Fusion Energy Con

In RS plasmas, the role of q in=3.5 3 25, and 2 is not lAEA-CN-94/EX/P2-06 2002).

obvious for ITB formation. ITB-events are found in JT- 1-4 Takizuka, T., et al., Plasma Phys. Control. Fusion, 44,

6OU plasmas with various q profiles. Under sufficient A423 2002).

power, ITB-events are seen at rational and non rational

values of q in. The evolution of T. and T in time and 2. Stability

space are similar even though they are quite different in 2.1 An Idea of New MHD Equilibrium for Current

space and time. The same mechanism of T, and T Hole

transport is suggested. Temporal formation of strong The idea of a new MHD equilibrium of a strongly-

ITB is seen in an RS H-mode plasma with PNB=8MW reversed-shear tokamak plasma with a cur-rent hole is

when qmi,,=3 is crossed(after periodical improvements proposed[2-1]. This equilibrium configuration, called

and degradations via ITB-events with 8ms period). With Axisyrnmetric Tri-Magnetic-Islands(ATMI) equilibrium,

smaller power, IT13-events are observed only at rational has three islands along the R direction (a central-

values of q in. In a weak RS shot with PNB=4MW, an negative-current island and two side-positive-current

abrupt rise of T., is seen at qmi.=3.5. The increase of T is islands) and two x-points along the Z direction (Fig.

observed more frequently. The difference of the T, and 111.2-1). The equilibrium is stable with the elongation

Tj evolution seen regularly under the low heating power coils when the current in the ATMI region is limited to

condition suggests decoupling of T, and T transport [I- be small.

3]. Z

1.4 Energy Confinement Scaling for Reversed-

shear Plasmas with ITB in JT-60U

An energy confinement scaling for RS plasmas with -------

box-type 1TI3 and L-mode edge is developed based on

the T-60U data. The stored energy is divided into two

parts, L-mode base part and core part surrounded by the

ITB. The core stored energy Wc,� does not simply

increase with the net heating power P, A scaling of Fig. 111.2-1 ATMI equilibrium. Two side islands have

core stored energy is given as W, = CEf-1 BPf 2 V,.re, positive j, while a central island has negative j. Three

where f is the inverse aspect ratio at the ITB; foot, Bf is magnetic axes are located along R and two x-points along Z.

the poloidal magnetic field at the outer midplane ITB Surrounding dark gray region has large bootstrap current.

foot, and Vc., is the core volume inside the ITI3 foot.

This scaling is equivalent to the condition for the core 2.2 Ferromagnetic Wall Effects on MHD Mode

poloidal beta Ef = C, with C - 14, and suggests Ferromagnetic and resistive wall effects on beta limit

the "MHD equilibrium limit". Though W is little are investigated. It is shown that the beta limit is

dependent on Pn, the estimated heat diffusivity in the reduced to 90% of that without ferromagnetic effect for

ITB region moderately correlates with a neoclassical high aspect ratio tokamak, when relative permeability of

diffusivity, and the neoclassical transport is not the ferrornagnetic wall is 2 Effect of toroidal plasma

inconsistent with the data. By taking into account these flow is also investigated and it is shown that the toroidal

results, we can speculate that an RS plasma is background flow velocity of 0.3vp., where vp,, is poloidal

dynamically self-organized under the full consistent Alfv6n velocity, is sufficient for the resistive wall to
y have stability effect of ideal wall. Ferromagnetic effect

set of MHD equilibrium limit, the energy transport and of the wall destabilizes both resistive wall and ideal
the current diffusion with the bootstrap current 141.
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kink modes[2-2]. the thermoelectric instability and the asymmetric

equilibrium appears. Here, the divertor plasma

References temperature is still high and the momentum loss is small.

2-1 Takizuka T., J Plasma Fusion Res. 78, 1282 2002). In the strongly-high-recycling region (R-40), the

2-2 Kurita, G. Tuda, I , Azurni, M. et al., l9th Fusion momentum loss at the low-temperature side "A"

Energy Conf , IAEA-CN-94/FT/P 106 2002). becomes large. The asymmetry with the momentum loss

3. Divertor is weak compared with the case without the momentum

3.1 Asymmetry of Dense Diveftor Plasmas Influenced by loss. The momentum loss at the low-temperature and

'Mermodectric Potential and Charge-exchange high-density side divertor is effective in cooling the

Momentum Aw high-temperature side divertor 3-1].

Between two divertor regions at both ends of an open 3.2 Divertor Detachment Characteristics in JT-60SC

magnetic field line, plasma parameters such as it is planned to modify JT-60 to JT-60SC with

temperatures are generally different. Asymmetric superconducting coils. One of the main objectives of the

equilibria of divertor plasmas influenced by the divertor research is the demonstration of the detachment

thermoelectric potential and the momentum loss due to control with SOL flow induced by gas puffing and

the charge-exchange (CX) have been studied by using a divertor pumping. For this purpose, two cryopanels

five-point model. A simple model of the CX momentum were installed under the private dome and an outer

loss has been developed and introduced into the five- divertor. The capability of detachment control in JT-

point model. The momentum loss becomes large when 60SC was investigated with the divertor code

the divertor plasma temperature decreases below about (SOLDOR/ NEUT213) 321. Standard operation, where
10 eV. The increase of the pre-sheath potential due to -3

the momentum loss compensates the reduction of the the core edge density, ndg = 3.2xlO'9 M the power

thermoelectric sheath potential at the low-temperature flow from the core plasma Q = Qi = 6 MW, and the
conductance of inner and outer cryopanels Ci, = Qu =

side of an asymmetric equilibrium. Therefore, the 50 M3 / s was assumed. The inner divertor plasma is

momentum loss stabilizes the thermoelectric instability partially detached and the outer divertor plasma is

and mitigates the asymmetry, and this stabilizing effect attached. The detachment is characterized by two

is pronounced in the high-density divertor regime. features: (1) upstream movement of ionization front
Figure III.3-1 shows divertor plasma temperatures of a
stable equilibrium as a function of the particle-flux from the vicinity of the targets due to low electron

amplification factor which is the rate of the recycling in temperature, which is insufficient to ionize neutral

divertor plasmas. In the high-recycling region (around R particles (typically - 5eV); 2) reduction of the plasma

of 20), the symmetric equilibrium is destabilized by pressure due to the momentum loss by the charge
exchange process and the elastic collision. The inner

40 divertor plasma can be changed from partially detached

B plasma to attached one by use of inner pump ofw/o ML
30 150 m3/S (the designed speed is 200 M3/s). The

> fully detached inner divertor is obtained in high density
Q) M,3'� 20 operation with the density, nsep > 4xI019 at the

F-r w/ ML separatrix midplane.

1 0 A
References

3-1 Hayashi, N, Takizuka, T., Hosokawa, M. and Shimizu,

0 1 0 20 30 40 50 60 K., J Nucl. later., 313-316, 1041 2003)
R 3-2 Shimizu, K., e al., J Nucl. Maier., 313-316, 1277

Fig. 111.3-1 Temperature of divertor plasma Ts as a (2003).
function of particle-flux amplification factor R with and
without momentum loss (ML). Here, divertor 'A' is
low-Ts side and '13' is high-Ts side.
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4. Numerical Experiment of Tokamak (NEXT) 0.15 I 1

4.1 Turbulence and Transport Simulation WoLocal Maxwellian (IV, =4xiW)
A gyrokinetic toroidal particle code for 3-D simulations

&arbWm,
(GT3D) has been developed to study the ion OA

temperature gradient driven (ITG) turbulence in reactor Y

relevant tokamak parameters (Fig.111.4.1-1). As for
0.05

linear stability analyses, ITG modes in reversed shear

tokamaks were studied using GT3D, and properties of

the slab-like ITG mode around the qi,, surface region 0

were reported 4. -1 ]. For a nonlinear simulation, a new 20 30 40 60 60 70 80

method based on a canonical Maxwellian distribution

Fcm(P�,Fg), which is defined by three constants of 0. I 5 (b) Cinonic MiiW'e1l1WCN 4?<16')
motion in the axisymmetric toroidal system, the

canonical angular momentum P, the energy _ and the
O'l

magnetic moment , was developed 41-2,31. It was

found that the new method can simulate a zonal flow

damping correctly in linear zonal flow damping tests 0.05

(Fig.111.4.1-2), and that a spurious zonal flow growth,

which was often observed in a conventional method

based on a local Maxwellian distribution F(TE,[t), L
where is a flux label, did not appear in ITG 20 30 40 50 6,0 70 80

turbulence simulations. The new method based on Fcm time Irl," x I "'
Fig. 111.4.1-2 The time history of the fluctuation field

is essential for gyrokinetic turbulence simulations where energy in the cyclone base case simulations calculated

zonal flows play a critical role. using the conventional (a) and new (b) codes. In the

Interaction among different scale fluctuations is a conventional code based on the local Maxwellian
distribution FLNI(a), spurious zonal flow oscillations,

new issue in the study of transport dynamics in which ae not observed in the new code using m (b),

tokarnaks. We investigated large scale turbulences, grow after the saturation of the ITG mode.

which are generated by the ion temperature gradient (ETG) turbulence 41-4,51. It was theoretically found

(ITG) instability, affected by the small-scale zonal flows, that the small-scale zonal flows lead to a radially non-

which are driven by the electron temperature gradient local mode coupling in ITG fluctuations. The coupling

can mediate transfer of the fluctuating free energy of

unstable modes located in the longer wavelength region-

to the stable components in the shorter wavelength

region. Consequently, the ITG modes tend to be

stabilized. The 3-D gyro-fluid ITG simulations

confirmed the analytical results. A distinctive feature

showed by this spectral analysis is that this kind of

interaction deforms the radial decaying spectruirt of ITG

fluctuations in the short wavelength region. Most

importantly, bursting behavior of ion transport was

found by these nonlinear simulations (Fig.111.4.1-3).

The bursting behavior is shown to be tightly linked to

the spectral deformation. It is also found that the small-

scale ETG driven zonal flows not only regulate the ETG

Fig. 111.4.1-1 Eigenfunction of the JTG mode of n 15 turbulence, but also play a role to stabilize the large-
in the eversed shear configuration with alpj � 324 (n: scale ITG turbulence.
toroidal mode number). The TG mode shows a slab like
mode stricture that is symmetric in the poloidal The zonal flow instability in the ETG turbulence
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was studied using a 3-D gyro-fluid simulation model "flipped" ST was shown to be triggered by the n = I

based on the Hasegawa-Mma equation [4.1-5]. mode growing in the central open flux and to be caused

Transition to a higher confinement state was found in by the reconnection process that follows the growth of

the weak magnetic shear region. The state is the mode (n: toroidal mode number).

characterized by the steep electron temperature gradient,

a large ratio of zonal flow energy and reduced electron Refemnces

transport. The mechanism of transport reduction is 4.2-1 Kagei, Y, Nagata, M., Suzuki, et al., Plasma Phys.

attributed to the turbulence self-regulation through Control. Fusion, 45, LI 7-1-22 2003).

enhanced zonal flow dynamics. This feature seems quite

consistent with the main characters of electron internal 4.3 Divertor Simulation

transport barrier (ITB) observed in recent tokamak Two-dimensional (21)) particle simulations were

plasmas. An alternative saturation mechanism of the performed by using PARASOL code to study the flow

zonal flow was also discussed by analyzing the Kelvin- control in SOL and divertor plasmas in a double-null

Helmholtz (KH) instability for enhanced zonal flows or magnetic configuration with the separatrix 43-11. The

the modulation of turbulence spectrum for weak flows. divertor asymmetry is induced by the dift effect. The
E)(B drift (VEB) and the diamagnetic drift (Vd.) induce

0.3 IW1 ... b the asymmetric flow in different ways. The condition
jd� Af /dxl'/2' (a) d (b) of 2D sheath formation was developed. Different

influences of VB and Vdi. on the asymmetric flow
0.2 :1 10' generation were clearly explained. Effects of divertor

biasing and gas puffing on the flow were investigated

0.1 10 .9 with PARASOL simulations. The divertor asymmetry

X k can be controlled by both the biasing and the gas

10'1 puffing. It was found that the control of the dfts is
400 800 1200 0.1 I to essential to control the flow and the asymmetry.

(d /L.) k,

Fig.111.4.1-3 Bursting behavior of ion transport and ITG- Refemnces

generated zonal flow (a) and the radial spectral deformity of 4.3-1 Takizuka, T., et al., J Nucl. Maier. 313-316, 1331
ITG turbulence due to the interaction of small-scale flow (b). (2003).

Refemnces
4.1-1 Idoniura, Y. Tokuda, S., Kishimoto, Y., New J Phys.,

4,101.1 2002).

4.1-2 Idornura, Y., Tokuda, S., Kishimoto, Y., Nucl. Fusion,

43, 234 2003).

4.1-3 Li, J., Kishimoto, Y, Phys. Rev Letts, 89, 115002

(2002).

4.1-4 Li, J., Kishimoto, Y, Phys. Plasmas, 10, 683 2003).

4.1-5 Kishimoto, Y, Li, J., doniura, Y et al., 19th Fusion

Energy Conf , IAEA-CN-94/TH/I -5 2002).

4.2 MHD Simulation

Three-dimensional MD simulations based on a

resistive MHD model have demonstrated, for the first

time, that reversing of the external toroidal magnetic

field direction makes a spherical tokamak (ST) plasma

relax towards a novel configuration, "flipped" ST[4.2-1 ].

The flipped ST is characterized by the field polarity

opposite to a "normal" ST. The relaxation to the
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IV. TECI[INOLOGYDEVELOPMENT

Major highlights of the technology Research and (5) Plasma Facing Components

Development (R&D) for fusion reactors carried out in Thermal fatigue experiments of divertor mock-ups with

FY2002 are as follows; screw cooling tube were conducted to investigate

lifetime of the divertor structure as a reduced cost

(1) Superconducting Magnet option of the ITER divertor. A divertor mock-up with

The world's first large coil using te N3Al conductor tungsten rod-shaped armor was developed.

was successfully operated at 46 kA, 13 T The N3Al

conductor was demonstrated to be a promising (6) Structural Materials

technology for fusion power demonstration plants that Hardening of F-82H by neutron irradiation was

require toroidal field higher than 13 T. A 60-kA High examined to 20dpa. Hardening was saturated it an

Tc Superconductor HTS) current lead was successfully increase of dose. Effect of heat treatment on the

developed. This is the world record in this application irradiation hardening was also examined using ion-

and this current lead can be used in ITER. irradiation technique. Improvement of strength of the

SiC/SiC composite and the development of post

(2) Neutral Beam Injection Heating irradiation fracture toughness test equipment have been

The voltage holding characteristics in the I-MeV conducted successfully. The three-year Key Element

Vacuum Insulated Beam Source (VIBS) were improved Technology Phase (KEP) of the IFMIF activity under

by applying new stress ring to decrease electric field at the IEA collaboration has been completed in 2002, and

the triple junction (interface of metal flange, FRP the results of tasks carried out under a close

insulator, and vacuum). The VIBS sustained I MV collaboration with JAERI and NIFS/ Universities were

stably for 8 500 s and a I OmA-class negative ion beam published as the KEP report.

was accelerated up to 900 keV.

(7) Tritium Technology

(3) Radio Frequency Heating As a tritium removal technique from plasma facing

One of the limiting factors for extending operation components, effectiveness of excimer laser irradiation

length of 170GHz ITER gyrotron performance was was verified. In the hydrogen removal experiment

resolved to be the over heating of the inner component using JT-60, glow discharge cleaning using H2 was

(bellows) by stray RE In the development of the found to have highest detritiation ability among all

advanced launcher emote steering launcher), the combinations of discharges (glow, electron cyclotron

transmission efficiency of > 95% at a steering angle of resonance and Taylor) and gases (H2, He and Ar).

-12' to 12' was obtained by improving the

waveguide corrugation. (8) Fusion Neutronics

The C/E value was re-evaluated to be 1.1 for the

(4) Blanket tritium production rate in the breeding blanket mockup

For a breeding blanket of fusion power demonstration by taking account of the impurities and Li density in

plants, a design study of power plant blankets, the the mockup. The D-T neutron skyshine experiment was

fabrication technology development for blanket carried out. The MCNP analysis agreed well with

structure, thermo-mechanical performance tests of measured neutron and gamma-ray dose rate

pebble bed were conducted. Efforts to develop an distributions within ± 20% uncertainty.

advanced neutron multiplier brought us a bright

prospect that Bel2Ti containing a Be phase can be (9) Vacuum Technology

applied to pebble fabrication. And simulated ITER A new type roughing vacuum pump which has a

pulse irradiation in MTR revealed that overall tritium special bearing system with transfer coating technique

recovery behavior was almost the same as that under was developed, and the experiments of gas release

constant-power operation. behavior through fullerene thin film were performed.
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1. Superconducting Magnet 1.1

In these 10 years, significant efforts were made 1.0
towards developing superconducting magnet ZZ 09 bAI

technology to a level that will allow the ITER magnets 0.8
0.7to be built with confidence. ITER superconducting

magnet system has major features in unprecedented 0,6 FOP
It0.5size of the magnets and structures and operations at 13-

0.4T high field that requires Nb3Sn superconductor.
0.3 -Development work was theefore perfortned through the V

O 0 2 - rconstruction and testing of the Central Solenoid (CS)

Model Coil and Toroidal Field (TF) Model Coil in the 0-1 _B=l 3T TA 5K

ITER EDA, JAERI was responsible for the 0.0-0.8 -0.6 -0.4 -0.2 O�O 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8
fabrication of one of the two modules composing the Intrinsic srain r (%)

CS Model Coil, while the other one was made by the Fig. IVI.1-1 Comparison of the critical current between
US. JAERI also performed the assembly of the two the Nb3AI and Nb3Sn strands.
modules in the test facility and their testing. The CS

Model Coil (outer diameter 3.6m) was successfully In contrast, N3AI has outstanding features of large

tested in 2000 to a maximum field of 13 T and a stored critical current density at the high field above 13 T

energy of 640 NIJ. Ramp-up rate of 12 T/s and ramp- [1.1-2] and the small degradation of the critical current

down rate of -1.5 T/s were achieved, which were well due to a strain compared to 3Sn 11-31, as shown in

above the design goals of 04 and 1.2 T/s, respectively. Fig. IV1.1-1. These characteristics provide a

The T Model Coil (4-m high) was fabricated in EU possibility to realize a fusion, magnet that will operate

and tested at FZK in 2001 - 2002. It was successftdly at 16 - 17 T. From this point of view, JAERI started

ramped to 80 kA (above the current needed in ITER) the development of the N3AI conductor in the middle

with a field of 10 T, which produced an of 80s. As the first step, JAERI succeeded in the

electromagnetic force on the superconductor relevant development of mass production technique of jelly-roll

to the ITER T coil operating condition, All ITER processed N3AI strands that could be heat treated at

R&D goals have thus been achieved and technical 750 'C for 50 hours for 3AI formation [ 1 1-41, while

basis to start the ITER magnet construction has been conventional 3AI strands required heat treatment at a

established. temperature more than 1800'C. As the next step,

In parallel with these ITER R&D activities, JAERI based on this achievement, JAERI started the

has also performed the basic research for the Fusion development of a large coil using N3Al conductor,

Power Demonstration Plant, aiming at the realization

of toroidal field higher than 13 T. innovative Stiand

superconductors, such as Nb3AI 16 - 17 T) and High

Tc (Critical Temperature) Superconductor (HTS)

(above 20 T), are candidates for this application. The ss steel)

following sections describe some achievements in this

research.

1.1 Test Results of a Large NbAl Coil Conti 5-soctional

"A15" superconductors, such as Nb3Sn and Nb3AI, are channel

the promising candidates to achieve high

superconducting performance required for magnets in a inless steel tape

fusion reactor. A conductor using Nb3Sn was Sub cable, lap
developed and its perfort-nance was successively (Inconol tape)

demonstrated in the CS Model Coil [1.1-11 as Fig. IV 1-2 The 3A1 Insert conductor. The conductor is a cable-

described above. However, around 13 T is considered in conduit type and consists of 1152 Nb3A1 strands surrounded by a
as the maximum limit of magnetic field of 3Sn large stainless steel jacket. The conductor is cooled by forcibly flo'Aring
magnets due to the sever degradation of a critical supercritical helium and has a central channel to reduce pressure drop

current in a 3Sn strand under a strain at high field. "long the conductor.
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application to a large coil. Figure IV.1.1-2 shows a 50 14
cross-sectional view and schema of the conductor.
Another purpose of the Insert is to demonstrate the 40 12 co

10 -0
react-and-wind method, in which a conductor is wound 30 - 8 Z

20 - 6after heat treatment, taking advantage of the strain 4 Z
tolerance of the Nb3AI conductor. If the react-and- lo 2 5)

wind can be used, the fabrication of a large coil, such 0 0

as a TF coil of a fusion reactor, can be simplified. In 10E
order to simulate the fabrication process of a TF coil, 5

0.4-% bending strain was artificially applied to the 0) 0
Insert conductor by increasing the winding diameter q0> _5
after heat treatment from 123 m to 143 m which is the (D

final diameter of the coil. 10
0 500 1000 1500 2000 2500

The Nb3AI Insert was installed in the bore of the Time t (s)

CS Model Coil as shown in Fig. IV. . 1 3, and tested in Fig. IV1.1-4 Charging of the Nb3AI Insert to the

the magnetic field provided by the CS Model Coil. rated point of 46 A at 13 T. The upper figure shows
The cooldown of the Nb3AI Insert was performed in the transport current and maximum magnetic field of

2002, followed by a series of charging tests. the Insert. The lower shows the resistive voltage of the
Charging to the rated operating point of 46 kA at 13 T Insert conductor. The Nb3AI Insert could stably be
was successfully achieved. Figure IV.1.1-4 shows the charged to 46 A at 13 T.

current and voltage profiles during the charge to 46 kA. the charge 1.1-4]. In addition, an extended charge to

The Insert did not show any normal transition during 60 kA at 12.5 T was attempted. The electromagnetic

PQ� force acting on the conductor in the extended charge is
25% larger 750 NfN/m) than the design and almost the

same as that in the ITER TF coil. The Insert also
Al showed stable operation in this charge 1.1-5].

In the tests, superconducting performances of the

conductor were investigated in detail, especially in

terrns of critical currents versus magnetic field and

temperature. In case of a cable-in-conduit conductor,

since thermal expansion of the Sperconducting strand

(Nb3Sn and Nb3AI) is different from that of the

stainless steel jacket, the strand is subjected to a

thermal strain after cooldown to 4 K from the heat

treatment temperature of around 1000 K. Due to this

fact, the critical current degrades, according to the

behavior shown in Fig. IV.1.1-1. Therefore, the

evaluation of thermal strain in the conductor is

important for the conductor design. The critical

current measurements indicated that the thermal strain

of the Nb3AI conductor was about 0.4% 1.1-6] On

the other hand, from the results of the TF Model Coil

tests, the thermal strain of the Nb3Sn conductor was

evaluated to be 0.7% 1.1-7].
The actual operating strain of the conductor is te

Fig. [V.I. 1-3 The Nb3AI Insert being installed into the bore sum of the thermal strain and hoop strain. The latter

of the CS Model Coil. The Nb3AI Insert was tested under is generated by the global deformation of the coil
the background magnetic field from the CS Model Coil. during a charge due to an electromagnetic force. In

case of the Nb3Sn conductor used in the CS Model Coil,

however, a larger reduction in the critical current than
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70 1.1-6 Koizumi, N., et al., "Evaluation of Critical Current

o DC coil Performance of a Nb3A1 Insert," to be published in
60 1,tPUISed oi I Cryog- Eng..
50 1%11)3AI nsert 1.1-7 Mitchell, N., "Summary, Assessment and

(2002) Implications of the ITER Model Coil Test Results,"
A 22nd Symp. on Fusion Technology 2002), to beV 40 CS 110clel

E Coil 2000) published in Fusion Eng. Des..
us30

1.2 Performance Test of 60-kA HTS Current LeadA G1.
20 Ger A HTS current lead has an advantage in reducing

JA a
10 JAO us electric power consumption of a refrigerator in a large-

0.0- current superconducting magnet system such as a
Fralic0 1 -1 fusion reactor. For small current application, HTS

2 3 4 6 7 9 12 13 14 15 16 17 leads were already available using bulk HTS

Magnetic feld B (T) conductors. However, for fusion application, the
current lead is required not only to operate at large

Fig.IV.1,1-5 The comparison of the operating points among the current around 60 kA, but also to possess high

Nb3AI Insert and large superconducting oil constructed so far.. reliability against any faults. Therefore, JAERI has

the estimation based on the thermal and hoop strains been developing HTS current lead based on the

was observed 11-7]. This reduction was attributed following design philosophy:
to an additional strain caused by the local bending of a) Choice of Ag alloy sheathed HTS tape for simple

enlargement of the current capacity.
the Nb3Sn strands in the conductor due to the b) Use of stainless steel holder to suppress
electromagnetic force acting on each strand. On the temperature rise in case of fault conditions such as
other hand, this type of the strain was not observed in quench and loss of coolant. .
the Nb3A] conductor 11-6]. The higher rigidity of c) Reduction of thermal conductivity of Ag alloy
the Nb3Al strands than the Nb3Sn can account for this sheath by increasing Au content (small heat leak to

difference. 4 K.
These results indicate that the Nb3A] conductor is d) Cylindrical array of HTS tape elements on the

suitable to the application for a large magnet, such as stainless steel holder to minimize the decrease of

the TF coil of a fusion reactor, whose conductor is the critical current due to a perpendicular

exposed to a large electromagnetic force, component of a self-field.
Figure IV.1.1-5 summarizes the recent progress in This philosophy was validated by the manufacture

the magnet technology in terms of the operating and performance tests of the 10-kA FITS current leads
in 1997 12-1]. Encouraged by this result, a 60-kA

magnetic fields and currents in the large HTS current lead was then developed 1.2-2].
superconducting magnets constructed so far. Owing

to the development activities during ITER EDA, the 1.2.1 Configuration of HTS Lead

Nb3Sn has made a significant progress beyond the The overview of the 60-kA HTS current lead is shown

previous level of the technology. In addition, the in Fig. IV.1.2-1. The HTS current lead consists of a

innovative technology of the Nb3Al conductor has copper part and a HTS part. Temperature range of the

become available for large magnet application by the HTS part is from 4 K to 5 K and that of the copper

recent activities at JAERL part is from 50 K to 300 K. The copper part is design

References to be cooled with 20-K helium gas with a mass flow

1.1-1 Tsuji, H., et al., Fusion Eng. Des., 55, 153 2001). rate of 32 g/s, and the HTS part is cooled by
1.1-2 Thiemes, C., et al., IEEE Trans. Magnet., 25, 1992 conduction from 4-K regime where liquid helium is

(1989). used. Effective lengths of the copper part and the

1.1-3 Ekin, J., Adv. Cryog. Eng. Mater, 30, 823 1984). HTS part are 750 mm and 300 mm, respectively.
1.1-4 Yamada, Y., et al., Cryogenics, 39, 115 1999). In the HTS part, 48 elements, each of which is
1.1-5 Koizurni, N., et al., "Development of a Nb3Al made of six stacks of Ag-alloy sheathed Bi-2223 tapes,

conductor to be applied to a fusion reactor and its are cylindrically arrayed on a stainless steel holder, as
application to a large superconducting coil," to be showninFig.IV.1.2-2. 'Fhesizeoftheelementis6.5
published in Cryog. Eg..
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1.2.2 Performance Test Results

The operation of the HTS lead at 60 kA was
Current Terminal

�Cooiant at Room Temperature successfully achieved without any problem.
outlet

Temperature and mass flow rate of the coolant for the

copper part was 20 K and 337 g/s, respectively, which

are almost the same as the design values. Charging to

60 kA was repeated several times and the current was

sustained for 70 minutes.
Coolant Test results are summarized in Table IV 12: The
Inlet

777P� heat leak to 4 K was evaluated by two kinds of method,
HTS one is to measure a change in liquid helium level, and

�p ;rt
the other is to measure a flow of boil-off gas. The

measured heat leak to 4 K was 48 W. Joint loss

r r! between the HTS and copper parts was estimated to be

5 W The value is about one half of the design,

which demonstrates that the design of the joint
configuration was successful. Using these two values,

the electric power consumption to cool the lead was

calculated to be 37.8 kW This power consumption

corresponds to 37% of that in a conventional current

lead, and the development target was achieved. This
Fig. IV 1.2-1 Overview of 6OkA HTS current lead. calculation also indicates that most of the cooling

power is consumed to remove the joule heat at the joint

between the HTS and copper parts. The maximum

temperature at the HTS was 40 K during the operation,
HTS element

(Bi-2223 Tapes) which was 10 K lower than the design. Therefore,

there is a possibility to reduce the mass flow to the

joint or to increase its inlet temperature in order to

adjust the temperature at the joint, to 50 K, which will

inless Steel result in a further reduction of electric power
consumption.

In conclusion, a 60-kA HTS current lead was

Fig. IV 1.2-2 Cross-sectional view of HTS part. successfully developed, which is the world record in
this application. This technology is applicable to the

mm wide which is compatible with a conventional 60- ITER magnet system and will save some amount of the

kA current lead made of copper wires. electric power consumption of the cryogenic system.

A 60-kA current generates a self-field of 004 T Table IV. 1.2 Measured heat leak and electric power for refrigerat n

perpendicular to the tapes, which determine the critical Measured heat leak to 4.2K 4.8 W

current of the HTS. The ratio of the critical current to Coolant for copper part 20 K, 3.37g/s

the operating current is designed to be 1.5 at the Heat loss at joint between HTS and copper 5OW at 40K

operating temperature of 50 K. Electnc power for Refrigeration

Design targets of the thermal performances of the Actual refrigerator 37.8kW

lead are 1/10 of the heat leak to 42 K and 13 of Ratio to a conventional lead 37%

electric power consumption for refrigeration compared

to those obtained in a conventional lead. In order to References
achieve this low electric power consumption, it was 1.2-1 Ando, T., et al., Proc. l5th Int. Conf on Magnet

essential to reduce joule heating at the joint between Technol., 847 (1997).1.2-2 Ando, T., el al., IEEE Trans. Appl. Supercond., 1,
the HTS and copper parts. The geometry of the 2535 (2001).
copper part at te weld to the HTS part was optimized 1.2-3 Isono, T., et al., "Test results of 60-kA HTS current
to achieve a low electric resistance. lead for fusion application," to be published in Physica

C (2003).
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2. Neutral Beam Injection Heating accelerator's grids supports. Hence, it is expected

2.1 Negative Ion Beam that the VIBS gives lower stripping losses of D' ions in

A I-MeV vacuum insulated negative ion beam source the accelerator than that in the original GIBS. A result

(VIBS) has been developed for the Negative Ion based of 3-dimensional Monte Carlo gas analysis shows that

Neutral Beam (N-NB) injector in fusion reactors such the stripping loss of ions is 25% in the VIBS at

as ITER. The voltage holding in the I-McV nominal operating pressure 03 Pa). This value is

accelerator was improved for stable beam acceleration. about a half of the GIB S.

A 0mA-class negative ion beam was accelerated at By using the VIBS, we have succeeded in

the energy of 900 keV, A high efficiency > 0%) accelerating negative ion beams up to 971 keV

neutralizer is required to improve system efficiency of However, the negative ion beam was not produced

the N-NB injection system for future fusion power stably and the current was still in a very low level of 20

plants. A large plasma generator has been developed mA due to poor voltage holding of the I-NW bushing.

as a plasma neutralizer to improve the neutralization Careful observation of the bushing interior revealed

efficiency. For the International Fusion Materials that many discharge traces ran along the inner surface

Irradiation Facility (IFMIF) a high brightness proton of Fiber Reinforced Plastic (FRP) insulator, and the

sources have been developed as part of beam traces started at the triple junction (interface of metal

technology applications. flange, FRP, and vacuum). An analysis showed that

the electrostatic field strength at the triple junction was

2.1.1 I-MeV Beam Acceleration 3.6 kV/mm. This is not so high electric stress in

One of the key components of the ITER N-NB injector conventional accelerators using ceramic insulators,

is a high energy and high current beam source, which is however, the discharge clearly initiated at the triple

designed to produce I-MeV, 40-A D- ion beams for junction. Then a new stress ring was designed to

16.5- MW neutral beams injection per module. In decrease the concentration of electric field at the triple

conventional accelerators, the beam source is junction. By enlarging a size and curvature of the

surrounded by a pressurized SF6 gas for high voltage ring, electric field strength at the triple junction was

insulation. However, in the ITER N-NI3 injector lowered to 12 kV/mm. A result of the voltage

systems, it was clarified that the Radiation-Induced holding test with and without the stress ring in one

Conductivity (RIC) of the gas causes a power loss of stage of the bushing (rated voltage- 200 kV) is shown

MW order, and hence, the Gas Insulated Beam Source in Fig.IV2.1-2. With the new stress ring, the

(GIBS) cannot be utilized. To avoid this problem, a flashover voltage reached at the rated voltage of 200

Vacuurn Insulated Beam Source (VIBS), where the kV within the first 2 hours, and the voltage more than

beam source is immersed in vacuum, has been 300 kV was stably sustained. Whereas the accelerator

developed. The VIBS consists of five acceleration without ring could not reach 200 kV even after hours

stages,,which are supported and insulated by ceramic of conditioning. Thus the improvement of the voltage

post insulators. This allows direct line of sight from holding was achieved by lowering the electric field

the I-MV potential to the ground (Fig. IV2.1-1). strength at the triple jnction. In th e test with the

Having no surrounding structure as in the GBS, the
350VIBS allows rapid pumping of residual gas molecules

in the accelerator by increased conductance through the With new stress ring
.300

z�� 2 5 0 .... ......... .. ....

200

>

>�i 150

I 00 out stress ring

LL

50

0. ... a ... .11i_i.

0 2 4 6 8 10

Time (hours)

Fig.IV.2.1-1 Thevacuuminsulatedbearnsource. Fig. IV2.1-2 The result of voltage holding test.
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rings in all stages, the VIBS sustained I MV stably openings for beam path without sufficient collisions

for 8500 s without breakdown. with neutrals at a low operating pressure of < 01 Pa,

In the following test of beam acceleration, we have where primary electrons with an initial energy of 40-

succeeded in accelerating the ff bearn of 100 mA at 100 eV has longer mean free path than the neutralizer

900 keV for I sec, and also 70 mA at I MeV for I sec. length. At 0025 Pa, 45 of primary electrons

The beam acceleration was very stable for 6 days and having the initial energy of 80 eV were lost at the

130 shots. However, the beam current density sll openings sll with the energy of 55 eV. Namely, the

remained at low level (18 - 27 A/M2 ) and hence poor primary electrons are not confined in the plasma
beam optics because the negative ions in the source neutralizer, resulting in the low plasma production.

were not sufficient. To overcome this problem, the shield magnets which

generate a weak transverse magnetic field of 30 Gauss

2.1.2 Highly Ionized Plasma Production for Plasma were placed at entrance and exit of the neutralizer (Fig.

Neutralizer IV2.1-3). The losses of primary electrons were

system efficiency of high energy N-NB injector is reduced to 7 at 0025 Pa. It is found that the shield

limited to be < 50% by the neutralization efficiency of magnets suppressed the losses of primary electrons.

60 in the existing gas neutralizer. To obtain the The effect of the shield magnets was

higher system efficiency, higher neutralization experimentally examined by measuring the plasma

efficiency of > 80 is essential in future fusion power parameters such as electron temperature and plasma

plants. This can be achieved by plasma neutralization, density. Figure IV.2.1-4 shows the measured electron

in which negative ion beams are neutralized through a temperature at 90 mm outside from the pening.

dense > 5 x 1018 M-3 ) and highly ionized plasma > Although the electron temperature was more than 

30 %). One of key issues to realize plasma neutralizer eV at < 0.05 Pa without the shield magnets, it was

is to clarify plasma loss and to enhance the plasma lowered to below 2 eV even at the low pressure of

density in the plasma neutralizer. 0.017 Pa by adopting the shield magnet. Figure

Experimental and analytical studies on the plasma IV2.1-5 shows ion saturation current as a function of

confinement have been performed using an arc the filling gas pressure. By applying a weak shield

discharge type cylindrical plasma neutralizer, whose magnetic field of 30 Gauss at the opening, ion

dimensions are 600 mm in diameter and 2000 mm in saturation current became twice larger in the low gas

length. The diameter of the openings is 200 mm on pressure range of < 0.05 Pa. Thus the electron loss

each end plugs. Argon arc discharge was generated from the opening was suppressed by the shield magnets,

between the chamber wall (anode) and sixteen tungsten and as the result, the plasma production was greatly

filaments (cathode). The chamber except for the improved especially in the lower operating pressure.
opening is surrounded by the cusp magnetic field, The plasma density Of 1XI018 M-3 was obtained at low

which is generated by the neodymium permanent pressure of 0025 Pa. At 0.01 Pa, the plasma density

magnets placed at every 10 degrees on the outer was 6 x 1017 m73' which corresponds to a higher degree

surface of the cylindrical body and the end plugs. of ionization, 20 %. It is clarified also in the

Plasma loss was analytically examined by experiment that the shield magnets are effective for the

simulating trajectories of primary electrons emitted plasma production. The beam deflection by shield

from filaments in the plasma neutralizer. Most of magnets is estimated to be negligibly small for a 

energetic primary electrons escaped outside through the MeV -F/D'ion beam.

Openinitt Shield 15 4-100
Negative i magnet E 0021012

> G4S Arg.mboa Arg P�' 2DkWe
M a so With magnet

Plasma neutralizer �--r \-J, E
:1 10 ........... ... ........

U so
40

(D
C ithoOt magnet
bo 2 20 ............. E 40

2 5 WIthalut
E magn�et-0 0 0 20 ... .. .. ...

15
J! &-.Wk . Gas Rgon20 4)LU Ar6lr 11,W

0 Er -1500 -1000 -500 0 500 1000 1500 0 0.2
0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0,8 0 0.6

Position in longitudinal direction (mm) Feeling gas pressure(Pa) Feeling gas pressure(Pa)

Fig. IV2.1-3 Plasma neutralizer and the transverse Fig.[V.2.1-5 Measured ion

magnetic field made by shield magnets at the openings. Fig.IV2.1-4 Measured saturation current.

ron temperature.
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Reference have been applied, and also the filaments were located

2.1-1 Inoue, T., et al., "Accelerator R&D for T-60U and away from the plasma grid to limit presence of the fast

ITER NB Systems," to be published in Fusion Emg. electrons only outside of the Ng region. After these
Des.. modifications, a 90-% proton bewn with a current of

2.1-2 Taniguchi, M., et al., Nucl. Fusion, 43, 664 2003). 134 mA was successfully obtained by a 54 kW

2.1-3 Kashiwagi, M., et al, Pmc. 21 Centuty Joint Symp. on discharge at a pressure of 14 Pa. In the ECR ion

Science and Technology and Human, 527 2002) (in source, three surfaces of the EC waves were generated

Japanese). in the discharge chamber by adjusting the currents of

2.2 Application of Intense Ion Beam two solenoid coils. Then, a high proton ratio of 92%

2.2.1 Production of 90% Proton Beams from Arc and at 128 mA was obtained at a pressure of 04 Pa by a

ECR Type Ion Sources for IFMIF discharge power of 1.5 kW. Power efficiency of the

IFMIF is an accelerator-based D-Li neutron source for ECR ion source 86 mA/kW) was about three times

development and qualification of materials for D-T higher than that of the multi-cusp source 25 mA/kW).

fusion reactors 22-11. Required specifications for The obtained beam currents in both sources satisfy the

the IFMIF ion source is summarized in Table IV2.2-1 requirements by the extrapolation until 100 kV with

together with the results of the present experiment. In Child-Langmuir Law.
the Key Element Technology Phase (KEP), two types Beam emittance was measured for both sources.

of ion source, an are discharge diven multi-cusp The normalized root-mean-square (rms) emittance of

source and an Electron Cyclotron Resonance (ECR) the multi -cusp source was 027 mm mrad, and that of

one, have been developed, and their source the ECR source was 034 icmm mrad Further

performances have been measured in terms of proton improvement is necessary for the beam emittance in

ratio, beam emittance, power efficiency and so on. both sources towards the IFMIF requirement of 02

The multi-cusp ion source consists of a cylindrical 7rmm mrad. These high emittances are caused by

discharge chamber whose dimensions are 120 mm in poor beam optics. Namely, the grid thickness, gap

diameter and 100 mm in depth surrounded by 10 rows lengths between grids in the extractor are not optimized

of permanent magnets. Two pieces of tungsten sufficiently for intense proton beam.

filaments were installed from the back plate. A Table IV.2-2-1 Perfonriance comparison of Arc discharge
transverse magnetic field was formed in bottom half of driven multi-cusp type ion source and ECR one with the
the source as a Magnetic Filter (MF) near the plasma corTespondinR MIF requirement.

grid. The ECR source has a cylindrical chamber of Results Requirement
148 mm in diameter and 280 mm in depth with a Ion source type Arc ECR Arc or ECR

rectangular quartz window at the back plate, A 245 Ekasm particle H' W D'

GHz microwave was injected through a rectangular Beam energy 6OkV 6OkV IOOkV

waveguide with the TE10 mode. For the ECR Beam current 134mA 128mA I55mA

discharge, two solenoid coils were installed to form a Input power 5.4kW I.5kW (2OOmAH-)

static longitudinal mirror field. A beam diagnostic
system consisted of an optical spectrometer for ion Ion species H' 90% H92% D > 901%

species measurement and an emittance scanner Pressure 1.41a OAPa

employing a single slit with a multi-channel detector. (Gas flow rate) (0.028Pam3/s) (0.014Pam3/s)

Production of hydrogen ion beams at high proton Normalized rms 0.277cmm 0.34%m mad 0.21cmm

ratio was successfully performed for the first time in emittance mrad mrad

such a small multi-cusp source 22-21. The proton Normalized 0.71cmm mrad 0.851cmm mrad I mm mrad

ratio in the extracted beam increased drastically from 90% emittance

60% to 801/16 by adopting the W. A numerical

analysis 2.2-3] clarified the effect ofMF as follows; 1) References

production of the molecular ions in NE region is 2.2-1 IFMIF International Team, "IFMIF-KEP Report,"

suppressed by reducing primary electrons flowing JAERI-Tech 2003-5 2003).

through MF 2 molecular ions are dissociated in NE 2.2-2 Okumura, Y. et al., Rev. Sci. Instrum., 55, 1 1984).

region by collision with slow electrons. Further, to 2.2-3 Morishita, T., et al., "High Proton Ratio Plasma

suppress the high-energy electrons which produce Production in a Small Negative Ion Source,"

molecular ions at the extraction region, a stronger MF submitted to Rev. Sci. Instrurn..
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3. Radio Frequency Heating the stray R wave. A small fraction of the stray RF

3.1 High Power Gyrotron power was deposited in the stainless steel component

3. 1.1 Study of Perfori-riance Improvement inside the gyrotron. Through the heat analysis and the

Development of a I-MW-CW, I70-GHz: gyrotron has temperature measurement, it has been clarified that the

been carried out for the electron cyclotron heating and bellows for adjustment of the steeling mirror angle,

current drive (EC H&CD) system of ITER. The made of stainless steel without cooling and shown in

gyrotron is a microwave tube that utilizes electron- Fig. IV3.1-1, were overheated to higher than 450'C in

cyclotron resonance maser and weakly relativistic the operation of OkW output power for 2 minutes

electron beam (<IOOkV) wi th gyro-motion. [3.1-1]. From this result, the internal surface of

Rotational electron beam is generated at a magnetron copper was coated on the bellows so as to prevent the

injection gun (NUG) and I70-GHz millimeter wave incursion -of the stray R waves. In addition, the

with TE31,8 mode oscillates in a cylindrical open cavity layout of the bellows section was changed to enable the

with a magnetic field of -6.7T. The power is forced watercoolingasshown inFig. V3.1-1.

delivered as a Gaussian beam through an artificial

diamond window 3.1.2 1.3-MWOperationoflIO-GHztubeforYr-60

JAERI developed by 2001 a long pulse gyrotron For the enhancement of the perfon-nance of EC HCD

with a SiC absorber on the beam tunnel wall for system in JT-60, high power capability of II0GHz

suppression of the parasitic oscillation in addition to gyrotron was tested. The dependence of the output

the major three breakthrough technologies, 1) super power and the efficiency on the beam current for a

high order mode cavity, 2 artificial diamond window short (Ims) and a long pulse (Is) operation is shown in

and 3 energy recovery. Stable long pulse operation Fig. V3.1-2. Open symbols correspond to the short
such as 0.2MW-2 minutes, 0.3MW-Iminute and
0.5MW-30 seconds were demonstrated. However, pulse operation and closed symbols correspond to the

extension of the pulse length was interrupted by a long pulse operation. No difference between short

sudden increase of the pressure in the gyrotron. and long pulse operations was observed. The

It was clarified in 2002 that the unexpected maximum output power of 157 MW at 60 A was

outgassing was caused by the temperature increase of a achieved for a short pulse operation without depressed

stainless steel internal component absorbing a stray RF collector. Another performance of 13 MW, 1.5 s ith

power in the gyrotron. The stray RF was generated a high efficiency of 46% was achieved with depressed

by a diffraction loss on the built-in quasi-optical mode collector 3.1-2]. For long pse operations, the 5 A

converter from TE31,8 to Gaussian beam mode. due to the capacity of the power supply of the gyrotron

Although about 93% of generated R power in the test stand. It is considered that the 110GHz gyrotron

cavity went out through the diamond output window as has a potential for higher power operation up to
a Gaussian like beam in the calculation, the remaining 1.5MW

7-% power strayed in the gryrotron. It is extracted

from DC break and addtional window for extraction of 2000 . . . 100
- E�am'Voli.=8�_5kV

e re 1WO - Power OD

12MJe 0V
Warnond with CPD
Window

No 40 ZBellows
. J

Afte; 0scl. Eff i.
Cooling of 400 20
Bellows

Bed 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0

net 0 20 40 60 80

MIG Beam Current (A)

Fig. IV3.1-2 The deendence of the output power and the

Fig. IV3.1-1 Schematic view of gyrotron and bellows efficiency of I I OGHz gyrotron on the beam current.
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References This was due to the machining inaccuracy.
3.1-1 Sakamoto, K., el al., Proc.3rd IEEE Int. Pac. The new prototype that has no unwanted periodic

Electron., 336 2002). irregularity was fabricated to understand the correct

3.1-2 Sakarnoto, K., et al., Nucl. Fusion, 43, 729 2003). transmission properties and to demonstrate the efficient

transmission for both polarization. The nominal
3.2 High Power Wave Launcher dimensions are the same as those of the old one. Low

3.2.1 Neutron irradiation Effect on Diamond Window power transmission experiments of the modified

One of the key components of a millimeter wave launcher were carried out. The distribution of

launcher is a torus diamond window. In ITER, it is radiated RF power for input angles over 12' to 12'

required to withstand pressure of 02 MPa. The when the electric field was in the steering plane are

window is, in addition, irradiated by neutron in a fusion shown in Fig. IV.3.2-1. It was observed that a

reactor though it does not directly face to plasma. Gaussian-like beam was emitted over 12' to 12'

Therefore, pressure proof of the irradiated diamond with no significant decrease of radiation power.

window more than 0.2MPa should be demonstrated. Transmission efficiency over 12' to 12' was

It is already confirmed that the non-irradiated one estimated, by integration over the received radiation

withstands 1.0 MPa 3.2-1]. pattern, to be more than 95%. When the electric field

The pressure test was carried out on both side of was perpendicular to the plane of steering, the emission

the irradiated diamond disk. The window aperture of a Gaussian-like beam and a ransmission efficiency

and thickness are 80 mm and 1.85 mm, respectively. of more than 97% over 12' to 12' were also

The neutron fluence is 102 ' n/M2, which is much more measured. The efficient transmission and radiation

the ITER lifetime fluence of the window. It was for both polarizations in the range of -1 20 to + 2" were
confirmed that the irradiated window withstood 04 successfully confirmed.
N4Pa. The impact loading and endurance tests at 04

NVa were also carried out. The incremental speed of

pressure was -0.5 MPa/sec, which was ten times higher dB

than the pressure rise anticipated during accidental

leakage of primary coolant in ITER, for the former

tests. The pressurized time period was ten minutes

for the latter. The window withstood both test
V

conditions. A few tens of pressure cycles at 04 MPa

were also carried out. No damage of the disk and the

braze was measured. In addition, a vacuum leak test

was carried out and no vacuum leakage in the braze 24

was detected above detection limit < 30 x 10-10 torr I

sec-'. It was experimentally verified that the diamond

window was capable of the vacuum and tritium

confinement boundary of the millimeter wave launcher

for a fusion reactor such as TER.

-12" 0.1 12"'
3.2.2 ImprovementofRemoteSteeringLauncher

In the previous high power experiment of the launcher Fig. IV.3.2-1 Far field radiation pattern. Radiation angle

prototype, the efficient transmission for the electric between 12' to 120. Most of RF power was

field polarization perpendicular to the steering plane radiated toward the expected direction with the set angle.

was obtained at radiation angle of 0-10' 3.2-2] while

large transmission loss in the launcher waveguide was

observed at radiation angles of �� 5' for the field References

parallel to the plane of steering. The periodic 3.2-1 Takahashi, K., et al., Rev Si. Instrurn., 71, 4139
irregularity of corrugation depth, which can produce (2000).

the unwanted higher order modes that lead to the 3.2-2 Takahashi, K., et. al., Fusion Eng. Des., 65, 589

degradation of transmission property was revealed in (2003).

the non-destructive inspection after the experiments.
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3.3 Application of high power RF

3.3.1 Study of IFMIF RFQ

International Fusion Materials Irradiation Facility

(IFMTF) is an accelerator-based neutron irradiation

facility to develop materials for fusion reactor. In the

systern, 40-MeV deuteron beam with a current of 250

mA is injected into liquid lithium flow ith a speed of

20 m/s, neutron field similar to the D-T Fusion reactor
(2MW/M2 , 20 dpa/year for Fe) is produced by the

Deuteron-Lithium (D-Li) stripping reaction. In the Fig.IV.3.3-1 Photograph of the improved RFQ.

175-MHz IFMIF RFQ (Radio Frequency Quadruple-

Accelerator) system, the RFQ total length is needed to
TE Llamode

be 12 in to accelerate ions up to MeV, and hence
-lo

suppression of higher modes is indispensable. For _T� zlcl�node:

this purpose, a coupling plates are used. The central -20

modules which have a short longitudinal length, are -30 ..........
a ?.........

connected through the coupling plates. In case that
-40 . ...... I.......

two coupling plates are applied to the IFMIF RFQ, the
central modWe length becomes to be 4 in. The -50 -

operation mode and higher modes along the axis were _6G

studied by the low power test and the analysis of higher -70 1
modes. 150 160 170 ISO 190

The RFQ modules which consist of end-plate Frequerwy M HZ]

modules and central module, were designed by MAFIA
(MAxwell's Equations by Finite Integration Algorithm) Fig.IV3.3-2 Measured resonant frequency of te

code. The modules were fabricated for a low power improved RFQ in the length of 1.1m.

test. In the tests, the resonant frequencies of operation

mode and higher modes were measured with the RFQ 3.3.2 PlasmaPropulsionbyMicrowave

length of 4.1m, and it is found that the operation mode Experiments on a pulsed microwave-plasma thruster

is not affected by TE111 mode. The mesh sizes of were conducted using a I-MW gyrotron in

MAFIA code, moreover, were studied so as to agree the collaboration with University of Tokyo. The concept

calculation with the measured resonant frequency, it of energy beaming propulsion for launching a rocket is

was found that the mesh size of 5mm/mesh in a as follows: When a high-power pulsed beam

longitudinal direction is needed for end-plate parts. transmitted from the ground is focused in the

The RFQ modules were redesigned by the improved atmospheric air, breakdown occurs near the focal point

mesh sizes, and the RFQ modules were reformed based with plasma formation. The plasma absorbs the

on the analysis. Photograph of the improved RFQ is following part of the pulsed beam and expands outward

shown in Fig. IV3.3-1. The resonant frequency of with generating shock waves. The shock waves

175.65 MHz was obtained with the improved RFQ propagate outward and reflect on a nozzle surface of a

modules as shown in Fig. IV3.3-2, and the measured thruster. As a result, an impulsive thrust is imparted

frequency was in a good agreement with the design one on the thruster. Since the energy is provided to a

of 174.39 MHz. Thus we see that the MAFIA code spacecraft from the outside and the atmospheric air is

has made it possible to analyze accurately for 175 MHz utilized as a propellant, it is not necessary to load an

RFQ. In higher mode analysis by this MAFIA code, energy source or a propellant on board in an air-

it was found that the operation mode is not affected by breathing mode. For this reason, this type of

TE111 mode of the RFQ length of 4.1 in. Hence it is propulsion will be able to achieve a high payload ratio

concluded that the application technique to reduce the at remarkably low launch cost.

axial length of one module using two coupling plates is The pulsed microwave, whose duration is

effective way to make operation mode stable in the 0.2-Imsec with a power of 0.5MW-0.8MW, was

12m-Long IFMIF RFQ [3.3-1 focused by a parabolic mirror/nozzle and air-

breakdown was induced as shown in Fig. IV3.3-3.
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Precise optical alignment was not necessary to produce 4. Blanket

plasma using an ignition rod. Thrust impulse is 4. 1 Development and Design of Blanket Structure

measured using a load cell force transducer. As a Recent activities of the blancket development have

result, the maximum momentum coupling coefficient, been focused on a breeding blanket for the fusion

C,,, was 300 N/MW at 0.2msec pulse width. Cm power demonstration plant (power plant blanket).
varied inversely with the pulse width which is equal or The fusion power demonstration plant aims at

larger than that obtained in the laser propulsion 3.3-2], providing electric power to the grid in 2030. In the

development strategy of the power plant blanket, ITER

test blanket module testing is the most important

milestone. According to the master plan of the power
plant blanket and material development, the R&D

program has been executed to achieve the test blanket

module testing stepwise by clearing the Check 

Review points every years. In 2004, the first Check

& Review will be conducted for the preliminary

selection of basic design option of the test blanket

modules. Currently, fundamental R&Ds are being

performed to provide the technical information that is

Fig.fV.3.3-3 Photograph of the thruster and the necessary for this purpose. After the design selection,

plasma produced by a focusing microwave. R&D should proceed to an engineering phase, which
aims to complete the preparation of the Test Blanket

Module Testing in the ITER Program.
References A reference concept of the power plant blanket is
3.3-1 Maebara, S., et al., "Low Power Test of RFQ Mock- water cooled solid breeder blankets with reduced

Up Modules at 175M11z for IFMIF Project," Proc. activation ferritic steel. In the design, small pebbles
Particle Accel. Con 'f, RPABO47 (2003).- of breeder (Li2TiO3 or LO) and neutron mtiplier (Be

3.3-2 Mihara, Y, et al., Proc. 41st Aerospace Sci. or Be inter-metallic compounds) are applied to form

Meeting and Exhibit, AIA paper 2003- packed beds in layered configuration one after another
498(2003). [4.1-1]. Figure IV4-1 shows the configuration of a

reference structure of the power plant blanket.

Materials are selected to achieve mechanical and

chemical soundness in more than 7.5-MWa/M2

irradiation fluence of blanket replacement time

duration. Dimensions of each pebble beds are

determined to achieve enough tritium breeding ratio

and appropriate temperature profile to keep materials in

available temperature range. The R&D items,

selected from the above view point, are the following

the design study of the power plant blanket, the

fabrication technology development for blanket

structure, the fabrication technology development for

breeder and multiplier pebbles and their thernio-

mechanical performance tests, irradiation test of

breeder and multiplier pebble beds, the development of

structural materials, the development of blanket tritium

recovery and processing technology and neutronics

research on the breeding performance of blankets.

The progress of the structural material development,

tritium processing technology and neutronics research

are described in Section V6, V7 and IV8,

respectively.
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First wall with fabrication processes. F82H IEA heat Fe-O.IC-8Cr-
built-in co Coolant header 2W-0.2V-0.05Ta) with ASTM grain size No. 3 was

for first wall investigated as a reference material. Two types of

C I header fine grained F82H were also investigated. The first
ing zone had the same chemical compositions with IEA heat,

however, Thermo Mechanically Controlled Processing

ceder and (TMCP) made the grain size No. 7 And the second

ultiplier one is F82H with 0.1% tantalum, whose grain size
bble beds nurnber was .

Figure V4.1-1 indicates the ASTM grain size
after the heat treatments simulating HIP As shown in

this figure, the PAG size after H equivalent heat

treatment was affected by the former PAG size at the

temperature below 1040 'C. And heating above

1100 'C was needed to cancel this hysteresis effect.

Although F82H with conventional chemical

composition demonstrated grain coarsening after

1040 'C heat treatment, F82H+0.1 %Ta kept fine

grained structure after the same treatment.

Fig. V4-1 A bird eye view of a supercritical wate 14 Heat treatment test
cooled solid breeder blanket. Holding time: 2hours.

12 0 F82H 1EA
E 0 F82H TMCP

Referenmce :C:,: F82H+0.1%Ta
4-1 Eoeda, M., et a]., "Design and Technology 0)N

Development of Solid Breeder Blanket Cooled by
Supercritical Water in Japan," 19th usion Energy 2 6
Conf., AEA-CN-94/FT/P I 8 2002). 0) \

4
CO

4. 1.1 Improvement of Fracture Toughness of HE? < 2t

Bonded First Wal I

With respect to the development of blanket structure, 0
development activities of water cooled solid breeder As received 950 1000 1050 1100 1150

blankets with reduced activation ferritic steel (F82H) Heat treatment temperature ['C]

have been actively pursued. Fig. IV4.1-1 ASTM grain size number of F82H after HIP

In the fabrication method of the first wall ith simulating heat treatment.

built-in cooling channels and amor material on the
surface, the structural material, F82H is to be heated in On the other hands, various Post HIP Heat

the blanket fabrication processes, such as Hot Isostatic Treatment (PHHT) conditions were also investigated in

Pressing (HIP), brazing and the other high temperature order to recover the coarse-grained structure. F82H

bonding processes. By the past R&D, it was with coarse grain was heat treated just above the

demonstrated that HIP joining is applicable to form the martensitc-austenite transformation finishing

typical structure of the first wall panel, however, temperature, Ac.3. Figure IV4.1-2 shows typical

previously developed HIP process on F82H 1040 'C x microstructures of F82H after PHHT. Although AC3

150 MIa x 2hr.) caused reduction of fracture toughness temperature of F82H had been reported below 910 'C,

subsequent to the grain coarsening 41-11. In this ferritc-martensite dual phase structure was observed in

work, thermal hysteresis effects on F82H the F82H heat-treated at 920 OC 42]. Fine grained

corresponding to these processes were investigated as a martensite structure, ASTM grain size No. 7 was

function of Prior Austenite Grain (PAG) size based on observed in F82H homogenized at 1150 'C followed by

American Society for Testing and Materials (ASTM) normalizing at 930 C. Therefore it was proved that

El 12-96. The PAG size was evaluated after various the PHHT above 930 'C is effective to recover the

heat treatments corresponding to the blanket coarse-grained structure induced by HIP processing.
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1040'Cx150fv1Pax:2h
HIPed employed to achieve high Tritium Breeding Ratio

(TBR) and appropriate temperature profile in the

blanket. Previously, the thickness of breeder and

multiplier layers was determined by one dimensional

estimation of nuclear and thermal analysis, to give

enough TBR 41 1. This year, the three dimensional

TBR analysis of the whole torus with blanket modules

was performed to clarify the total TBR for the plant.

Also, the effect of tungsten anor of the first wall

surface on the degradation of TBR was evaluated.

Additionally, neutronics analysis of the modules of test

blanket in ITER test port was performed to identify the

TBR profile, induced activation and its gamma heating

for the purpose of evaluation of the performance of the

test blankets.

A three dimensional TBR analysis has been

loopm perfon-ned by Monte Carlo for Neutron and Photon

Fig. IV4.1-2 Typical microstracture of post hip heat treated Transport (MCNP-4C) code. The analysis model

F82H. employed a unit model consists of a blanket module

and gap void with the boundary conditions of perfect

HIP process temperature should be as high as possible, reflection. A torus was divided into 16 sectors which

however, to avoid segregation of 8-ferrite phase it were divided into 9 unit model. A module was

should be done below 1200 'C. It is possible to say modeled by layered configuration with reference

th at HIP process could be combined wi th dimension. By the analysis, total TBR was certified

homogenizing. These results suggest the following to be more than 116, which satisfies self-sufficiency of

HIP process could improve both the joining properties tritium for a fusion power plant and accumulation of
and the fracture toughness, HIP at 11 50 'C + PHHT at
930 C Tempering. The validation of this HIP startup fuel for the future construction of a fusion

process is to be investigated. power plant, if the coverage of the blanket area in the

In the development of the power plant blanket, vacuum vessel is assumed to be 93 %. In the previous

corrosion of F82H contacting high temperature and analysis, it was assumed that there is no armor on the

high pressure water is one of the critical subjects for surface of the first wall. By the research on the

soundness of blanket structure. Usual corrosion tests plasma and surface interaction, it is known that the

employ batch method. For the purpose of sputtering of the first wall occurs by the scrape off

investigation of transient corrosion behavior, a layer plasma and causes the erosion of the first wall.

continuous corrosion weight measurement apparatus The sputtering erosion of tungsten, if it is employed as

with a separation mechanism for corrosion atmosphere the armor material, is much smaller than the structural

was fabricated and tested. Obtained data showed material F82H. However, from the viewpoint of

good availability for clarifying corrosion mechanism of neutronics, W absorbs thermal neutron, and causes the

F82H in high vapor pressure of water. reduction of TBR. Thus, the possibility of tungsten
Concluding the achievement of this year, the heat

treatment conditions aer MP, brazing and the other armor attachment was evaluated in the TBR analysis.

high temperature bonding processes have been clarified Calculated TBR is shown in Fig. V4.1-3. The

for the improvement of reduction of fracture toughness horizontal axis is the thickness of tungsten armor and

subsequent to the grain coarsening. vertical axis is the calculated total TBR. As can be

seen from this figure, the total TBR without tungsten

4.1.2 Evaluation of Tritium Breeding Ability of armor is about 116, and decreases by increase of

Tungsten Armored Blanket. tungsten armor thickness. Since the coverage ratio of

in the design of the power plant blanket, a layered the blanket area in the vacuum vessel is estimated

pebble bed configuration of breeder (Li2TjO3 or Li2O) about 93 %, the TBR values in this analysis is required

and multiplier (Be or Be inteT-metallic compounds) is to be more than 1. 13, in order to satisfy more than 1. 05
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1.25 which does not take into account the common frame.
In the verification of the tritium breeding ability of

0 TBMs, this effect should be accounted. With respect

to the analysis of the induced activation, the transient

1.20- decreases of activation level in one year after

termination of the module testing have been calculated.
CD TBR requirement for
CD 1.1 5 plant TBR > .05 The time duration of the module testing before

M termination of testing is assumed to be 133 continuous

E days of full power operation. Figure IV.4.14 shows

the calculated value of induced contact dose rate of the

5 10 1 5 20 25 first wall, middle part of the side wall and the rear wall
of the TBM. 'Me contact dose rate of the power plant

Thickness of W Armor [mm] blanket structure is shown by closed circle key for

comparison in Fig. IV4.1-4. As can be seen from this
Fig. IV.4.1-3 Effect of W armor on total Tritium Breeding figure, induced activation level of the TBM is one

Ratio of the fusion power plant order of magnitude lower than the fusion power plant.

However, the activation level of the test blanket
of plant total TBR. From Fig. W.4.1-3, tungsten module seems to be two orders of magnitude higher

armor whose thickness is less than 75 mm is supposed than the acceptable activation level for recycle of the

to be acceptable from the view point of TBR activated material.

requirement for total plant TBR of more than 1.05.

The erosion rate of W on the surface of the first wall is -Power Plant 1 0 MW&/m2

about 022 mm/FPY (fusion power year). The -0-TBM first wall 03 MWa/rn2
-.A-TBM side wall 03 MWa/m2

operation time duration requirement of a fusion power -G-TBM rear wall 03 MWa/m2
plant is more than 2 years. Therefore, the erosion can

be protected by tungsten armor with acceptable 104- 0____0___0__

reduction of TBR. > -co
With respect to the neutronics analysis of Test S 102.

co
Blanket Module (TBM), two dimensional analysis was

performed. In the analysis, neutron and gamma 0 1 00
a

transportation was analyzed by Discrete Ordinates '15

Transport (DOT3.5) code. Nuclear reaction rate and M Recycle impossible
010-2

induced activation rate were evaluated by APPLE-3 U Complex recycle by hot cell, robots, RH

and ACT-4. The analysis model included -41 Simple recycle rough leaden glasses 77
configurations of thermo-mechanical test modules and 10 10-8 10-6 10-4 10-2 100 102 410
surrounding common frames for both of He cooled Time after Shutdown [year]

TBM and water cooled TBM. By the neutronics Fig. V4.14 Comparison of contact dose rate of suctural

analysis, TBR and contact dose rate by induced material of power plant and test blanket module.

activation fill one year after termination of the module

testing have been evaluated. With respect to the TBR Concluding this section, the analysis of this year

analysis, TBR value in the module was shown not to clarified that the enough thickness of tungsten armor is

have large distribution, however, the neutron flux applicable for protection of the sputtering erosion of

decreases in the region of sidewall of common frame the first wall, with acceptable amount of TBR decrease.

made of SS and water. This result shows that there is Also, the basic information of TBR distribution and

relatively large neutron loss from the TBM to the induce activation level of the test blanket module were

common frame. Thus, it is considered that the TBR clarified by further investigation of the test plan and

value observed in the TBM testing may be smaller than post-testing examination of the test blanket module.

the estimation by one dimensional neutronics analysis
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References Li2TiO3 pebbles by the direct-wet process (see Fig.
4.1-1 Enoeda, M., et al., "Design and Technology IV4.2-1).

Development of Solid Breeder Blanket Cooled by
Supercritical Water in Japan," l9th Fusion Energy
Conf, IAEA-CN-94/Fr/Pl-08 (2002), to be (2) Effects of TiO2 Doping on Chemical Stability of
published on CD-ROM (IAEA, Vienna). Li2TiO3

4.1-2 Furuya, K., et al., J Nucl. Mater, 307-311, 289
(2002). The effects of TiO2 doping of Li2TiO3 on the resistance

4.1-3 Shiba, K., et al., AERI-Tech 97-038 1997). to moisture attack and hydrogen reduction were

evaluated for improvement of Li2TiO3 properties at

4.2 Development of Functional Materials for Blanket high temperatures. The desorption rate of moisture

4.2.1 Pebble Fabrication and Characterization of and impurity gasses in 5wtO/o TiO2-doped Li2TiO3

Li2TiO3 pellets decreased about 14 compared with that of un-

(1) Improvement of Pebble Fabrication by Direct- doped Li2TiO3 pellets, and the weight loss of TiO2-

Wet Process doped Li2TiO3 pellets due to the desorption decreased

Improvement tests were carried out to survey te with increasing TiO2 content. It also became clear

conditions of (i) dissolution of lithium titanate that the hydrogen reaction rates of TiO2-doped Li2TiO3

(Li2TiO3) and dropping of the solution into coagulant were smaller than those of un-doped Li2TiO3 at 50 -

and (ii) drying and sintering of the droplets for 800'C (see Fig. IV.4.2-2) 4.2-21.

fabrication of Li2TiO3 pebbles with a target density of 40
80-85 % ID. Swm gas Ar+O I

In the first step, Li2TiO3 powder was dissolved in Temp. range 500-BOOV

the solution of hydrogen peroxide (%-H202) with citric k3 - 0 I t$
acid (C6H807) at temperatures between 60 and 100'C. a PebblesI- Calaulated val
The solution was dropped in acetone, and gel-spheres "�J

20of Li2TiO3 were fabricated from the solution of Li2TiO3

with H202+C6H807'H20 solvent. The sphericity of

Li2TiO3 pebbles was less than 12, but the surface had 10

little cracks and the density did not exceed about 50%
ID.

In an improved process, Li2TiO3 powder was 0� 1 5 I0 15 20 2 5 30
dissolved at 60-100'C in the solution of 300o-H202 Content of 2 (wt%)
without citric acid. The density of gel-spheres Fig. IV4.2-2 Relationship between TiO2 content in Li2TiO3

fabricated was found to be sensitive to the Li2TiO3 and hydrogen reduction rate.
content in te solution. Li2TiO3 pebbles with about

85 /oT.D. was fabricated successfully without any (3) Exploration of Mmechanical Sum Influence on

cracks 4.2-11. The results described above gave us a Effective Thermal Conductivity of Breeder Pebbles

prospect of establishing a basic fabrication process of In the development of the power plant blanket,

Dissolving I Solvent: 30%-H202 evaluation of thermo-mechanical properties of pebble

_;U1 Temp. : >60'C bed is one of the most important issues. In Y2001,

----- 7n the effective thermal conductivity of breeder pebble
Concentratio (-23wt%) beds was clarified under no compressive load condition

[4.2-3]. In FY2002, the research on then-no-
Drop Gelation solvent mechanical performance of breeder pebble bed was

,c, : Acetone focused on the exploration of the interactive

Calcination I Degassing 800C relationship between thermal conductivity and
Evapolation 150'C mechanical stress.

Sint 1200'Cx4h Observed increase in effective thermal
conductivity due to the compressive strain at 600'C is

Fig. IV4.2-1 Basic fabrication flow of Li2TiO3 shown in Fig. IV.4.2-3 42-4]. In the experiments,

pebbles by direct-wet process. the strain of the pebble bed is estimated from the

displacement of the piston. It has been clarified that

the effective thermal conductivity increases by 0035
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W/m/K with a strain of 1.0 in a temperature range of triple ion beam irradiation, although the irradiation by
600 - 700'C. By the analysis using Schulunder, single beam of oxygen ions (which mainly introduces
Zermar and Bauer's correlation equation, it is estimated displacement damage) did not. The effect of the
that major part of contribution to the increase in displacement damage on O-H bonding was also
thermal conductivity is due to the contact area fraction revealed. Further, the damages with higher energy
increase by compressive strain of the pebble bed. oxygen ions > 4MeV) were examined. It was
From the analysis by the correlation, the contact area concluded that the defect production was dominated by
fraction varied from 007 with no compressive strain to electronic energy loss of the incident ions 42-5].
0 12 with strain of 25 %, as shown in the upper Numerical analysis (ab initio calculation) of the
diagram of Fig. IV.4.2-3. These results show that the hydrogen exchange reactions among OK H2 and H20

effective thermal conductivity of breeder pebble bed at the silicate surface was conducted-, the exchange
under operation will increase due to the appearance of reaction at the surface affects T release during
compressive stress at high operation temperatures, and operation. The results iniclicate that some doping
consequently, give a design margin to the upper limit of elements, such as Al atoms, reduce the potential energy
the breeder pebble bed temperature. barrier of the exchange reaction 4.2-61.

012 4.2.2 Pebble Fabrication and Characterization of
Beryllide as an Advanced Neutron Multiplier

0.1 (1) Compatibility between Be12Ti and Li2TiO3

Beryllides have many interesting properties at high
0.08 temperature, and are candidate materials as advanced

neutron mtiplier for prototype reactor blanket. A
new blanket design with mixed pebble packing of

Con*xfiori assuining increase of neutron multiplier and tritium breeder has been
contact area fivction and packing proposed to improve the Tritium Breeding Ratio (TBR)
fraction and beryllides are expected as the neutron multiplier

0 due to its chemical stability. Therefore, it is necessary
1.05 to evaluate the compatibility between the neutron

0 multiplier and the tritium breeder.

In this study, the compatibility between Be12Ti and
Li2TiO3 was investigated. The compatibility between
Be and Li2TiO3 was also investigated for comparisonCorrelation asunning only packing

fraction intresse with the case of Be12Ti. When the Be12Ti specimen

0 Experknental Yakie at W IC was placed in contact with Li2TiO3, neither reaction
products nor diffusion of Li in beryllide were found

0.95, after annealing for 1,000 h at 800'C. In the case of
0 0.5 1 1.5 2 2-5 3 Be specimen in contact with Li2TiO3, no reaction

Cornprossive striiiin N products were observed. However, a diffusion of Li
Fig. IV.4.2-3 Observed effect of compressive strain on into Be was identified after annealing for more than
effective thermal conductivity and contact area fraction. 300 h at 800'C (see Fig. IV4.2-4). These results show

(4) Microstructural Change during Ion rradiation and the _9 800 1 1 1 at 800'C

Nmerical Simulation ofHydrogen Desorption 0 Be12T1

Effects of irradiation with high-energy ions and 600 0 Be

neutrons on solid breeding and insulating materials Z
were examined. Triple ion beam irradiation th
oxygen, helium and hydrogen ions) on a solid breeding 200

material of Li2TiO3 has been carried out to analyze the
synergistic effects of the displacement damage, and He 0
and H implantation with FTIR-PAS (Fourier Transform 0 70 20 30 40

Infrared - Photoacoustic Spectroscopy) technique. The Time T2, h"2)

results indicated that Ti-O boding was affected by the Fig. IV4.24 Relationship btween annealing time and
thickness of diftsed Li in Be, Ti or Be.
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that the compatibility of Be12Ti with Li2TiO3 is better pebble fabrication applying the electrode that has ccBe

than that of Be. Therefore, from a viewpoint of phase 4.2-81.

compatibility, mixed pebble beds of neutron multiplier

Be12Ti and tritium breeder Li2TiO3 pebbles can be used 4.2.3 Tritium Recovery Behavior from Li2TiO3 Pebble

in a blanket 4.2-7]. Bed under Neutron Pulse Operation

A schematic diagram of ITER pulse-operation

(2) StudyonDuctilitylmprovementofBel2Ti simulating mockup is shown in Fig. IV.4.2-6. This

It is necessary for beryllide pebble fabrication by the mockup is equipped with a window of hafnium (Hf),

rotating electrode method to fabricate the electrode that which absorbs thermal neutrons. The Hf window is

has enough ductility not to be broken by arc heating rotated by a stepping motor installed in this mockup.

during pebble fabrication. Therefore, the cause of The in-pile mockup is being irradiated in JMTR. The

brittleness and the solution was studied with the Be12Ti Li2TiO3 pebble bed packed with small pebbles (about

specimens, one of the candidate materials (see Fig. 0.3 mm in diameter) and large ones (about 2 mm) was

IV.4.2-5). Furthermore, thermal shock test was installed into the in-pile mockup. The packing

carried out for the electrodes fabricated with several fraction of the pebbles in this bed is 81.3% 4.2-9].

microstructures. The obtained results are as follows. The first experiment was conducted in order to
1) It was difficult to get the material that had fine evaluate the tritium recovery from the Li2TiO3 pebble

microstructure and high density by trial electrode bed under operating conditions that the window of Hf
fabrication with the Hot sostatic Pressing (HIP) neutron absorber was in the open (high power) and
method. close (low power) conditions at each fixed power.

2) Next, trial fabrication by arc melting was carried The second experiment was conducted in order to
out, and the material that had fine microstructure evaluate the tritium recovery at the pulse operation.
and high density was obtained. However, it was
also difficult to fabricate the electrode of Sweep gas
stoicheornetric Be12Ti because cracks occurred
during cooling due to its brittleness.

3) Then, the relationship between microstructure and
the ductility was investigated with Be-Ti alloys with -Stepping motor
several chemical compositions around Be12Tj. It Tritium Breeder
was found that the microstructure containing aBe (WT03)

phase showed better ductility and that the small-
scale electrode with this microstructure was not
broken by thermal shock test performed with the Neutron
rotating electrode method.

These results led us to a bright prospect on the beryllide

Hf neutron
r5,7777 absorber window

Fig. IVA.2-6 Outline of pulse operation simulating mockup.

The temperature at the outside edge of the pebble

bed increased from 350 to 400'C immediately after the

window of Hf neutron absorber was turned toward the

reactor core, while the tritium recovery rate increased

gradually. The ratio of tritium recovery to tritium

generation at the high power (R/G)hih approached
Arizona 7 unity (see Fig. IV.4.2-7). The tritium recovery

V behavior under the pulse operation was almost the

+ same as that under the fixed power operation. It was
E -JL

also found clearly that the time constant of tritium

recovery ratio was longer than time constant of the

irradiation temperature and thermal neutron flux

Fig. IV.4.2-5 The relationship between Ti content and hardness. changes.
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5. Plasma Facing Components
Fixed nowar werab .o Plasma Facing Components (PFCs) are required to

8
oppeuralsteion withstand a high heat load, particle loads and neutron

cc .0 loads. In particular, the divertor is exposed to the0.5 (h)

R/G Ratio of tritium recovery rate most severe heat load among the PFCs. In the present
to tritium eneration design of the ITER divertor, the candidate armor1 ,2 . . . . . . .

material for the high particle load region is tungsten to
1.0 reduce the sputtering erosion. The armor material is

0.8 . ..... metallurgically bonded onto the cooling structure made
of copper alloys.Q Pulse operation

Cc 0. 6 Fixed power operation To investigate the thermal and mechanical

0.4 (Rate of thermal neutron flux) performance of the divertor structure, divertor mock-

111111111111111111 ups have been developed in JAERL In FY 2002,

0.2 101111111111111 thermal fatigue experiments of the divertor mock-up

I . ........ with screw cooling tube were perfon-ned to investigate

0 5 1 0 1 5 20 2 5 3 0 lifetime ofthe divertor structure. The divertor mock-

Time after the startup (h) up with tungsten rod-shaped armor was developed and

tested in the ion beam test facility. In addition,

Fig. IV4.2-7 Tritium recovery behavior under the condition synergistic effect of heat and particle loads on the

of the pulse and fied power operation. tungsten armor was also studied.
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the crack occurrence from thread of inner wall of the

tube. In this report, results of thermal fatigue

experiments of the screw tube are presented. Outer

The test samples used in the experiment are the heated
screw tubes with MI of 1.5-mm pitch, which have the surface gue

highest incident critical heat flux in the previous ture

experimental campaign compared with the tubes with

different pitches of the threads. The MI threads are

directly machined in CuCrZr heat sink bars as the et e

cooling channel. Slits with a width of 1.5 mm are fracture

machined to reduce the therinal stresses on the plasma- e (ligament)

facing (heated-side) surface of the heat sink as is the

case in the divertor configuration. The minimum

thickness of the tube wall at the slit is 2 mm. The

thermal fatigue experiments have been carried out

under a one-sided healing condition of the heat fluxes
of 20 and 30 MW/M2 by using JAERI Electron Beam

Irradiation System (JEBIS). Finite Element (FE)

analyses predict that the maximum mechanical strain

ranges at the bottom comer of the slits are 1.1 and

1.5% at the respective heat flux conditions.

Water leakages due to fatigue cracks at the slits of

the tube occurred at around 4500th and 1400th cycles
at the heat fluxes of 20 and 30 MW/M2, respectively as

shown in Fig. IV5.1-1. These results show good Fig. IV.5.1-2 (a) Fatigue fracture surface in case of heat flux
agreement with lifetime predictions using the Manson- of 2MW/M2, and (b) Enlargement of circular region in Fig.

Coffin's law based on the FE analysis results. 2(a).

Fractographic observations were made, and it is

confirmed that fatigue cracks at the slits initiated from into the cylindrical bore of the heat sink block with

the outer heated side and propagate through the tube 500kgf of compressive force at 900 T, which is

wall to the cooled surface as shown in Fig.IV5.1-2. known as a hot-press process. The armor rod has a

Based on these results, it was found that the screw tube tapered boss with a groove in the middle for better

has a high potential to the cooling structure for the embedment with the heat sink. Additionally, nickel

divertor plate. It has a longer fatigue lifetime the coating is done onto the boss in prior to the hot-press

design reference values of the ITER divertor, that is, process to enhance the bonding performance. The
I 00 cycles at 2NIW/M2. major advantage of this fabrication technique is to

enable easy control of the armor thickness, which

References significantly affects the lifetime of the divertor.
5.1-1 Ezato, K., et at., Thermal Fatigue Experiment of However, the heat removal capability of this divertor

Screw Cooling Tube under One-Sided Heating structure should be demonstrated in high heat flux
Condition," to be published in J Nuct, Mater.. experiment because it strongly depends on the adhesion

between the armor rods and the heat sink block.
5.2 Developmentof'lbngstenArmorDiverfor To demonstrate the thermal performance of the

5.2.1 High Heat Flux Experiment of a Divertor Mock- mock-up, a thermal cycling experiment was conducted

Up with Rod-Shaped Tiles at Particle Beam Engineering Facility (PBEF in

One of the promising divertor structures, which meet JAERL The incident heat flux to the mockup was

the requirements of the fusion power plant divertor, is I MW/M2 to simulate the heat flux of the fusion

the tungsten rod-shaped armor structure. Figure IV5.2- power plant divertor. Typical surface temperature

I shows a photo of the divertor mock-up with rod- evolution of the amor rods is shown in Fig. IV5.2-2.

shaped tungsten armor. A heat sink block has 25 armor The difference of the thermal response obtained at 1h

rods made of sintered tungsten. Each rod is pressed cycle and at 2800th cycle was relatively small. he
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behavior of the tungsten materials. Hence, ion beam

irradiation experiments have been perforined to

investigate the synergistic effects between the eat load

and the particle load on the surface modification of

tungsten materials. These experiments were carried

out in collaboration with Kyushu University.

Test samples used in the experiments were

conventional Powder-Sintered Tungsten (PS-W ad

Chemical-Vapor-Deposited Tungsten (CVD-W) coated

on a tungsten-copper alloy substrate. To simulate die

heat load and the particle load in te fusion
Fig. V.5.2-1 Photo of te divertor mock-up with rd- environment, these samples were cyclically irradiated
shaped tungsten files, by a helium ion beam 14 keV, 102 1 He/M2S, -4 s).

2000 After the experiments, the surface modification was
examined with a Scanning Electron Mcroscope

(SEM).

1500 A significant surface modification was observed
among the PS-W samples. In particular, fine

-2 morphology change of the sample was observed at
2

1000 1500 OC for 1.0 x 1014 He/M2 . Furthermore, very fine

surface structure change in nano-scale order occurred
1023 /M2

cy e at 2200 'C for 33 x He (See Fig. IV5.2-3).
500 M 1200ffi cycle Though the total fluence of the latter case was 13 of

0 2800th cycle the former, the surface modification of the latter is

more remarkable. It shows that the damage behavior

5 1 0 1 5 20 25 of the tungsten depends not only on the total He ion
Time S fluence but also on the maximum surface temperature

Fig. IV5.2-2 Surface temperature evolution of the armor during the ion irradiation. It is considered that the

rods recorded by an infrared camera operating temperature strongly affects the lifetime of
the tungsten-armored plasma facing components.

heat removal capability of the mockup was sustained in

the experiment. The divertor structure with rod-

shaped tungsten aor was proved to be one of the

promising designs of the fusion power plant divertor

from the viewpoint of the durability against the cyclic

thermal loadings. As a further R&D item on this

structure, high heat flux experiments under longer

pulse duration simulating the steady state operation of

the fusion power plant is necessary to investigate the (a) at fluence of I X 024 (b) at fluence of 3.3 x 1023

creep behavior of the fusion power plant divertor. He/M2 at the maximum He/M2 at the maximum
surface temperature of surface temperature of

5.2.2 SynergisticEffectofHeatandParticleLoads 1500 T (x I 000) 2200 C x 10000)

Tungsten materials are potential candidates of the Figure V5.2-3 Surface morphology of the He ion

plasma facing aor materials of next fusion devices irradiated PS-W samples by SEM observation.

due to their low sputtering erosion yield and high

temperature properties. However, heat load and References

particle load from the plasma, which affect on damage 5.2-1 Sato, K., et. al., J Plasma 1,usion Res., SERIES ,
accumulation and mechanical properties, may degrade 556 2002).

the superior properties of tungsten materials. It is 5.2-2 Tokunaga, K., et al., Synergistic Effects of High Heat
important for the lifetime evaluation of the plasma Loading, Hydrogen and Helium Particle Irradiation on

facing armor materials to investigate the damage Tungsten," to be published iJ Alucl.Afafer..
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300
6. Structural Material -49 MANETI

6.1 Development of the Structural Material for Blanket
i 200 - A Martensitic steel tor FBR

6.1.1 Reduced Activation Martensitic Steels E
MANET 11

(F82H and Other Materials) 100 F82H li_-A

Development of Reduced Activation OPTIFER 11OPTIFER Is F82H
Ferritic/Martensitic Steels (RAFs) including nano .1 0

41 ORNL 9Cr Reactor. HFR, HFIROxide particle Dispersion Strengthened (ODS) alloys 0 Irradiation: 3000C
_V

and SiC/SiC composites have been conducted. RAFs 100I 0 5 10 15 20 25
are recognized to be leading structural materials of the Irradiation damage (dpa)

ITER test blanket and that of the demonstration power Fig. JV6.1 -1 Dose dependence of ductile-brittle

plant. ODS technique is expected to increase high transition temperature of reduced activation feritic steels

temperature strength to improve the thermal efficiency (F82H, ORNL-9Cr, Optifer etc).

of the system. SiC/SiC composites is cutting edge suggests that rather long life may be expected. As

material with superb low activation and high shown in Fig. IV6.1-1, the DBTT of F82H after

temperaturestrength. 6.1-1] irradiation is lower than those of non-reduced

F82H has been developed as one of the major activation steels (MANET I and II) developed for fast

target alloys of the RAFs. It has been also selected as reactors or those of other reduced activation steels.
F82H has a low DBTT after irradiation and the value is

a reference alloy of the collaborative RAFs similar to that of ORNL-9Cr reduced activation alloy.

development program under the IEA collaboration on Judging from the experience with the

fusion reactor materials development. Post irradiation ferritic/martensitic steels in fast reactors, te life of

examination (PIE) of RAFs after irradiation in the F82H would be much higher than I MWY/M2

research reactors of HFIR (ORNL) and JMTR (Oharai (corresponding to 100 dpa), in case displacement

Research Establishment, JAERI) have been conducted damage mainly causes radiation damage.

extensively in 2002 together with PIE method However, He which is produced by the
transmutation reaction with high-energy neutrons is

development. Radiation induced degradation of the also suggested to cause embrittlement. Displacement

fracture toughness and other critical properties for damage and He accumulation at the end of life are

RAFs have been evaluated to a damage level of 20 expected to be 100 dpa and 1000 appm, respectively.

displacement per atoms (dpa). Also, multi-ion beam For the specimens for the fission reactor irradiation to

irradiation experiments to understand the synergistic evaluate the synergistic effect of He and the

effects of the displacement damage and transmutation displacement damage, doping of and Ni is often

produced atoms have been conducted at TIARA applied; the cross section of those elements with
thermal neutrons are large. The doped elements,

(Takasaki Research Establishment, JAERI) and DuET however affects the micro-structural eolution under

(Kyoto Univ.) facilities. irradiation other than the He effects to reduce the

accuracy of the evaluation. Recent irradiation of -

(1) Fracture Properties after Neutron Irradiation doped F82H in JMTR is designed to overcome this

Radiation induced degradation of fracture toughness is problem, separating the He effects and alloying effects

one of the most critical issues for RAFs. Ductile to using isotope B. The displacement damage and He

Brittle Transition Temperature (DBTT) which is one of accumulation in this experiment were I dpa and 15 to

the measures of the fracture toughness has been 300 appm, respectively. He effect on DBTT shift

evaluated for the specimens irradiated up to 20 dpa, presented by FZK and other institutes was that 100

and the results show that the DBTT shift tends to appm He shifts DBTT by 100 to 300'C. Present

saturate with dose. results show that the shift is much lower (less than 13),

Usually brittle fracture of ferritic alloys is and that the shift was mostly caused by the enhanced
hardening (and partially by other effects). Specimens

occurred only at extremely low temperatures. The doped with Ni were also irradiated in HFIR but He

shift of DBTT results in the expansion of the "brittle effects were hardly observed, where He production was
temperature" range. On the oher hand, the saturation
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only 50 appm or lower. Ni doping effect on the method to bi-axial and tri-axial stress condition, so that

DBTT shift was mainly accompanied with the it is expected to play an important role for a basis of

additional irradiation hardening-, the additional allowable stress estimation.
hardening possibly caused by the radiation induced fine

Ni containing nano-clusters. He effects on DBTT (3) Post Irradiation Slow Strain Rate Testing (SSRT)

shift ill be more accurately evaluated with HFIR in a High Temperature Water

irradiation experiments being carried out and material It is planned that blanket modules made of a RAF steel

development to reduce radiation hardening will be is cooled by high temperature water. Fracture

pursued to suppress radiation embrittlemea behavior of steels is influenced by environment.

Austenitic stainless steels often fail by Stress Corrosion

(2) Tensile Properties after Neutron Irradiation and Cracking (SCC) in high temperature water. For low

the Constitutive Equation alloy steels, it has been believed that they never exhibit

Evaluation of tensile properties is important for the SCC susceptibility. However, this is not true. In

estimation of the design criteria on structural materials. case these steels were used for longer period in less

Irradiation effects in constitutive equation on plastic aggressive environment, they also fail by SCC. This
deformation behavior were investigated on F82H steel suggests that reduced activation ferritic steels may have

after neutron irradiation up to 20 dpa, in parallel with SCC susceptibility, and irradiation also may enhance

this through the effects of radiation hardening,

radiation-induced segregation and water radiolysis

change.

To evaluate the Irradiation Assisted SCC (IASCC)

behavior of reduced activation steels, F82H steels

irradiated at 250'C to a dose level of 34 dpa was tested

by Slow Strain Rate Tensile (SSRT) technique in high

temperature water (see Fig. IV6.1-3). This is one of

the earliest attempts of IASCC evaluation for irradiated

RAI's in the world. The results indicated that the

IASCC susceptibility was relatively lower than

austenitic stainless steels in both oxygenated

(concentration of dissolved oxygen = 0 ppm) and
Fig. IV6.1-2 Necked region of the tensile specimen hydrogenated (concentration of dissolved hydrogen = I

tested after irradiation to 5dpa at room temperature. ppm) at 300'C. However, flow stress during SSRT
Profile of the necked region was continuously recorded to test was appreciably larger than that during tensile test
obtain the constitutive equation of plasticity after
irradiation. in a vacuum. Higher stress may enhance

susceptibility to SCC. Detailed examination may be
the post-irradiation tensile tests (see Fig. IV6.1-2). needed for IASCC behavior of RAFs.
Constitutive equations on plastic deformation behavior

are useful to estimate ductile fracture conditions (4) Reduction of Irradiation Hardening

(closely related to plastic instability) and to detennine As has been reported previously, weldment which had

allowable stress intensity during service. Evaluation undergone complicated temperature history during

of the influence of neutron irradiation on constitutive welding contains parts exhibiting lower and higher

equation was performed only at room temperature in irradiation hardening depending on the microstructure.

this fiscal year. Although future improvements are In the weldment, there is often a part with lower

still expected in the accuracy, the obtained results hadness after irradiation comparing with the base metal

suggest that neutron irradiation induces a hardening, specimen. Reduction of hardness incl 'uding the

but that it does not affect the outline of the work reduction of irradiation hardening may suppress the

hardening behavior of the material. Therefore, critical reduction of fracture toughness by irradiation. It

condition for the plastic instability of irradiated seems that the analysis on the hardness distribution in

material can be estimated with the degree of irradiation the weldment after neutron irradiation may provide a
hardening and the constitutive equation obtained from

unirradiated material. It is also possible to apply this
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during self-ion irradiation have been also examined.
MUM,

It was obtained that the application of higher
tempering ternperature and of the longer temperingMUM
time even at a slightly lower temperature is effective

for reduction of the hardness and flow stress after

irradiation-, the damage level for the specimen

tempered at 700'C for 10h was five times higher than

that required for the specimen with standard tempering

condition (750'C for h) to attain the same hardness

value. Although the mechanism is still under

discussion, reduction of the hardness before irradiation

(reduction of the dislocation density) and the reduction

Fig. IV6.1-3 Slow strain rate tensile test machine in Hot of the number of the radiation induced point defect
Cell. A SSRT machine was installed in a Hot Cell of JMTR. clusters through the reduction of soluble C content
Tests were performed in a high temperature (250C) might result in the lower flow stress after irradiation.
pressurized water for specimens iradiated to 34 dpa. Dose dependence of irradiation hardening is quite

solution to manage the toughness degradation by irradiation. important for the lifetime prediction of the component

Results indicate that hardness after irradiation was with the alloy. Ion irradiation experiments with much

minimum at the position where material experienced higher higher damage rate than that of neutron irradiation has

temperature than that of tempering but lower than Acl been carried out to evaluate te dose dependence to a

temperature. In addition, radiation hardening was damage level of 50 dpa. Because of the significant

minimum at the position which experienced slightly higher difference of the damage rates between ion and neutron

temperature than Al. irradiations, the dose dependence may not identical.

The effect of beat treatment condition on the But, the radiation hardening exhibited a trend to

hardness after irradiation was examined systematically saturate with irradiation damage. This again suggests

using ion irradiation at TIARA facility and the utra- high irradiation resistance of the alloy. Results of

micro-hardness testing device (see Fig. IV6.14). In neutron irradiation to 20 dpa, however did not exhibit

addition, dose dependence of the radiation hardening, the saturation of the hardening clearly.

the effect of He atoms on the hardening and the (5) Effects of H/dpa and H/dpa ratios

synergistic effect of gas atoms (He and H) on swelling Irradiation by high-energy fusion neutrons introduces

Fe-ion irradiation at 270C appreciable amounts of H and He in the materials
to 20dpa (at the specimen surface)
Tested at room temperature. through the transmutation reactions of the neutrons

with the atoms of the materials (H and He are thought77 Hardening
Irradiation to attain 2000 and 1000 appm, respectively). As was

5
W indicated earlier, transmutation produced He atoms

C: may enhance irradiation induced embrittlement through
-2 the additional irradiation hardening [6.1-2].CZ
z Hardening by irradiation to a high displacement
2
.0 damage level and to a high He concentration value was
E Hardeness before irradiation examined by multi-ion beam irradiation experiment.

Results indicated no apparent additional hardening to

Ile concentration of about 500 appm with te

displacement damage of 20-50 dpa. On the other

hand, the additional hardening seems to be appeared

0 with He content of about 200 appm during neutron
700 750 800 irradiation on B-doped specimens. Although The

Tempering temperature (C) damage rates between the ion and neutron irradiation

Fig. IV.6.1-4 Ultra-microhardness after ion irradiation for the are quite different, results may indicate a threshold He
specimens tempered at 700, 750 and 800C_ Hardness after concentration to cause additional hardening.
irradiafion ad iadiation hardening for te specimens

tempered at higher temperature were revealed to be smaller. Stability of the microstructure of RAFs during
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irradiation is relatively high, and the swelling value the processing to improve homogeneity and to reduce

was rather small. Simultaneous implantation He the porosity of the composite was carried out. Several

and/or H atoms with displacement damage production, composites of 76 cm in diameter were tried to make to

however enhanced the micro-structural change by optimize the processing condition, and strength was

irradiation [6.1-3]. Especially, triple ion beam evaluated. Some of them exhibited the tensile

irradiation ith 11, He and self ions accelerated much strength of 250MPa. The value is one of the highest

the void swelling. Suppression method of the results for the materials by the forced gas flow thermal

swelling was also examined- cold working before gradient chemical vapor infiltration method. Based

irradiation and C implantation reduced the swelling. on this condition, several homogeneous and low

porosity composites with diameters of about 30 cm

6.1.2 Oxide Dispersion Strengthened (ODS) Steel were made. The composites are going to be used for

Nano ODS steel is one of the promising materials for irradiation experiments in addition to the tests without
the blanket structural material with improved thermal irradiation.

efficiency. In previous study, hot extrusion method Strength and toughness are strongly influenced by

has been used to produce the alloys in rod shape. On the crack propagation behavior in the composite-, it has

the other hand, it is also necessary to prepare plates to been indicated that mechanical properties were

make blanket. Development of the new processing drastically improved by the crack branching and by the

method of ODS steel is started in 2002. pulling-out of the fibers. We introduced a new SiC-C

Hot Isostatic Pressing (MP) has been tried for the multi-layer interphase between SiC fiber and matrix.

first step. HIP process with 190 NIPa was conducted SiC and C layers were deposited alternately on the SiC

at 11 50'C for I hour. No obvious porosity was found fiber by chemical vapor infiltration method. The

in the product, as seen in Fig. IV6.1-5. Tensile multi-layer interphase was expected to induce the

strength and fracture toughness of the ODS steel were multiple crack branching at the interface between SiC

almost same as those produced by the hot extrusion an d C. Mechanical tests on the composites were

technique. The result shows that HIP is promising for carried out and the results were analyzed as a function

the production of ODS plate products. of the interface thickness (see Fig. IV6.1-6 and 7.

Also, examination of the fracture surface was

conducted after the test. It was found that the

thickness of the interface was quite uniform and the

crack branched along the each carbon layers.

The higher thermal conductivity of the composite

is very effective in extending the allowable temperature

range. We improved thermal conductivity by

densification of the matrix and using the advanced SiC
fibers with high-thennal conductivity.

25gm

Fig. V.6.1-5 Micrograph of ODS steel produced by
HIP method.

6.1.3 SiC/SiC Composites

SiC fiber reinforced SiC matrix composite is one of the

advanced structural materials for the blanket. We

preceded the improvement of mechanical and thermal

properties by optimizing the processing conditions and

the micro-structural stability during ion irradiation at

high temperatures was examined 6.1-4].

In the previous study, the scatter of strength and

thermal conductivity values was rather large-, the values Fig. V6.1-6 Fracture surface after tensile test of
were strongly depended on both the product and even SiC/SiC composite with SiC-C multi-layered interface.

on the location in the product. So, the optimization of
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300 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

EL 250 Va 01

200

150 as 010 a

100 Fig. IV6.2-1 Development of COD gage for Hot Cell
application.

50 N [0!9(Y�, carb

[0/901, iC/carbon equipments. A preliminary constitutive equation of
0 . . I . .

0 50 100 150 200 250 irradiated F82H has been obtained. A system for
Thickness of carbon (nm) unirradiated specimens using laser profile measuring

Fig. IV.6.1-7 Effect of carbon interphase layer thickness systems has been also developed with high accuracy.
on the tensile strength of SiC/SiC composites. Results are Miniaturization of the fracture toughness specimen
suggesting 50nm-thick-C layer is thick enough for for the irradiation experiment has been also carried out.

strengthening. The significance of the effect of specimen

Cavity growth in both SiC fiber and matrix during configuration was evaluated. COD gage for the round

simultaneous irradiation of H, He and ions at 800- compact tension specimen has been also developed.
1000'C was found to occur. Results are indicating The gage is applicable for tests up to 300'C (see Fig.

that hydrogen ions strongly enhanced both nucleation IV.6.2-1 ).

and growth of the cavities. 6.3 International Fusion Materials Irradiation

References Facility (IFMIF)

6.1-1 Jitsukawa, S., et al., J. Nucl. Mater., 307-311, 179 IFMIF is an accelerator-based D-Li neutron source

(2002). designed to produce an intense neutron field that will

6.1-2 Ando, M., et al., J. Nuel. Mater., 307-311, 260 2002). simulate the neutron environment of a D-T fusion

6.1-3 Sawai e al., J Nuel. Mater., 307-311, 389 2002). reactor. IFMIF will provide a neutron flux equivalent

6.1-4 Yamada, R., et al., J. Nucl. Mater., 307-311, 1215 to 2 MW/M2 in a volume of 500 cm3 and will be used

(2002). in the development and qualification of materials for

fusion systems. In 2002, a three-year Key Element

6.2 Development of the Post-irradiation Test Technology Phase (KEP) to reduce the key technology

Methods risk factors has been completed under the IEA

Post irradiation test methods for fracture toughness collaboration. In Japan, the KEP has been done under

measurement and the deformation analysis during close collaboration with JAERI and NIFS/Universities.

tensile test have been developed with JMTR hot The results of the KEP activities in the major areas of

laboratory. Also, a system to analyze the deformation accelerator, target, test facilities and design integration

of the tensile specimens has been prepared. In have been published in the KEP report 6.3-1].

addition, miniaturized fracture toughness specimens for

irradiation experiments have been also developed. 6.3.1 40-MeV Accelerator

For the fracture toughness test, a Crack Opening For validation of the key technologies to realize the

Displacement (COD) gage for the miniaturized round high-current deuteron linac, the following tasks were

compact tension specimen applicable for the tests at carried out in the year of2OO2.

temperatures up to 300'C has been developed (see Fig.

IV6.2-1). COD gage is essential for the fracture 1) The comparative study of the ion source types by

toughness measurement in the elastic-plastic fracture using the same test stand including a low energy

region, and the tests on the specimens irradiated in beam transport was perfon-ned. Two types of ion

JMTR have been carried out. source, mirror field ECR (Electron Cyclotron

A video camera system to record the profile ofthe Resonance) type and multicusp field filament one,

tensile specimen during the post irradiation tests has were tested at 60-kV extraction voltage and, for both

been developed. The system is composed by CCD types, the required performance was obtained with

cameras with telescopic lenses and the image recording applying a scaling law to the 100kV extraction case.
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The ECR type having a better efficiency and a longer 6.3.2 Liquid Li Target

lifetime is selected as a reference design (also see For validation of the key technologies to realize a

IV.2.2 for the detailed comparison). stable liquid lithium (Li) target facility, the following

2 A cold model of 175-MHz Radiofrequency tasks were carried out in the year of 2002.

Quadrupole (RFQ) is designed and constructed with a

length of 4m for verifying the mode frequencies 1) In collaboration with Osaka University, a stable Li

calculated by design code. It was revealed that the flow with a speed of 14 m/s under Ar cover gas

mode separation was large enough (>2MHz) for the condition at 0.15 MPa has been achieved. Surface

4-m cavity, and the validity of the design calculation observation by a CCD camera and a high speed

was confirmed (see V3.3). The reference design of video camera have been done. As a result, validity

RFQ is defined as a 12-m long device in total and of a double reducer nozzle based on the Shima's

comprised by 4-m sections. model as the IFMIF target nozzle has been

3) The vacuum window for RF feed durable up to confirmed. In addition, an ultra-sonic sensor and a

5OOkW is designed and a test window is fabricated. contact sensor for Li thickness measurement were

The results of low power test showed an excellent attached to the Li loop and measurements have been

property of power reflection < 3dB. The long- started.

terrn operation test was postponed due to the 2)Conceptual design of the IFMIF Li target facility

unavailability of the high power test stand. The has been performed. Support structure of the target

feasibility of the solid-state predriver amplifier for assembly has been designed to install the target

I MW RF system is considered and a 40-kW system is assembly with a weight of 600 kg within accuracy

recommended as the alternative to the tetrode of 0.5 mm. Two arms attached to a wall support

amplifier. the target assembly. In addition, 3D CAD model

4)The hands-on maintenance is required for the of the target assembly has been developed (Fig.

accelerator facility during its whole lifetime 40 lV6.3-2).

years). The exposure dose rate due to the

accumulated activities produced by the beam loss

along the linac was evaluated as shown in Fig. IV6.3-

1. The limit of beam loss level <5nA/m at MeV

was derived for the structural materials of copper and

aluminum. It is clarified that the beam halo needs to
e

be controlled below this limit. zle

5) The beam loss patterns under various operating

scenarios were investigated. The beam loss

concentrating on the leading and trailing transients at Rem

the pulsed mode operation for start-up/conditioning Handl
Arm

was also critical in conjunction with the beam halo

control described in 4).

100 Requiremew for handy-on maintenaiwe < 0PSi1h) ou"ch-

Tank ack Wal

10

A Fig. IV.6.3-2 3D view of te target asserribly and theI hr coolin dwn
remote handling system.

I hr� cooli n dwn
0.1 l00hrcooli11L'do\vn

4 3)1n order to control the Li target system during
no.01 operation, conceptual design of diagnostics of Li

0 10 20 30 40
D-hcaiii ener�gy McV) temperature, Li flow velocity, Li thickness and

Fig. V.6.3-1 Dose equivalent at I cm from the activ ity produced displacement in the target assembly and the back
wall has been carried out. Temperature of the Li

by I nA beam loss at various D-beam energy free surface in a range of 200'C to 400'C is
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measured by Infra-Red (R) cameras. The Li
14

thickness is measured by the ultra sonic sensors and 3x10 (rdem-A)

a contact sensor with an accuracy of 01 mm. The 4x101
displacement of the target assembly and back wall 5X1o'

are measured by a laser radar system with an

accuracy of 0 I mm at I rn from the Li target. (a) (cm)
4) Conceptual design of the remote handling system of 5

the target assembly has been done. Overall target

assembly with the back wall is replaced by a remote 2xiol

handling am, shown in Fig. V.6.3-2, with a YAG 1014

laser device for cutting the lip seals of the flanges. -10 -5 0 5 10
The YAG laser device is attached to the Universal N (cm)
Robot System (URS) of the IFMIF Test Facilities. 5 I
The removed target assembly is transferred to the - xi 4(rWCn12/s)

hot cell for replacement of the backwall.

6.3.3 Test Cell Facility -to -5 0 5 It
In order to realize these facilities, the following tasks (c) (cin)

were carried out:
Fig. IV.6.3-3 Comparison of the neutron flux

1) In the MF program, a staged operation is planned distributions at the horizontal mid-plane of the high
(1" stage operation: a single 125-mA beam, 2nd stage flux test area (5x2Ox5 cm 3): (a) 250-mA full power

one: a double 125-mA beam). A beam footprint size operation; (b) 125-mA half power operation widi a
is 20-cm wide x 5-cm high. According to neutron beam footprint of 20-cm width; (c) same as (b) widi a

transport analysis, as shown in Fig. IV.6.3-3, it is footprint of I 0-cm width.

found that the first stage operation with half beam 6.3.4 Design Integration

width (10-cm wide x 5-cm high) can be used for Design Integration activities cover the entire IFMIF to

fusion material irradiation with a same neutron flux ensure that each subsystem is consistent with the needs

level as the second stage although irradiation volume and plans for the fl facility. The IFMIF design and

is limited. operation must meet the user requirements, the

2) The remote handling system for the test assembly required availability and safety standards. Design

was designed to handle the highly activated Integrations carried out in FY2002 are as follows.-
equipments. The remote handling system that is

composed of the gantry crane with movable tables, is 1) The design for utilities was carried out based on the

better than I mm in positioning accuracy in the x, y assumption of a Japanese site. The utilities provide

and z directions and has 30 ton handling capacity. a total electric power of 50 MVA and a heat removal

This system also needs to handle the test assemblies capacity of 40 MW A radioactive waste treatment

and heavy concrete shield with a total weight of >5 system was designed for liquid, gaseous and solid

ton accurately because of large gradient of neutron wastes to treat tritium and other waste.

flux. 2) Shielding calculation was carried out considering

3) The requirements of Post Irradiation Examination spatial distribution of neutron in the Test Cell. It
(PIE) testing were reviewed for the staged was found that a 4.3-m thick front wall of the Test

construction. Because of no significant difference Cell was enough to limit the worker dose rate to be

between both the stage operations in the PEE test less than 10 gSv/h. The elements of the Test Cell

types, the equipments for all kind of PEE tests must shielding with large cross sections for activation

be provided in the first stage. The expected PEE were identified to be Na, Al, K and Ca. A bubble

tests are tensile test, fracture toughness test, push- type counter was designed to measure neutron flux
pull fatigue test, impact test, measurement of profile in the Test Cell.

of pressurized tube creep specimens, optical 3) By the system analysis, IFMIF availability of 70%

microscopy, transmission electron microscopy, etc. was predicted. For efficient coordination of the

interfaces, walk-through animation based on the D
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data is completed as sown in Fig. IV.6.3-4. 7, Tritium Technology

7.1 Tritium Processing and Safety Technology

7.1.1 Blanket Tritium Recovery Systems Using

Adsorption Bed and Proton-Conductor

CIL, II YI A real scale systern using a cryogenic molecular sieve
bed, which has been applied to the current design of the

ITER test blanket system, was tested under the

Tcst Assembly conditions where flow rates of He, hydrogen isotopes,

and tritium were 3.6M3/hr, 4200CM3 /hr, and 13 GBq/hr,

too respectively. Similar to the real system, the system

1-get Assembly was connected to the plasma exhaust processing system

Bearn ansport composed of the Isotope Separation System (ISS) and
Room the Fuel Cleanup System (FCU). The test was

Liquid Ll iuln successfully performed where hydrogen isotopes were
recovered by the system from the helium gas and

tritium was concentrated by the ISS. The reliability of

Fig. IV.6.3-4 Cross section of IFMIF building based on the the system was thus verified. In addition, dynamic

walk-through animation data of the plasma exhaust processing system was

obtained through the test to develop its simulation
References code.
6.3-1 IFMIF nternational Team, JAERI-Tech 2003-005 -

(2003). H,0/HeiPtjSrCe,,,, Yb,,,,,D,-,[PtHe
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Fig. IV.7.1-1 Obtained voltage-current (hydrogen mass
transfer rate) property of proton conductor for water vapor
decomposition. (The amount of extracted hydrogen agreed
with the estimation from observed current. This fact
suggests that hydrogen extraction from water molecule is
possible.)

As the development of an advanced blanket

tritium recovery system with an electrochemical

hydrogen pump using proton conductor, a series of

water vapor processing experiments was carried out

and it was observed tat the hydrogen extraction from

the water vapor by its decomposition was feasible by

the proton conductor (see Fig. V7.1-1). This shows

that only one Sstem sing proton conductor is enough

for the hydrogen extraction from the blanket tritium He

sweep gas including not only hydrogen but also water

vapor. Basic studies on the mass transfer for the

design of electrochemical hydrogen pump was also

started.
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7.1.2 Tritium Behavior in Construction Materials ablation by excimer laser provides a very promising

(1) Tritium Contamination and Decontamination of technique for the removal of tritium together with co-

Construction Materials deposited layers from plasma facing components.

A series of tritium release experiments was carried out As shown in Fig. IV7.1-2, the T-60 co-deposited

with the Caisson Assembly for Tritium Safety study layers with a thickness of nearly 60 mm were clearly

(CATS) to demonstrate overall performance of the and flatly removed by ten pulses of KrF laser

safety systems (tritium confinement and removal irradiation at EL of 13.3 j/CM2 . Even though strong

systems) for fusion reactors. The CATS consists of a melting occurred within the irradiated area during the

12m' air-tight box where various room conditions in ablative removal, its edge was sharp and well-defined,

the building of fusion reactor can be simulated. The and the substrate was not damaged.

contamination and decontamination behavior of tritium It is estimated from this result that a removal speed

in construction materials of the building (stainless steel, is about I 00 M2 /week for 50-mm thick co-deposited

epoxy resin, butyl rubber and acryl) was studied by layers if 180-W KrF laser would be used. When the

exposing them to tritium mainly in the CATS in co-deposited layers were removed by excimer laser

collaboration with Universities. In collaboration with ablation, it was confirmed that hydrogen isotopes were

Kyushu University, several columnar samples made by released in the form of hydrogen molecules and readily

cement (I cm in diameter and 9 cm in long) were recovered.

exposed to tritium water vapor of I GBq/m' for 45

days, and it was observed that a significant amount of Ser P

tritium (10-100 MBq) was captured in the samples due

to the adsorption and the isotope exchange reaction.

(2) Tritium Removal from Plasma Facing

Components using Excimer Lasers

A technique using excimer lasers has been being

developed for tritium removal from plasma facing

components of D-T fusion reactors like ITER 71-1,

7.1-2], where a large aount of tritium is estimated to

be retained in the carbon co-deposited layer formed on

the surface. In FY2002, removal of co-deposited
layer by eximer laser-, was studied with plasma facing Fig. IV7.1-2 The SEM image of irradiated 2 area by ten

tiles including co-deposited layer used in both T-60 pulses of KrF excimer laser at EL of 13.3 J/cm

and TFTR-
Eximer laser such as ArF laser and KrF one was As a tritium removal tool, this excimer laser

selected, because it had the following merit based on irradiation method VA]] be considered for its application

its shorter wavelength.- (1) eximer laser can remove in the fusion system comparing other methods such as

tritium from co-deposited layer predominantly in the YAG laser irradiation heating method investigated

form of hydrogen isotope molecules due to its higher mainly at PPPL, with which the tritium in the co-

photon energy which can break carbon-hydrogen bonds, deposited layer can be removed by desorption 7.1-31.

and 2) it has the ability to remove co-deposited layer Through the above experiment, we have been

itself together with tritium without damaging bk aware that a combination of an excimer laser and a

materials due to its short penetration depth. mass spectrometer or a tritium monitor, as another

For KrF laser irradiation of the co-deposited layers application of excimer laser, has the potential to be a

of T-60 plasma facing tiles, its surface started to be promising technique for analyzing a depth profile of

deformed at the laser energy density (EL) range of 01 co-deposited layers with a thickness of a few tens

to 07 J/cm 2. The cone formation due to the local micrometers.

surface melting appeared at EL of 0.8 j/CM2 . After
that, the surface melting of the whole irradiated area 7.1.3 Tritium Accountancy by Detecting Bremsstrahlung

occurred as EL increased to 1.0 j/CM2 . Finally the X-rays
ablative removal due to strong and rapid melting Characteristics of the promising tritium process

occurred when EL was greater than 2.3J/cm 2. Thus the monitor detecting brernsstrahlung X-rays was
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examined with pure tritium in the concentration range research to explore the way to reduce ttium inventory

of 12_1 08 GBq/m3 and tritium mixture diluted with in the T60 vacuum vessel. The glow discharge

deuterium (atomic ratio of tritium: 083%) in the cleaning using H2 showed highest detritiation ability,
concentration range of 102_106 GBq/m'. Linear which could be attributed to the discharge induced

relationship between the counting rate of isotope exchange reaction between tritium in the

bremsstrahlung X-rays and the tritium concentration plasma facing files and protium, discharge gas, as

was observed for the pure tritium in the range of shown in Fig. IV.7.14.
102_106 GBq/M3 , as shown in Fig. IV7.1-3. From

this result, the sensitivity of the monitor was First waff Temp.: 423 K
M-, io 1000

determined to be about 0.5 GBq/m3 per cpm. el

Although deviation from the linear relation appeared at (Rt,

higher concentrations, this type of tritium process too

monitor can be operated at any system pressure, 400

allowing a process to be monitored throughout its 1! 0 2M
'Z3

complete sequence. In addition, similar linear 0 0 F_

relationship between the counting rate and the apparent

tritium concentration was also observed for

Tritium Concentration (GBQ/m3)
101 104 105 106 101 1011 Fig. IV7.1-4 Tritium exhaust amount and exhaust rate from

lo" 1-1.1 Yr-60 vacuum vessel by the Glow discharge (GDQ, Electron
cyclotron resonance discharge (ECR) and Taylor discharge

lo, .... 4 ------- ------ 4----
(TDQ using He, Ar and H2 (First wall temp.: 423 K).

§
lo, ------ ----------- .... .......

Additionally, tritium release experiment from the T-60510 .... ------ ......
vacuum vessel was carried out by exposing to air with0

U 10 4 various moisture concentrations. As a result, it was

observed that the tritium release amount increased with3
:lo ------ ------ r ------- i------ T-- the moisture concentration, when it was higher than

102 300 ppm.
10-1 101 101 102 101 104 105

Tritium Pressure (Pa) References
7. 1 -1 Shu, W. M., et a, Fusion Sci. Technol., 41, 690 2002).

Fig. IV7.1-3 Obtained correlation between the 7.1-2 Shu, W. M., et a, AppL Phys. A, 76, 421 2003).

counting rate of bremsstrahlung X-rays and 7.1-3 Skinner, C.H., el aL, J NucL Mater, 301, 98 2002).

the tritium pressure or tritium concentration for

pure tritium. 7.2 Purification System with Ceramic Electrolyte

for Tritium Production

the deuterium mixture with tritium in the range of In order to realize an advanced compact enrichment

102_1 05 GBq /M3, showing that this type of monitor is system of tritium in a batch tritium production, the

not sensitive to gas compositions. Furthermore, this technology to enclose high temperature and high

type of titium process monitor was successfully pressure tritium (to about 1000 K and 100NTa), the

applied to the real time tritium purity analysis of the material properties, and the system performance have

gas released from a tritium storage bed, and its been investigated. In this period, a prototype

practicability was verified. advanced hydrogen separation apparatus using

CaZro.sJno.103 proton conducting ceramics cell was

7.1.4 Amount of Titium Released by GlowDischarge assembled, and it was found that the addition of

Operations in T-60 moisture to the supply side improved the proton

Hydrogen removal experiment using T-60 was carried conductivity of the ceramics material considerably.

out by cleaning discharges such as glow discharge, On the basis of this result, we devised a way to add

electron cyclotron resonance discharge and Taylor moisture to the supply gas by oxidizing the hydrogen

discharge using filling gases of H2, He and Ar as a
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ingredient of the gas and developed the hybrid 8. Fusion Neutronics
electrochemical cell with an additional oxygen 8.1 Fusion Neutronics Expeiinients

conducting ceramics (YSZ) cell. 8.1.1 Blanket Neutronics Experiments

In cooperation with the Department of Nuclear Breeding blankets are required to produce sufficient

Energy System of Tokai Research Establishment for amount of tritium from the standpoint of tritium fuel
the development of compact plsed neutron generation self-supply in fusion reactors taking into account the

tube, filling up of the JAERI-produced high purity safety of the reactors. In order to estimate the

tritium gas of 170 GBq into the tube was carried out uncertainty of the tritium breeding ratio in the design,

using the tritium handling facilities of Radioisotopes the tritium production performance for typical blanket

Production Building. structures were experimentally studied with the

assembly consisting of 6 Li-enriched Li2TiO3 and

7.3 Successful Operation Results of Tritium Safety beryllium. As a result of the measurement of the

Systems in FL tritium production rate, it was found that the calculated

The Tritium Safety Systems at TPL are composed of value was a factor of 128 larger than that of the

Gloved Box Gas Purification System (GPS), Air experiment [8.1-11. As the cause of the discrepancy,

Cleanup System (ACS), Effluent Tritium Removal the error of the lithium density in Li2TiO3 and impurity

System (ERS), and Dryer Regeneration System (DRS). concentrations in the beryllium were studied. The

The GPS was operated for about 8,100 hours by neutron-capture effects of impurities in the beryllium

controlling tritium concentration in the gloved boxes, were evaluated through the measurement of the

in which experimental apparatus are installed. The effective absorption cross section in the beryllium

ACS was operated for cleaning 247,000 M3 of air assembly using pulsed DT neutron technique. Also

during the experiments of Caisson Assembly and the densities of major elements and impurities

maintenance of the gloved boxes and the experimental composing Li2TiO3 and beryllium were analyzed on the

apparatus. The ERS removed about 4.4xl 012 Bq of basis of microscopic analysis method.

tritium mainly out of the exhaust gas from the Figure IV 8. 1 -1 shows a schematic process diagram

experimental apparatus. The DRS recovered 370 for measuring the effective neutron capture cross

liters of tritiated water (1.0x1011 Bq) from the ACS sections of the beryllium assembly, and Fig.IV8.1-2

dryer. The tritium safety system at TPL has been in does the resultant decay curve of measured counting

service to support operations with use of tritium since rates along with the curves obtained by Monte Carlo

1988. Some maintenance works have been carried calculations. Berylliurn assemblies were irradiated

out in this fiscal year for the floor and wall of the TPL. with pulsed DT neutrons which were generated by the

Fig.IV7.3-1 shows monthly environmental tritium reactions of 350 keV deuteron with tritium in the target.

release from the stack of TPL during this fiscal year. The deuteron beam pulse was I msec in width and the

Total amourit of released tritium was 19 GBq, which is frequency was 200 Hz. The effective cross-sections

sufficiently lower than the target value at TPL. of the neutron capture reaction in the beryllium were

measured with BF3 detector that was located on the top

HT of the assembly. The results indicate that the efective
cross-sections estimated by the experiment may be

4 - HTO 301/6 larger than that by the calculation. As the cause

3 - of the difference, the (ng) reaction contributions of the

impurities in the beryllium are suggested.
2 On the other hand, the microscopic analyses of

UX main elements and impurities in the Li2TiO3 and

beryllium were conducted by the mass spectroscopy.
0 Li The analyses clarified that the uncertainty of lithium

4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 1 2 3 density in Li2TiO3 was between 94 and 10.8 wtO/o and

Month quantities of impurities (Fe, Al, Cr, Co, Ta, W, U etc.)

Fig. V.7.3-1 Monthly environmental tritium in beryllium were as much as ppm level, which is
release from the stack of TPL during this fiscal year. consistent with the result of the psed neutron

technique. It was found that Li concentration in

Li2TiO3 was 8% smaller than that of the previous
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analysis done before making pellets. We reevaluated estimation of the skyshine leads to the reasonable

the C/E value to be about 1.1 taking account of the shielding design. However there are few

impurities in the beryllium blocks and Li concentration, experimental data on te D-T neutron skyshine.

which is acceptable uncertainty from the present of the Therefore, skyshine experiments have been carried out

blanket margin. with D-T neutrons using FNS to evaluate the skyshine

dose rate distributions [8. 1-2].
BI 3--I PA I The skyshine experiments have been carried out

Pulsed Counter with the FNS 80 degree line D-T neutron source whose
intensity was 1.7xlOll n/s in the experiment for 56

XI hours. The concrete thickness of the ceiling and the

Source wall of the FNS target room are I and 2 m respectively.

FNS skyshine port with a size of O.9xO.9 m 2 was

opened during the experimental period. The radiation

dose rate outside the target room, which was caused by

10B(n. a)7Li ADC/ the D-T neutrons through the skyshine port, was
measured as far as about 550 m away from the D-T

PHD MCA target point. Spherical rem-counters, 3He and BF,

counter were used to obtain te neutron dose rate.

The neutron spectra were evaluated with a 3He detector
Neutron with different thickness of polyethylene neutron

Decay Curv MCS moderators using the unfolding code SAND-11.

Secondary gamma-ray spectra were measured ith

H start high purity Ge detectors and Nal scintillation detectors.
Secondary gamma-ray dose rates were evaluated by the

Fig. IV8.1-1 Schematic process diagram for the gamma-ray spectra derived from the pulse height
measurement of the eective neutron capture cross sections spectra of Nal scintillation detectors using unfolding
of the beryllium assembly. code HEPRO. The highest total dose rate measured

was about 0.5 mSv/h at a distance of 30 m from the D-

1.E+04 T target point and the dose rate was attenuated to about
0 I rnSv/h at a distance of I 0 m and 002 rnSv/h at a

distance of 550 rn. A background neutron dose rate
Calculation was 0004 rnSv/hr around the FNS facility.

Those experimental results were analyzed by

Monte Carlo code MCNP-413 with the nuclear data

03 1.E+03 library JENDL-3.2, where the FNS building and the
6 measurement field were modeled with a simplified
2 cylindrical geometry, and the pine forest was modeled
0)

by omogenized cell with a height of Orn. The
Experiment

3 MCNP calculation result agreed well with measured
0

neutron and secondary gamma-ray dose rate

1.E+02 distributions within ±20% uncertainty as shown in

1.0 2.0 3.0 4.0 Fig.IV.8.1-3. it is confirmed that the MCNP

Time after end of N pulse (ms) calculation can predict the D-T eutron skyshine
radiation with sufficient accuracy from the radiation

Fig. IV.8.1-2 Time dependent sectra of leakage neutron in safety point ofview.

the beryllium assembly.

8.1.2 Skyshine Experiments

The investigation of the radiation skyshine effect

caused by DT neutrons is important for the evaluation

of the safety issue of fusion reactors. The accurate
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100 ...................... the region far from it. As results of the study, it was
Neutron

0 Measurement. confirmed that the saturated dose rate for the sequential

- Calculation reaction product 56CO would reach about 10 as large
lo-, as that by the primary reaction product 54 Mn around the

Secondary Gamma-ray
surface of a cooling water pipe in a fusion reactor [8. -

13 Measurement'
3].

lo-, Calculation As for the medical application of the SCPRs,

natural and 180-enriched water were irradiated with D-M
T neutrons by using a pneumatic sample transport

10-3 system in order to estimate the production rate of

positron-emitting nuclei. The decay curves of

annihilation gamma-rays are shown in Fig. IV.8.14.
10-4 The effective cross sections for the productions of

0 100 200 300 400 500 600 positron-emitting nuclei 13 N and 18F via the 160(pa)

Distance from the Neutron Source (m) and 180(pn) sequential reactions were derived on the

basis of the curves. The results indicate that the

Fig. IV.8.1-3 The neutron ad the secondary gmnia- activity of F in 95% "-enriched water would be

ray dose rate distributions during NS operation with the enough large so that the fusion blanket at the neutron
neutron intensity of 1.7x 1 0" n/s . flux level as high as 1014 n/cM2/S can be applied to

commercial production of the element for medical

8.1.3 Activation Cross Section Measurements of purpose.
Fusion Materials As regards the estimation of SCPRs, the furiction

In D-T fusion reactors, the activation processes via for the reaction as well as multi-step reactions were

Sequential Charged Particle Reactions (SCPRs) supplemented to the radiation activation analysis code

induced by secondary charged particles may contribute ACT-4 8.1-41.

to the induced activities and dose rates of structure

materials. Especially in case of low-activation 103

materials, the contribution may become more serious. /6 9:'.

Around the surface of cooling pipe in D-T fusion 102

reactors, enhancement of the radioactivity production 0 101 29/61

due to recoiled proton from cooling water makes

corrosion products more activated and gives rise to 100 Vader

critical safety issue. On the other hand, SCPRs have a

possibility to produce positron-emitting nuclei useful 3N 2-1.93h),

for medical purpose such as 18F without using a 102 1.... .......

cyclotron accelerator. 0 1 2 3 4 5 6

From the viewpoints mentioned above, an Cooling time (X1000 )

experimental study on SCPRs occurring in several

materials was carried out. Samples of F82K ODS Fig. V.8.14 Decay curves of annihilation gamma-rays
ferritic steel, pure vanadium and LiF (composition of emitted by N and "F.
candidate breeding material FLIBE), were irradiated

with intense D-T neutrons at FNS. We have obtained 8.1.4 Development of the Nuclear Reaction Analysis
the effective cross sections for the productions of the
radioactive nuclei 51CO, 11Cr, 7 Be and "Na via the Technique

"Fe(pn), "V(pn), 7 Li(pn) and 19F(an) sequential It is important to measure the retention behavior of

reactions. In the case of F82K the distributions of deuterium and tritium in the T60 plasma-facing

effective yields around polyethylene were also materials for understanding plasma-wall interactions.

measured and the effect of the SCPRs on the activity of Ion beam analyses are useful ways for the

cooling pipe was estimated. The sequential reaction measurement, and although there are several methods

rate for 56CO production in the region close to for the retention measurement, the Nuclear Reaction

polyethylene became about 50 times larger than that in Analysis (NRA) method is very effective for the
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measurement of D and T retention distributions to the of the a spectrum obtained by NRA with 350 keV

depth in the materials. deuteron beam was shifted downward to be 12 MeV

The NRA measurement has been carried out using due to energy loss in the graphite. This result

the FNS deuteron accelerator in order to obtain D and indicates that the tritium exists within the depth of

T concentrations on the surface of T-60 divertor about 2 mm from the surface in the tile. Therefore it

graphite plates. The energies of the probing beam can be estimated that the retained tritium in the divertor

were 250 and 350 WV, and the current density was 03 tiles were implanted by energetic tritons produced by

mA/cM2 on average. D-D reactions in the plasma.

The examined samples were two graphite tiles

labeled "A" and "B". The files A and were installed References
on the dome top in the divertor and the baffle plate, 8 1-1 Mix, A., et al., Fusion Sci. Tech., 41, 1040 2002).

respectively, and exposed to D-D plasmas and glow 8.1-2 Yoshida, S., et al., "Measurement of Radiation

discharges. Pre-analysis of the samples, using liquid Skyshine with D-T Neutron Source", 22nd Symp on

scintillation counting, showed that the tritium Fusion Technology 2002), to be published in Fusion

activation levels were 60 and 3 kBq/cM2 for the tiles A Eng. Des. 2003).

and B, respectively. 8.1-3 Hori, J., et al., Experimental Study on Sequential

In the NRA, 3-MeV protons and 3.5-MeV a Reactions in Fusion Reactor Materials by D-T Neutron

particles emitted through Ddp)T and Tda)n reactions Irradiation", JAERI-Research 2003-002 2003).

were measured and analyzed to obtain the deuterium 8.1-4 Seki, Y, et al., "THIDA-2: An Advanced Code System
and tritium retention data. In addition, the 12c(dP)13c for Calculation of Transmutation, Activation, Decay

reaction was used to monitor the number of incident Heat and Dose Rate", JAERI 1301 1986).

deuterons. A solid-state Si-detector was located at 90

degrees with respect to the beam line to measure the 8.2 Operation of the FNS Facility

high energy particles. An aluminum screening foil 8.2.1 Development of Large Tritium Target

was set in front of the detector to suppress the effect of Much higher neutron intensity has been desired in FNS

the scattered deuterons. for a long time by users of the facility, because it will

The result obtained by NRA is shown in Fig. bring us more varieties of experiments. A key subject

IV. 8.1 -5. The average concentrations of the to attain the intense neutron source is how much the

deuterium retained in the surface layer of the samples deuteron beam current can be increased through the
were 3.2x 1017 CM-2 and 0.8x 1017 CM,2 for the samples A improvement of the cooling performance of the target.

and B, respectively. According to the deuterium The several modifications were conducted on the target

distribution in the sample B, the deposition was found system to meet the demand.

roughly from the surface to the depth of I mm, and a First, the area of the new target disk was made

peak was observed around 0.5 mm in depth. 3.5-MeV twice larger than that of the old target. The size of the

a particles from T(da)n reaction were measured only new target disk is 310 mm in diameter, while that of

from the sample B. The tritium concentration was the old target disk was 230 mm. The enlargement of

evaluated to be about 18 kBq/CM2 . The peak energy the disk helps the heat generated by the beam hit

diffuse more efficiently, and enables to produce more
10 18 intensive neutron source accompanied by more heat

8 . . . . . . . generation.
CM

Second, the rotating speed of the target was madeE 6 Tile A
faster through the mechanical improvement of the

C 4 rotating system. The higher speed provides the more
0

efficient heat removal ability to the target. The cross

2 e B sectional view of the new target system is shown in Fig.
--------------- IV8.2-1. In order to keep the vacuum insulation, the

0 - ....... 11 ......... rotor was sliding on the facing surface of the fixed

2 1.5 1 0.5 0 -0.5 target assembly in the previous target system. On the

Depth (gm) other hand, non-contact seal system was developed for

the new target system. The rotor is separated by about
Fig. V.8. 1-5 Depth profile of deuterium retentions 15 mm from the facing surface by the compressed air
in JT-60 divertor plates.
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of about 500 kPa. The air is exhausted through 9. Vacuum Technology

differential pumping system. The rotating target 9.1 New Type Roughing Vacuum Pump with Transfer-
assembly is supported with mechanical ball bearings to coating Technique

be properly arranged and adjusted. Thus, the For the vacuum pump used in the vacuum exhaust

mechanism made possible to attain the extreme high system of the fusion reactor, the complete dry

speed up to 2000 rpm for the rotating target assembly performance is required in order to keep away from the

which is not disturbed by resisting friction. mixing of the lubricant into the exhaust gas. Then, a

Compared with the od type with a fixed revolution new scroll type roughing vacuum pump was developed

speed at 1000 rpm, the new type can provide variable in order to improve the lubrication characteristics.
speed in the range of - 2000 rpm. In addition, the
life of the seal became longer from 250 hours to over This pump has a special bearing system by the transfer

1000 hours due to the above- mentioned improvement coating technique. In the bearing, a stainless steel

along with the exchange of the vacuum seal to that of roller is put in a polyimide resin holder, and polyimide

higher grade. resin is transferred on the shaft surface through the

Third, a cooling water flow regulator was installed stainless steel roller during operation, resulting the

at the center of the rotating target disk cover. The improvement of lubrication characteristics. Figure

structure makes the water flow uniformly to the very IV.9.1-1 shows the appearance of the bearing. The

rim of the rotating target disk to carry away the heat tests of operating efficiency for about 600 hours were

more efficiently from the disk. performed to obtain the data for utilization. The

As a result of the work mentioned above, the results showed that the new type pump had the same

neutron source was improved to produce twice larger vacuum perfon-nance (ultimate pressure: I Pa) as the

intensity than before. In addition, the exposure dose conventional scroll type vacuum pump with the

for workers to suffer during the maintenance activity exception of the slight increase in the noise level due to
around the target was considerably decreased due to the
modified sealing design adopting the new type of seal friction (-5 dB).

with the extended lifetime.

Differential Compressed air inle 9.2 Experiment of Gas Release Behavior through
pumping Fullerene Thin Film

Rotor The experiments of the absorbed gas release behavior
through the fullerene (C60) thin film have been

performed in collaboration with Advanced Science

Research Center in Takasaki Research Establishment of

JAERL In this experiments, the quantity of gas

Bearing release was measured as the weight change. Figure
Beam IV.9.2-1 shows the principal diagram of vacuum

thermo-balance 9.2-11. A change in weight of the

fp_ Target disk sample leads to the inclination of the beam in the

arrow-marked direction. Such a deflection of the

beam is put back to the balanced position by an

electromagnetic force generated by an electric current.

The change in weight is proportional to that of electric

Fig. IV.8.2-1 Schematic view of the new target current. The results showed the validity of this

system. detecting technique as an effective method for
measuring the quantity of gas release with the vacuum

thermo-balance with an accuracy of ± I mg.

References
9.2-1 Harnazaki, M., et al., J t�w. Soc. pn., 36, 263 1993).
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Appearance of scroll pump

Enlarged appearance of beaKing

Fig. IV.9.1-1 Schematic of new scroll type roughing

vacuum pump with transfer technique.

Electrical
feedthrough Personal

CornpUter

Zero t
dete M Pt wire

Stage
Coolan

Thermal insu Gas outlet
Gas

Heater

S mple
(FNerene)

Fig. IV9.2-1 Principal diagram of vacuum thermo-

balance(totalweight:20g,accuracy:±I�ig).
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V. ITER 1.2 CompletionofCTAandStartofiTA

1. Overview of the ITER Program and Activities In December 2002, the Coordinated Technical

1.1 Joint Assessment of Specific Sites Activities (CTA) was successfully completed. The

On 7 June 2002, Canada made the first site proposal to major purposes of the activities were:

host ITER at its Clarington site near Toronto. Three a Design adaptation to the specific site(s) conditions.

additional site offers were submitted on June 2002. a Safety analysis and licensing preparation that are

Two came from the European Union including one at based on specific site offer(s).

Cadarache, France, and one at Vandellos, Spain. 0 Evaluation of cost and construction schedule.

Another was proposed by Japan at Rokkasho-mura in 0 Preparation of procurement documents.

Aomori Prefecture. These proposed sites are shown a Assistance of the Negotiators on technical issues,

in Fig. V.I.]-1. whilst assuring the coherence of the ITER project

The process of Joint Assessment of Specific Sites including design control.

(JASS) was carried out by an ad hoc group in the When the CTA was started in July 2001, it was

period between 12 September and 14 December 2002 assumed that the site for ITER would be selected in

regarding the technical assessment of the four early 2002 together with the agreement on the

candidate ITER sites. The assessment covered the procurement schemes and sharing between Parties.

subject ranging from pure technical aspects, However, this assumption turned out to be not valid at

specifically the Site Requirements and Assumptions the end of the CTA, and there were some difficulties in

agreed during the EDA, to socioeconomic, licensing, fully achieving the original goals. In fact, the main

and financial aspects. About four members from each effort had been focused on preparation of the long-lead

Participant, together with the complement of 3 time procurement documents and simplifications and

members from the International Team formed the ad improvements of the design to increase cost-

hoc group. As a main conclusion, despite the effectiveness.
differences between the candidate sites, the JASS In January 2003, following the completion of the

assessment ascertained that all four sites are sound and CTA, the ITER Transitional Arrangements (ITA)

fully capable to respond to all ITER Site Requirements started under the auspices of the IAEA. The purpose

and Design Assumptions. of the ITA is to prepare for an efficient start of the

As a result of the assessment process, the JASS ad- Agreement, if and when so decided, and to maintain

hoc group has concluded that ITER will be the integrity of the ITER Project. The scope of the

successfully implemented at any of the candidate sites. ITA shall include:
Some differences amongst sites do however exist. a Organizational preparations directed at enabling

The assessment of some issues led to the identification the ITER Legal Entity (the ITER nternational

of appropriate mitigation measures to be put in place Fusion Energy Organization) to enter into effective

by the respective Hosts. The final report of the JASS operation with least possible delay following tile

ad-hoc group was approved in the )TER negotiation entry into force of the ITER Joint Implementation

which is described in 13. Agreement,
0 Joint technical preparations directed at maintaining

the coherence and integrity of the ITER design and

at preparing for an efficient start of ITER

construction.
K'6194

1.3 Current Negotiations and Prospective Schedules of

ITER
R.kk.h. v. international negotiations on ITER by the EU,

represented by the European Commission, Canada,

Japan and Russia began in 2001. The negotiations

have made satisfactory progress. Agreement has been
V. reached on the legal status of the entity which would be

C� .... h. .
responsible for ITER implementation. However,

Fig. V.1.1 -1 Proposed sites for TER fundamental points have still to be discussed, such as
choice of site, sharing between the parties of the costs
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and responsibilities for supplying components for the the site arrangement. Furthermore, transportation

project and their management. This contribution "in methods of the heavy and large components such as

kind" will form the main part of the overall vacuum vessel components and magnets was also

contribution of each party during the construction investigated. Unloading at the port, transportation

phase. from the Rokkacho Ogawa Port to the site were studied

The eighth negotiation meeting N8) was held on in detail to clarify the optimum method and costs. Also,

18 and 19 February 2003 in St Petersburg, and USA the electric power system which will be needed in

returned to ITER from this meeting following the case of Rokkasho site was also studied.

announcement by the President Bush. Also, Chinese

Delegations joined the negotiation from this meeting. 2.2 Contribution to International Tokamak Physics
At present, the negotiation parties set the end of Activity

2003 as the target for establishing a draft agreement on Naka Fusion Research Establishment continued to

ITER implementation, including the site and the contribute to all the aspects of International Tokamak

financial contributions of the parties involved. Physics Activity (ITPA). Its emphasis is cross-

Planned schedule of ITER construction, operation, and machine comparison of key plasma characteristics,

decommissioning is shown in Fig. V 13-1 aiming at development of methodologies of projection

and control of ITER and power reactor plasmas. The

contributions to ITPA are highlighted by the following-,

0 5 10 (1) H-modepowerthreshold[2.2-11
The revision of International Global H-mode Threshold

Database reduces the scatter in datasets, but the

projection results are comparable to the previous work.

(2) H-mode edge pedestal 2.2-2 22-3]

Fig. V. 1.3-1 Schedule of ITER. The peeling-ballooning model appears to fit the
variation of the edge pressure gradient with shape and

other parameters. ITER requires a transport barrier
2. Domestic Activities
2.1 Japanese Site Proposal and Other Activities width that is no larger a fraction of the minor radius

than is common on existing machines.
During the CTA and following ITA, development of

detailed technical specifications in preparing the (3) Two-term model for the confinement in ELMy H-
procurement documents for long-lead time components modes 2.2-4 22-5 22-6]

was one of the most important activities, JAERI A two-term model for confinement consisting of both a

made contributions in elaborating technical core and pedestal contribution is developed.

specifications for precise dimensional control during Predictions for the energy content in ITER are similar

manufacturing of the vacuum vessel, inspection with those with previous results with single-term
methods of welding. JAERI also worked on scal i ngs.
compiling a complete component list.

Also, as a part of the site specific design activities (4) Multi-Machine Global Confinement 2.2-71

on the Japanese Rokkasho Site, the supporting High density data from ASDEX-Upgrade, DIII-D, and
structure of the vacuum vessel was re-examined and
the finite element mechanical analyses were carried out JET indicate that A peaked density profiles it is

with three new alternative designs of the supporting possible to maintain good global energy confinement

structure. Interference with other components such as (HH98(y,2 - 1) up to and beyond the Greenwald density

super conducting magnets and vacuum pumping ports limit.

were also studied for the purpose of optimizing the (5) Transport in ITB Plasmas 2.2-8 22-91

spatial configuration. Analysis of database from eight different tokamaks

Technical feasibility of Rokkasho as a construction including JT-60 shows a clear dependence of the

site of ITER was examined in particular with regard to threshold power PI,,,, (see eq. (1)) on the minor radius

sub soil conditions, seismicity, water supply and a,,,in, plasma elongation ko and line-averaged electron
drainage, electrical power supplies, and flexibility of
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density n. for the formation of ion Iternal Transport (ICRH). Neutron emission profile measurement reveals

Barriers (ITBs) with dominant ion heating (Fig. V2.2- transport and loss of energetic ions associated with

1) 2.2-8]. The dependence of ITB formation on the MHD modes.

toroidal magnetic field B, and plasma triangularity d95

is weak. (7) Real-Time Stabilization of Neoclassical Tearing
P,,,,[MW = 3.14(n [io19M-3i)000a1's[m1KJV4 (0.2+,59')�.1SB'0.23[T] -- (1) Mode (NTM) 2.2-101

A real-time NTM stabilization system enables

Gyrokinetic stability analysis of the ITB discharges detection of the center of magnetic island and

from DIII-D, JET and Y60U indicates that the optimization of injection angle of el ectron

ITG/TEM (Please add original words) growth rates cyclotron(EC) wave in real-time. Application of this

decrease with increased negative magnetic shear and system stabilizes 32 NTM completely in high beta

that the ExI3 shear rate is comparable to the linear region (bp - 12, bN - 1.5), which improves the beta

growth rates at the location of the ITB 2.2-91. and confinement.

In steady-state high-bp ELMy H-mode discharges

in T-60 a fusion triple product nD(0)tFTj(0) of (8) ELM 2.2-3]
3. X,020M,3. s.keV under full non-inductive current Projections from current experiments typically suggest

drive has been achieved at Ip=1.8 MA, which ELM energy loss that exceeds the acceptable values for

renews the record value of the fusion triple the ITER divertor. However, there are several

product under full non-inductive current drive by operation regimes with reduced ELM energy.

50% 2.2-10] A high-beta plasma with bN-2.7 has been

sustained for 74 s (6%), where the duration is (9) Scrape-OffLayer(SOL)andDivertor[2.2-13]

determined only by the facility limit. Multi-machine comparison (JET, JT-60, ASDEX

Non-inductive full current drive (CD) in a reversed Upgrade, DIII-D, Alcator C-Mod and TEXTOR) yields

magnetic shear (RS) plasma with an Hi factor of 14 at following results; (i) Convective transport plays an

82% of the Greenwald density has been achieved important role in heat transport to the divertor during

simultaneously for the first time in JT-60U 22-11]. ELMs. (ii) SOL measurements show effects of the 

ne full-CD state was realized by a combination of x -B drift are significant. (iii) The chemical

lower-hybrid waves and neutral beam injection sputtering yield is larger at the high field side divertor

together with high bootstrap current fraction of 62 %. than at low field side.

(6) AEs in RS Plasmas 2.2-12] (10) Diagnostics 2.2-141

AEs (Alfven Eigenmodes) with a rapid frequency Significant progress is made in high priority tasks,

sweeping and then saturation of frequency as qin including assessment of Radiation Induced Electro-

decreases have been observed in low- bb RS discharges Motive Force (RIEW) on magnetic measurements.

with Negative-ion-based Neutral Beam (N-NB) Extrapolations of test results 22-151 suggest that it is

Injection or Ion Cyclotron Range-of-frequency Heating a manageable effect in ITER_

,�44AUG WD111-0 EFDA M JET JT-601J
-JET References

2 5 .. .... .............. ........... ......
2.2-1 Ryter, F., the H-Mode Threshold Database Group,

20 ........... . ......... ........... ...T ........ Plasma Physics and Controlled Fusion, 44, A415
(2002).

.......... ...........1 5 2.2-2 Sugihara, M., Takizuka, T. et al., Plasma Physics and

Controlled Fusion, 44, A299 2002).1 0 ..... ........... ........
07 2.2-3 Osborne, T.H. et al., Proc. 19th 1AEA Fusion Energy

5 .... ........ ........... ........... Conference, Lyon, France, JAEA-CN-94/CT-03

(2002).
........... ...........0 2.2-4 Thomsen, K., Cordey, J.G., the H-Mode

0 5 0 15 2� 25 Database Working Group, the Pedestal Database
Pi... (MW) Working Group, Plasma Physics and Controlled

Fig. V2.2-1 A model for the loss power (as given in equation Fusion, 44, A429 2002).
(1)) plotted against the observed loss power required for the 2.2-5 Thomsen, K., H-mode Database Working Group,
formation of an ITB with dominant ion heating 2.2-8).
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Fusion Engineering Design, 60, 347 2002). requirements functional requirements), and the scope
2.2-6 ITPA H-Mode Database Working Group and ITPA and items of design inspections were formulated and

Pedestal Database Working Group (presented by J. G. they were publicly released.
Cordey), Proc. 191h IAEA Fusion Energy Conference,
Lyon, France, IAEA-CN-94/CT/P-02 2002). These were positioned as the basic requirements for

2.2-7 ITPA Confinement and H-mode Threshold Database the safety regulations of the ITER facilities. Basic
Working Group (presented by J. A. Snipes), ibid, features of the ITER safety requirements can be

IAEA-CN-94/CT/P-04 2002). summarized as follows:

2.2-8 Sips, A.C.C., et al., Plasma Phys. Control. Fusion 0 In an internabonal project like ITER, international
44 2002) A39 .

2.2-9 Gohil, P. et al., Proc. 19th AE,4 Fusion Energy agreements take precedence of the domestic

Conference, )vn, France, IAEA-CN-94/CT/P-05 regulations and laws.

(2002). 0 The purpose of securing the safety of ITER is the
2.2-10 lsayama, A. et al., ibid IAEA-CN-94/EX/C2-2 prevention of radiational hazards.

(2002).
2.2-11 Ide, S., et al., Plasma Physics and Controlled Fusion, 0 Although the government will specify the

44, L63 2002). functional requirements, codes standards will be
2.2-12 Takechi. M., et al., Proc. 19th 1AEA Fusion Energy properly adopted from the existing ones which are

Conf, Lyon, France, IAEA-CN-94/EXIW-6 2002). already used in the industry or authorized by
2.2-13 Asakura, N. et al., ibid, IAEA-CN-94/CT/P-01 academic societies.

(2002).
2.2-14 Donne, A. et al., ibid, IAEA-CN-94/CT/P-1 0 2002). 0 Standards for quality assurance will be adopted
2.2-15 Nishitani, T. et al., AERI Res. Rep. 2002-007 from internationally recognized and practiced

(2002). standards.

2.3 Engineering Safety Demonstration (2) Development of codes standards

2.3.1 Development of ITER Safety Requirements and Among the ITER relevant codes and standards, drafts

Standards of guidelines for safety design and safety assessment,

In ITER, it has been already agreed that the safety structural technical standards, and seismic/isolation

requirements imposed by the local regulations and laws, design standards were developed by JAERI.

as well as standards and codes of the host country will These guidelines and standards were finalized as

be adopted for the construction of ITER. Preparing owner's standards after the review process
for the possible hosting of ITER in Japan, we have
been developing the safety requirements and codes by an Ad-hoc Committee with authorities and experts

standards for ITER considering the inherent safety at the Nuclear Safety Research Association of Japan.

features of ITER facilities which we have been The draft of the structural technical standards has gone

clarifying. Main technical achievements during the through the review by the code review panel set up

period, from April 2002 to March 2003 are summarized within the Thermal and Nuclear Power Engineering

as follows: Society of Japan. The draft will be finalized as a code
both at the Japan Society of Mechanical Engineers

(1) Safety Requirements: (JSME) and the American Society of Mechanical

The ITER Safety Regulation Review Group was set up Engineers (ASME).

by the nistry of Education, Culture, Sports, Science A new subcommittee on Fusion Reactors was

and Technology, and the basic policies of ITER safety established under the SME Committee on Power

regulations and technical requirements based on the Generation Facility Codes. They started te initial

inherent safety features of ITER were reviewed. activities in developing a new Code for Fusion Power

JAERI submitted technical reports concerning the Facilities including ITER based on the draft of

specific safety features of the ITER facilities, basic structural technical standards. In ASME, the Board on

approach for securing the safety of ITER, and Nuclear Codes and Standards (BNCS) has accepted to

development of technical standards. Through these create a new Division 4 under Section III of the ASME

review processes, basic approaches and procedures for Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code, which will be

securing the safety of ITER, basic guidelines of safety dedicated to the codes for fusion. In parallel, the

design and safety assessment, technical standards and review of the draft of structural technical standards is
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in progress by the ASME code experts so as to develop TableV2.3-lAverage alueandstandarddeviationofJJI

a draft of Fusion Code for approval by the Standards Temperature Average Standard Average Standard
Committee of the Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code. & Number YS Deviation LITS Deviation
Completion of the Fusion Code development is of Data (mPa) a Npa) Wa) a Wa)
scheduled for 2005 considering the construction
schedule of ITER. RT 43 339 20 668 1 3

77K 24 838 42 1348 24

2.3.2 Superconducting Magnet 4K 5 1 1143 62 1573 22
Material database is required to assure the mechanical

integrity of superconducting magnets. JAERI has (stainless steel, 0.5-mm thick) from primary cooling

developed new cryogenic steels, JJI (0.05C-12Cr- water to secondary cooling water has been carried out.

12Ni-IOMn-Wo-0.2N) and JK2 (0.05C-22Mn-12Cr- In this experiment tritium permeation rate from the

7Ni-IMo-0.2N) in collaboration with steel industries in tritiated primary water to the secondary water was

Japan, and is performing activities to establish the measured under the coolant temperature of 423 K

database on the mechanical properties of these and the coolant pressure of I MPa, The result

materials from an engineering safety point of view indicates that the steady state tritium permeation rate is

[2.3-11. Several thick plates and blocks of JJI and expected to be I Bq/CM2/600 hrs under the tritium

JK2, which have thicknesses in the range of 70 mm to concentration in the primary water of 74 MBq/ cm as

500 mm, were produced in the industrial facilities for shown in Fig. V2.3-1, which ensures the

mass production. Their mechanical properties were conservativeness of current permeation evaluation.

evaluated at Room Temperature, 77 K (liquid nitrogen)

and 4 K (liquid helium). The strength database of III 2000
and JK2 has been established based on these data. A
statistical approach was taken to establish the database o423K-1 0

on the static strength of JJI.

It was confirmed that all the data satisfied the PS
ITER requirements, including the yield strength of over

I 000 MPa and fracture toughness of over 200 MP�m at 0 0
500 4K. It was also confirmed by means of order statistics

that the JJI strength data can be expressed by the

normal distribution. The tensile test data obtained by 0 100 200 300 400 SW 800

using specimens taken from five products were used in Elapsed time (hrs.)

this study. The averages and standard deviations at Fig. V2.3-1 Measured tritium permeated from the primary

RT, 77K, and 4K are summarized in Table V2.3-1. The water to the secondary water through the stainless steel wall
standard deviation of ultimate tensile strength is almost of the heat exchanger tubes.
constant from RT to 4K but that of the yield strength

increases with the decrease of temperature. It may be References

attributed to a strength variation caused by nitrogen 2.3-1 H. Nakajima et al., Proc of 101h International

segregation. It was demonstrated that JJI has enough Conference on Nuclear Engineering, 1CONE10-

strength to satisfy the ITER requirement because the 22674, 1 2002)

yield strength is 1019 MPa from the results of the

statistical approach where the yield strength is defined 2.4 Technology Development of an Integrator for

as the value smaller than the mean value by 2 times the Magnetic Measurements
standard deviation of the nominal distribution. Thus Magnetic field measurements are indispensable for

the mechanical integrity of the new materials in terms plasma position and shape control and diagnostics in

of the static strength was demonstrated. tokamak machines. However, existing methods for the

measurements such as (i) integration of time-derivative

2.3.3 Tritium Handling of the magnetic field, and (ii) direct measurements of

As a part of the tritium safety research for ITER, absolute magnetic field using Hall-element sensors

tritium permeation experiments through heat exchanger have problems of signal drift due to off-set of signal

tubes conditioners, and of durability and maintainability for
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ITER application, respectively. required to integrate low input signal for accurate

A Voltage to Frequency Converter (VFQ -with Up plasma feedback control. Therefore, we developed an

and-Down Counter (UDC) performs analog time- advanced intelligent digital integrator system, which is

integration of electric charges by a small capacity composed of three sets of VFC-LTDC units in parallel

condenser, which is proportional to the input voltage. with different input range and one Digital Signal

VFC element generates the pulse series, which are Processor (DSP) that carries out integration process in

equal to repetition number of charge-up and discharge common to these three units and displays integrated

of the condenser at a basic fixed frequency (0. 5 5 NHz). results. Figure V2.4-2 shows photo a schematic of the

The pulse series of the integrated results and the basic new intelligent integration system.

pulse, both of which are generated from VFC elements, The drift error measurements were tested under

the T60 experimental environment with no input

VFC Output Freq, signal. The obtained result was under I count/sec
>� MHz,,, DC during a 2000-sec period of measurement. After the

1.05 -------- confirmation of the basic performance of the system,

first trial was performed in the T-60 experiments with
4�0.55' __ Z _ plasma [2.4-1]. Now, the advanced intelligent

integration system has been used reliably in the T-60Counter
;2 10 0 10) (A digitized experiment which may have some disruptive

integral result)Input Voltage, L- ------------- -:z:� discharges.
A Magnetic iube

Ref. Fr( q. (0.55MHz)

Fig. V2.4-1 Scheme of the VFC-UDC method. Refemilices
2.4-1 Kawarnata, Y, Yonekawa, I., Kurihara, K.,

are taken into the UDC as up-count (add) and down- "Development of an Intelligent Digital Integrator for

count (subtract). The counted value in the UDC Long-Pulse Operation in a Tokamak," Proc. 19th

indicates digitized time integrated results. This method Symp. on Fusion Engineering, 172 2002).

has been reliably working in T-60 since its first plasma.

'Me scheme of this method is shown in Fig. V2.4-1.

We have continued to reduce the drift eor of the

VFC-UDC system. However, measured plasma current

value remains non-zero even after real plasma current

becomes zero. This is caused by over-ranged input

signal due to high voltage generated by a plasma

disniption, is observed. So as to allow high input

voltage, an attenuator is required. However, another

VFC-UDC unit with no or low attenuation is also

VFC units Digital Signal
VFC I channel] Processin-e System

Count Ixtegration
A erclain:10 r L12bt

For Plasame Current
Precise Measurement

VFC 2 channe12 .3
enso channel 2 -'Ov- lcountel

Amplifier Gain
For Normal

VFC J chapinel3
411v-+Alkv 1 FutRepu

I fic 0

For rhe Case of Disruption

Host PC

Fig. V2.4-2 Schematic view of the new integration
system
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VI. FUSION REACTOR DESIGN AND SAFETY quantity of stabilizing material in the superconductor

RELATED RESEARCH and the latter requires much less amount of structural

1. Fusion Reactor Design material to support the magnetic forces induced during

1.1 Design Methodology of Superconducting operation of the coil system. This means that the

Toroidal Filed Coils for Tight Aspect Ratio average current density in the conductor of the spherical

Tokamak Reactors type coil can be much higher than that of the

Reactor design studies at JAERI had proposed a conventional one. In such a tokamak with spherical

possibility of an advanced tokamak without the Center type coil system, the inner region of the torus is under

Solenoid (CS) coils that the improved combination of severe operational environment, Recent study found

the non-inductive currents by radio-frequency waves that the maximum achievable current density was

and neutral beams, and the bootstrap current might dependent on the diameter of the Center Post. Based

generate the plasma current required for tokamak on the results, a computer program has been developed

operation As described in the Chapter I. of to optimize the design.

this annual report, recent experimental results of the JT-

Reinforcement Rings jil (56%)
Reinforcement Fin

tor (M)

,ling
nel (%)

Bi2212 Strands 20%)

0 Pb 62%)

Inst4ator 12%)

Fig.VI.1.1-1 TFcoilmechanicalconfigurationfortightaspectratiotokamakreactor

60 have supported this concept rather strongly than References

expected. In a future tokamak reactor, an overdrive by 1. M Nishio, S., el al., J Plasma and Fusion Res., 78, 1218

bootstrap current plus non-inductive current will (2002).

become important to raise the plasma current up to a 1.2 A Prospect of a Fusion Reactor with the Current

flattop. Because the operational way allows to remove Hole

a central solenoid (CS) coil, opening up a new A prospect of the current hole plasma as a reactor core

possibility for make a compact tokamak reactor was computationally assessed. Based on the empirical

feasible.) By discarding the CS coil system, a toroidal formula derived from the experiments of T-60U 12-1 ,

field (TF) coil assembly shown in Fig.VI.1.1-1 can b an internal transport barrier can double the fusion output

envisioned, where inner legs are combined with a center in a tokamak power reactor, producing 24 GW ith the

post. combination ofH-mode edge (HH=I).

This structure brings about significant advantages Confinement of alpha particles in a reactor with the

in comparison with the conventional TF coil current hole was computationally estimated. Even in

configuration in tokamaks with medium and high aspect the current hole, most of alpha particles are expected be

ratios. First, the stored energy of the spherical T coil confined when q-minimum is as low as 2.

system is much less than that of conventional one if

compared at the same maximum field strength. References

Second, the overall structural rigidity is superior with 1.2-1 Takizuka, T., et al., Plasma Phys. Contr Fusion 44,

the spherical system. The former needs smaller A423 2001).
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< .00 7 Z9U) > .00 contrast to disruptions of normal shear plasmas.
(top-div.) 1.00 (boftom-div.) Consequently, the thermal quench in future advanced

(w.null-div.)
tokamaks may cause a slow VDE motion away from the

divertor, which would be favorable in minimizing the

ZU occurrence of the disruption.

ZI
1.4 Liquid Wall Divertor using Latent Heat of

Fusion

To attain high fusion power density, some concepts of

6 liquid wall divertor have been proposed to remove the
high heat flux from plasma. The innovative liquid

4
wall divertor is to utilize the latent heat of solid grains

2
floating on free surface liquid flow facing to the plasma.

N 0 Figure VI. 14-1 shows an example of the liquid wall

divertor using a multi-phase flow mixed solid grains
-4 y 1.07\ with liquid. This concept suggests that intense heat

y= 114

-6 y 1.21 flux can be removed using the latent heat of fusion in

-0 I the solid phase 1.4-1 1. Since the molten salt Flibe is a
-0.8 -0.6 -0.4 -0.2 0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8

Ali binary mixing molten salt composed of LiF and BeF2,

Fig. VI. .3-1 Vertical dragging effect due to current profile the physical property varies with a change in the mole

change, Mi. ratio of each component. The Flibe generally

represents the LiF(66)- BeF2(34) molten salt; which is

1.3. Assessment of Physical Issues in Fusion Reactors composed of 66 mol% LiF and 34 mo1% BeF2- It has a

A new conceptual mechanism, which governs the VDE

(Vertical Displacement Event) dynamics at the thermal Plasma Heat Flux

quench, has been revealed by axisymmetric NHD +

simulations as shown in Fig. VI.I.3-1. A rapi d lid LiF[25]-BeF2[75] including gas
W W W ��Vftd_

flattening of the plasma current profile during a Liquid LiF[661-BeF2[34) Ti=5001C

disruption plays a substantial role in dragging a single-

null-diverted plasma vertically towards the divertor.

As the current profile becomes broad (Ali < 0), the melting point of

plasma tends to drag itself toward the divertor, whereas Fig. VI.I.4-I Concept of liquid wall divertor using multi-

current peaking (Ali > 0) pulls the plasma o of the phase flow mixed solid grains with liquid

divertor. The dragging effect depends substantially on

up-down asymmetry (= ZI/Z,,) of single-null divertor. 459 C . On the other hand, LiF(25)- BeF2(75)

No vertical dragging arises from the broadening of the composed of 25 mol% LiF and 75 mo1% BeF2 has a

current profile in a double null-divertor configuration (y melting point of 5159C. Therefore, it is expected that

= 1). In high Ali disruptions typically seen during the the temperature of the multi-phase flow can be

JT-60U high Op mode discharges or the TFTR super maintained near 515 C until all the grain solids

shots, the dragging effect would be so strong that the receiving the heat flux melt, provided the liquid phase

plasmas would always undergo the VDE motion toward LiF 66 - BeF2(34) and the solid phase LiF 25 -

the divertor. Therefore, a nearly up-down symmetric, BeF2(75) are used together. Since the saturated vapor

limited or double-null configuration would be more pressure of the liquid LiF 66 - BeF2(34) is about 16 x

advantageous than a single-null configuration. It was 10,5 kPa at 5150C, contamination of the plasma may be

pointed out that disruptions in a future advanced prevented. If the temperature of the liquid phase next

tokamak with the reversed magnetic shear would be less to the solid wall is maintained below 515'C a common

sensitive to details of the thermal quench behavior in metal such as ferritic steel could be used as a solid wall
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to support the free surface liquid. If voids are created after the decommissioning, a decrease in N content is

in the solid grain by injecting gas such as deuterium or important to improve the accessibility to the waste in the

helium, the solid grains seem to flow by floating on the recycling process, because N would be a key element

liquid surface facing to the plasma utilizing the determining the contact dose as shown in Fig. V1.2-1.

buoyancy.

Refemnces 10,0 -

1.4-1 Kurihara, R., Fusion Eng. Des., 61-62, 209 2002).

Coi
106 Ir

42K
0 0 4

2. Waste Management of Fusion Reactors 'O '

For waste management of blankets from a fusion reactor, 102 -N\

the impact of impurities contained in ferritic steel 100 193pt

(F82H) was investigated For realistic F82H a lo-2
0.1 I 10 100 low IMM

reduction of N, N and Mo contents is effective to Cooling time(yr)

increase the fraction of waste qualifying for shallow Fig. V.2-1 Evolution of contact dose of F82H used

landburial. InordertorecyclesuchwastelOOyears as blanket structural material after decommissioning.
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A.2.3 Scientific Staff in the Naka Fusion Research Establishment

(April 2002- March 2003)

Naka Fusion Research Establishment

MATSUDA Shinzaburo (Director General)

HINO Syuji (Vice Director General)

MIYAMOTO Kenro (Invited Researcher)

NISHIKAWA Kyoji (Invited Researcher)

HORIOKA Kazuhiko (Invited Researcher)

MATSUI I-lideki (Invited Researcher)

KOHYAMA Akira (Invited Researcher)

AZUMI Masafumi (Prime Scientist)

KOIZUM[ Koichi (Staff for Director General)

KOIDE Yoshihiko (Staff for Director General)

HASEGAWA Kohichi (Staff for Director General)

Department of Administrative Services

I-IINO Syuji (Director)

KOBAYASHI Haruo (Deputy Director)

Department of Fusion Plasma Research

KITSUNEZAKI Akio (Director)

KIKUCHJ Mitsum (Deputy Director)

TANI Keiji

WATANABE Tsutomu (Administrative Manager)

Tokamak Program Division

ISI-IlDA Shinichi (Head)

ANDO Toshinari (*24) KURITA Gen-ichi KAMADA Yutaka

MORI Katsuharu ( 16) MORIOKA Atsuhiko OGURI Shigeru (* 6)

OIKAWA Akira SAKASAI Akira SAKURAI Shinji

SATO Fuj io (* 6 SI-IIRAI Hiroshi SHITOMI Morimasa

TAMAI Hiroshi TSUCI-HYA Katsuhiko YAMAZAKI Takeshi (* 6)

Plasma Analysis Division

OZEKI Takahisi (Head)

CHENG Fayin (*3 8) HAMAMATSU Kiyotaka HAYASI-11 Nobuhiko

IBA Katsuyuki (*30) IWASAKI Keita (*30) KONOVALOV Sergei (*1 )

NAITO Osamu OHSHIMA Takayuki SAKATA Shinya

SATO Minoru SUZUKI Masaei (*30) SUZUKI Mitsuhiro (* 1)

TAKEI Nahoko (*39) TAKIZUKA Tomonori TSUGITA Tomonori
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Large Tokamak Experiment and Diagnostics Division

MIURA Yukitoshi (Head)

ASAKURA Nobuyuki BRUSKIN Leonid. G (* 1 5) CHANKIN Alex V. ( I )

CI-HBA Shinichi DING Boj i ang (* 3 8) FUJITA Takaaki

FUKUDA Takashi HAMANO Takashi (*26) HATAE Takaki

HIGASHIJIMA Satoru IDE Shunsuke INOUE Akira (*26)

ISHIKAWA Masao (*36) ISAYAMA Akihiko KAWANO Yasunori

KITAMURA Shigeru KOKUSEN Shigeharu (*24) KONOSI-HMA Shigeru

KUBO Hirotaka MIYAMOTO Atsushi (*24) NAGAYA Susumu

NAKANO Tomohide OIKAWA Toshihiro OYAMA Naoyuki

SAKAMOTO Yoshiteru SAKUMA Takeshi (*26) SUNAOSI-H Hidenori

SUZUKI Takahiro TAKECHI Manabu TAKENAGA Hidenobu

TSUBOTA Naoaki (*24) TSUKAHARA Yoshirnitsu UEHARA Kazuya

Plasma Theory Laboratory

KISBIN40TO Yasuaki (Head)

FURUKAWA Masaru (*28) IDOMURA Yasuhiro ISHII Yasutomo

KAGEI Yasuhiro (*28) LI Jiquan (*1 1) MATSUMOTO Taro

MIYATO Naoaki (*28) SUGAHARA Akihiro (*30) TOKUDA Shinji

TUDA Takashi YAGI Hiroshi (*3O�

Experimental Plasma Physics Laboratory

KUSAMA Yoshinori (Head)

BAKHTIARI Mohammad(*28) UJITA Takaaki HOSHINO Katsurnichi

KAMIYA Kensaku (*28) KASAI Satoshi KAWASHIMA Hisato

OASA Kazumi OGAWA Hiroaki SASAO HaJime (*28)

SATO Masayasu SMINA Tornio SHINOHARA Koji

TAKENAGA Hidenobu TSUZUKI Kazuhiro

Reactor System Laboratory

KONISHI Satoshi (Head)

AOKI Isao HORIKAWA Toyohiko (*6) KURIHARA Ryoichi

NAKAMURA Yukiharu NISHIO Satoshi SONG Yuntao (*9)

TOBITA Kenji

Department of Fusion Facilities

SHIMIZU Masatsugu (Director)

NINOMIYA Hiromasa (Deputy Director)

JT-60 Administration Division

WATANABE Tsutornu (General Manager)

JT-60 Facilities Division I

HOSOGANE Nobuyuki (Head)

AKASAKA Hiromi FURUKAWA iroshi (*26) HOSOYAMA Hirorni 2)

KAWAMATA Youichi MATSUKAWA Makoto MEGURO Kazumi (* 6)
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MIURA M Yushi OHMORI Shunzo OHMORI Yoshikazu

OKANO Jun SEIMIYA Munetaka SHIMADA Katsuhiro

SUEOKA NE chiharu TAKANO Shoji (*1) TERAKADO Tsunehisa

TOTSUKA Toshiyuki UEHARA Toshiaki (*26) YAMASHITA Yoshiki (*16)

YONEKAWA Izuru YOSHIDA I-lidetoshi

JT-60 Facilities Division 1

MIYA Naoyuki (Head)

ARAI Takashi GOTOH Yoshitaka (*6) HAGA Saburo (*24)

HAYASHI Takao HIRATSUKA Hajime HONDA Masao

ICHIGE Hisashi KAMINAGA Atsushi KIKUCHI Hiroshi (*6)

KIZU Kaname KODAMA Kozo KUDO Yusuke

MASAKI Kei MATSUZAWA Yukihiro(*24) MIYO Yasuhiko

NISHM41YA Tomokazu SASAJIMA Tadayuki URATA Kazuhiro (*22)

YAGYU Jun-ichi

RF Facilities Division

FUJII Tsuneyuki (Head)

ANNO Katsuto HIRANAI Shinichi IGARASI-1I Koichi (*24)

IKEDA Yoshitaka ISAKA Masayoshi ISHII Kazuhiro (*26)

MORIYAMA Shinichi SATO Fumiaki (*24) SEKI Masami

SHIMONO Mitsugu SHINOZAKI Shin-ichi TAKAHASHI Masarni (*34)

TERAKADO Masayuki YOKOKURA Kenji

NBI Facilities Division

YAMAMOTO Takumi (Head)

OHGA Tokurnichi (Deputy General Manager)

AKINO Noboru EBISAWA Noboru GRISHAM Larry (*29)

HONDA Atsushi KAWAI Mikito KAZAWA Minoru

KIKUC1-R Katsumi (*26) KUSANAGI Naoto (*26) MOGAKI Kazuhiko

MUTO Hideki (*24) OSHIMA Katsurni (*24) TANAI Yutaka (*25)

UMEDA Naotaka USUI Katsutorni YAMAZAKI Haruyuki (*6)

JFT-2M Facilities Division

YAMAMOTO Masahiro (Head)

SHIBATA Takatoshi (Deputy General Manager)

AKIYAMA Takashi (* 6 KASHIWA Yoshitoshi KIKUCHI Kazuo

KIYONO Kirnihiro KOMATA Masao OKANO Furninori

SAWAHATA Masayuki SUZUKI Sadaaki TANI Takashi

UMINO Kazumi (*26)
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Department of Fusion Engineering Research
SEKI Masahiro (Director)
TAKATSU I-Iideyuki (Deputy Director)
SEKI Shogo (Prime Scientist)
KATOGI Takeshi (Administrative Manager)
SHIHO Makoto
TSUJI Hiroshi

Blanket Engineering Laboratory
AKIBA Masato (Head)
ABE Tetsuya ENOEDA Mikio EZATO Koichro
HATANO Toshihisa HIROKI Seiji HIROSE Takanori (*28)
HONDA Takashi KURODA Toshimasa (* 9 NM Nobuharu (*35)
SATO Kazuyoshi SUZUKI Stoshi TANZAWA Sadamitsu
YOKOYAMA Kenji YOSHIDA Hajime (*7)

Superconducting Magnet Laboratory
OKUNO Kiyoshi (Head)
HAMADA Kazuya HARA Eij i ( I 0) ISONO Takaaki
KATO Takashi KAWANO Katsumi KOIZUMI Norikiyo
KUBO Hiroatsu (*3) MATSUI Kunihiro NAKAJIMA Hideo
NUNOYA Yoshihiko OSHIKIRI Masayuki (*26) SUGIMOTO Makoto
TAKANO Katsutoshi (*26) NABARA Yoshihiro (*28)

Plasma Heating Laboratory
IMAI Tsuyoshi (Head)
DAIRAKU Masayuki HANADA Masaya HAYASI-11 Kenichi (*35)
IGA Takashi (*6) IKEDA Yukihani INOUE Takashi
KASHIWAGI Mieko KASUGAI Atsushi MAEBARA Sunao
MORISHITA Takatoshi (*28) 0HUCHI Hitoshi (*26) SAKAMOTO Keishi
SAWAHATA Osamu (*26) SHIMIZU Takashi (*2) TAKAHASHI Koji
TANIGUCHI Masaki WATANABE Kazuhiro

Tritium Engineering Laboratory
NISHI Masataka (Head)
ISOBE Kanetsugu IWAI Yasunori KAWAKUBO Yukio (*6)
KAWAMURA Yoshinori KOBAYASHI Kazuhiro NAKAMURA Hirofami
SITU Wataru SUZUKI Takumi TERADA Osamu (* 9)
YAMADA Masayuki YAMANISHI Toshihiko SATO Mutsumi (*22)
LUO Guang-Nan (* 1 1)

Office of Fusion Materials Research Promotion
TAKEUCHI Hiroshi (Head)
ANDO Masami (*28) FURUYA Kazuyuki IDA Mizuho (*IO)
NAKAMURA Hiroo NAKAMURA Kazuyuki OKA Kiyoshi
SATOH Michitaka (*40) SAZAWA Shingo (*8) SUGIMOTO Masayoshi
TAKEDA Masao (*42) TANIGAWA Hiroyasu YUTANI Toshiaki (*35)
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Fusion Neutron Laboratory

NISHrrANI Takeo (Head)

ABE Yuichi HORI Jun-ich (*28) KLIX Axel (*27)

KUTSUKAKE Chuzo, NAKAO Makoto ( 19) OCHIAI Kentaro

OGINUMA Yoshikazu (*26) SATO Satosi SEKI Masakazu

TANAKA Ryohei (*27) TANAKA Shigeru YAMAUCHI Michinori (*35)

VERZILOV Yury (*I 1) ZHANG Wei (*3 8)

Department of ITER Project

TUNEMATSU Toshihide (Director)

NAGAMI Masayuki (Deputy Director)

SI-1IMOMURA Yasuo (Prime Scientist)

YOSHINO Ryuji

ODAJUvIA Kazuo

Administration Group

KIMURA Toshiyuki (Leader)

TANAKA Furniyo

YOSFUNARI Shuji

Project Management Division

MORI Masahiro (Leader)

KURU-IARA. Kenichi MATSUMOTO Hiroshi SENGOKU Seio

SHRvUZU Katsuhiro SUGIE Tatsuo ITAMI Kiyoshi

KONDO Takashi

International Coordination Division

ANDO Toshiro (Leader)

HONDA Tsutomu (*3 5) 1IDA Hiromasa IOKI Kirnihiro (*22)

KATAOKA Yoshiyuki(*6) MARUYAMA. So MIZOGUCI-H Tadanori (*6)

OKADA Hidetoshi(*6) SATO Kouichi (*I) SHIMADA Michiya

SUGIHARA Masayoshi TAKAHASHI Yoshikazu YAMADA Masao(*22)

YAMAGUCI-H Kazuhiko (*32 YSHIDA Hiroshi YOSHIDA Kiyoshi

Plant System Division

SHOJI Teruaki (Leader)

ARAKI Masanori FUJIKI Kouichi(*42) IWANAGA Kazuyuki(*41)

KASHIMURA Shinji (* 1 8) KATAOKA Takahiro (*21) MATSUMOTO Kiyoshi

NAKAKLTRA Kensuke( 17) NISHIKAWA Akira (*I 0) OID40RI Junji(*35)

OHNO Isamu ( I 0) SENDA Ikuo (*35) YAGENJI Akira (*4)

YAMAMOTO Shin

Safety Design Division

TADA Eisuke (Leader)

ARAKI Takao (*35) GOTO Yoshinori (*2 1) HADA Kazuhiko

HASHIMOTO Masayoshi( IO) MARUO Takeshi NEYATANI Yuzuru
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OHIRA Shigeru TSURU Daigo

Tokamak Device Division

SHIBANUMA Kiyoshi (Leader)

1-1IGASHIJ1MAKen(*l3) KAJIURA Soji(*6) KAKUDATE Satoshi

NAKAHIRA Masataka OBARA Kenj iro

Collaborating Laboratories

Oarai Research Establishment

Department of JMTR

Blanket Irradiation and Analysis Laboratory

ITO Haruhiko (Head)

ISHITSUKA Etsuo KAWAMURA Hiroshi KIKUKAWA Akihiro (*3 )

NAKAMICI-H Masaru. TSUCHIYA Kunihiko UCHIDA Munenori (*23)

YAMADA Hirokazu (* 1 9)

Tokai Research Establishment

Department of Material Science

Research Group for Radiation Effects

JITSUKAWA. Shirou (Group leader)

FUJII Kimio IGAWA Naoki MIWA Yukio

NAITO Akira NAKAZAWA Tetsutya SAWAI Tomotsugu

SHIBA Kiyoyuki TAGUCHI Tomitsugu TANIFUJI Takaaki

YAMADA Reiji YAMAKI Daiju WAKAI Eiichi

*1 Atomic Energy General Service Corporation

*2 Doshisha University

*3 Fuji Electric Co., Ltd.

*4 Hazarna Corporation.

*5 Hitachi High-Technologies Corporation

*6 Hitachi, Ltd.

*7 Hokkaido University

*8 lbaraki University

*9 Institute of Plasma Physics, Academia Science (China)

*10 Ishikawajima-Harima Heavy Industries Co., Ltd.

*11 JAERI Fellowship

*12 Japan EXpert Clone Corp. (JEX)
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*13 JGC Corporation.

* 14 JSPS Fellowship

*15 JST Fellowship

*16 Kaihatsu Denki Co., Ltd.

17 Kajima, Corporation

*18 Kandenko Co., Ltd.

*19 Kawasaki Heavy Industries, Ltd.

*20 Kyoto University

*21 Mtsubishi Electric Corporation

*22 Nfitsubishi Heavy Industries, Ltd.

*23 NGK Insulators, Ltd.

*24 Nippon Advanced Technology Co., Ltd.

*25 Nissin Electric Co., Ltd.

*26 Nuclear Engineering Co., Ltd.

*27 Osaka University

*28 Post-Doctoral Fellow

*29 Princeton Plasma Physics Laboratory (USA)

*30 Research Organization for Information Science Technology

*31 Sangyo Kagaku Co., Ltd.

*32 Shimizu Corporation

*33 Southwestern Institute of Science and Technology (China)

*34 Sumitomo Heavy Industries, Ltd.

*35 Toshiba Corporation

*36 Tsukuba University

*37 Utsunomiya University

*38 MEXT Nuclear Research Exchange Program

*39 Tokyo Institute of Technology

*40 Kokan-Keisoku Corporation

*41 Kounoike Construnction Co., Ltd.

*42 Kumagaigumi Co., Ltd.
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